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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE 
REVIEW
1.1 General Perspective
It is customary to  start a  discussion on composites by stating that they offer sig­
nificant weight savings and have attractive mechanical properties. These properties 
have been realized by many civilizations few thousands of years ago but quantified 
only in the past few decades.
By definition, a composite implies the existence of two or more constituents. From 
this implication it can be inferred that composites, or more specifically, composite 
materials, exhibit more complex properties and behavior than their counterparts, 
“traditional materials” , of which metals are a prime example. Although these com­
plexities bring more advantages, they come with a “price” that manifests itself in 
new phenomena. Phenomena such as delamination, fiber microbuckling and fiber- 
m atrix debonding, to  mention a few, were not present in traditional (homogeneous) 
materials. In most situations, the price is justified when quantified rationally and 
correctly, i.e., such phenomena can be tolerated if accounted for properly.
Delamination, as the name implies, is the process of separating two or more 
bonded layers (plies) from one another (Figure 1.1). Hence, one can deduce that the
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delamination process is unique to laminated materials (or structures) rather than 
to  composites in the general sense. Laminated composites are a special type of 
composites in which each lamina can be isotropic or otherwise.
Consider, for example, a  laminated plate that is made up of identical thin alu­
minum plies, perfectly jointed. Such a plate is isotropic, and can be analyzed ac­
cordingly. The only complication to the analysis that must be considered is the fact 
th a t such thin layers can start to debond (delaminate) along an interface altering 
the behavior significantly. Such a behavior is usually not accounted for nor pre­
dicted by classical analysis unless special considerations are incorporated into the 
formulation governing the mechanics of the problem. These special considerations 
are predominantly nonlinear, making the task of solving the governing equations a 
formidable one. Such considerations range from large deformation effects to contact 
due to unilateral constraints.
The main reason for studying delamination can be simply stated as follows: de­
lamination damage in composites is a notorious problem which might seriously affect 
the integrity o f structures. Delamination damage can be caused during manufac­
turing or during service life of the structure [38]. The manufacturing process can 
cause imperfections such as inclusions, wrinkles, gas bubbles and/or voids. Further, 
the damage may be introduced by machining the components for fastener holes or 
cutouts. The service life damage can be due to a variety of reasons. In aircraft struc­
tures for example, damage may result from impact by runway debris, bird strike, 
ground service vehicles, hailstones, ballistics, ...etc. Dropping tools accidentally is 
another cause of damage that can take place during manufacturing as well as during 
the service life of the structure.
In many instances, delamination damage may not be visible or barely visible on
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the structure but may significantly reduce the strength (and stiffness) of the struc­
tural component. Rhodes and Williams [82] investigated the effect of impact damage 
on the compressive strength of a  T300/5208 Graphite/Epoxy (±45/02/ i  45/02/ ±  
45/0/90)25  laminated panel when impacted by an aluminum projectile (12.5 mm 
diameter ball). They showed that the damage may be visible on the contact surface 
only at impact velocities higher than 80-100m/s, but the compressive strength of the 
panel is significantly reduced by the invisible damage. Since normal inspection prac­
tice relies primarily on visual inspections, it is therefore possible that the internal 
damage, which is mainly delaminations, caused by the low level impact may not be 
detected for the lifetime of the structure. Therefore, damage-tolerant design criteria 
are established for composite structures to ensure that growth from non-visible dam­
age will not degrade the strength to less than the design ultim ate strength during 
the life of the structure. This requirement for current Graphite/Epoxy composites is 
ensured by limiting the design strain to about 0.4% [32, 46] even though the fibers 
have a failure strain of over 1.3%. Such a restriction leads to an increase in structural 
weight and limits the exploitation of the full potential that composites have to offer. 
James and Williams [46] showed that the weight saving can be up to 10-12% if the 
design strain can be increased from 0.4% to 0.6% for a  wing structure.
Amongst the three principal damage mechanisms in laminated composites, namely, 
intra-ply cracking, interlaminar matrix delamination and fiber failure, the interlam- 
inar m atrix delamination mechanism is of major importance. The delamination in 
a structure subjected to inplane loads is a subcritical failure mode [67, 77] whose 
effect may be stiffness loss, local stress concentration, and a local instability causing 
further deformations leading to compressive failure. Therefore, Wilkins et al. [110] 
described delaminations as the most prevalent life limiting damage growth mode in
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laminated composite structures. (The word delamination sometimes refers to the 
delaminated region itself rather than to the delamination process.)
1.2 Problem Statement
Generally speaking, there axe three main issues pertaining to the analysis of 
delamination behavior. These issues have been the subject of intense studies and 
investigations for the past 15-20 years and no study thus far has “closed the chapter” 
on any of these issues. Although this study is not an exception, it will attem pt to 
treat these three main issues as one. Such an attem pt is the main contribution of 
this dissertation. These three issues are:
1. Determining the delamination behavior when contact is involved. In other 
words, how would the presence o f a unilateral constraint influence the buckling 
and postbuckling behavior, growth criteria, and the shape o f the delamination 
front? (Figure 1.2)
2. Determining the decohesion and growth criteria. In other words, at what point 
in the loading (deformation) history would the delamination front move? (Fig­
ure 1.3)
3. Determining the delamination front contour. In other words, after the deco­
hesion criteria have been met, how would the new delamination zone look? 
(Figure 1.3)
Having stated the main issues, it is warranted to state the problem statem ent on 
which this work will focus on:
W hen a thin layer, fully or partially bonded to a much thicker and stiffer 
solid, is subjected to  a loading and/or deformation field(s), what are the
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phenom ena involved in the response, and how would the layer respond? 
Further, if  the layer is partially bonded, how would the pre-existing de­
lam inated (debonded) region change its size and location?
The format of the following discussion is to take on each issue and explain it, 
present how other researchers addressed it and their contributions, and finally present 
the contributions of this dissertation regarding these issues. Due to the fact that 
issues 2 and 3 are intertwined, they will be presented and discussed together, in the 
same section.
1.3 Buckling and Post buckling of Unilaterally Constrained 
Plates
Consider the situation where an arbitrarily-shaped surface delamination in a lam­
inated structure can be thought of as a plate with arbitrary boundary contour. The 
fact that the plate is located near the surface implies tha t the substrate is a much 
thicker structure that can deform only in its plane, and that its deformations do not 
obstruct those of the surface plate, only its presence (Figure 1.2). In other words, 
the substrate imposes a unilateral constraint on the surface delamination. This plate 
which is part of a larger body can buckle when subjected to a compressive stress field. 
The buckling mode (eigenmode) is, as always, a function of the plate parameters, 
e.g., boundary conditions and aspect ratio. For a certain combination of these pa­
rameters, and contrary to the common intuitive belief, such a  buckling mode can be 
of one sign (i.e., positive or negative) or multi-sign having several waves. For the 
former buckling mode, the situation can be easily predicted and the unilateral con­
straint can be accounted for by proper scaling of the eigenmode. For the latter, the 
situation is entirely different, and the unilateral constraint imposed on the buckling
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mode must be accounted for in the formulation and the solution process resulting in 
a  nonlinear eigenvalue problem whose solution is a formidable task.
It is well known that the buckling mode of an elastic rectangular plate is signif­
icantly dependent on its aspect ratio [39, 40, 99]. For example, an elastic, simply- 
supported rectangular plate having an aspect ratio of 1 (square plate) th a t is sub­
jected to a uniaxial stress field buckles in such a way that the out-of-plane deforma­
tions are of one sign. On the other hand, the same plate with an aspect ratio >  y/2 
(the loaded edges being the shorter ones) buckles in a sinusoidal fashion. Classi­
cally, such a unilaterally unconstrained plate-buckling problem was formulated and 
solved as a  linear eigenvalue problem yielding the lowest eigenvalue as the buckling 
load, and the first eigenmode as the corresponding buckling mode. However, what 
is not well known, is how the presence of a unilateral constraint affects the buckling 
characteristics of such plates.
The presence of a unilateral constraint is sometimes referred to in the literature 
as the Signorini problem [35]. In 1933, Signorini was the first to consider a unilat­
eral problem in elasticity. His problem corresponds to the equilibrium problem of an 
elastic body, which in its natural configuration is supported by a  rigid frictionless 
surface. A general theoretical treatm ent on the subject can be found in [35]. But 
such a treatm ent with its theoretical generality offers little practical use especially 
when eigenvalue analysis is involved. The eigenvalue analysis of this type of unilater­
ally constrained boundary value problems is one of the least investigated problems in 
m athematical physics. In order to confine the subject, and to cover a wide range of 
problems in which the buckling behavior of unilaterally constrained plates is sought 
after, the overall strategy of the following discussion will be to investigate two cate­
gories of rectangular plates: infinite and finite. The advantage of doing so manifests
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it self in the fact that the results of the former become a special limiting case for the 
latter, which facilitates verification of the results.
1.3.1 Infinite P lates
One common simplification when addressing buckling of unilaterally constrained 
structures is the assumption that the structure, being a beam or a plate, is infinite. 
Several issues pertaining to this subject have been studied in different contexts. The 
buckling of a  unilaterally constrained infinite beam (thin strip) was addressed by 
many investigators [1, 4, 44, 73, 83, 105, 115], to mention a  few, and it was shown 
that such a  system is completely imperfection-sensitive, with theoretically infinite 
buckling load in the absence of imperfections or weightlessness.
W eitsman [107] presented an approximate solution for the problem of contact 
between an elastic plate and a semi-infinite elastic half space1. In [108, 109], the 
same author presented several examples of beam and plate type structures resting 
on an elastic half space and subjected to transverse distributed and concentrated 
loads. In these investigations the extent of the contact area that develops between 
the beam /plate and the half space was determined by an approximate technique. 
The case of a beam that is subjected to a single concentrated transverse force and 
resting on a rigid foundation was addressed by Civelek and Erdogan [25]. Gladwell 
[41] considered a variety of plane, frictionless, unbonded contact problems and pro­
vided approximate solutions in terms of Chebyshev polynomials. Some corrections 
to the earlier work by Weitsman [109] were provided in this article. The problem of 
transversely loaded circular plates resting on bimodulus and tensionless foundation
was addressed by Kamiya [49]. A geometrically nonlinear formulation was adopted
1 Although buckling is of our main concern, it is important to review part of literature related 
to the problem of constrained plate deformations in the general sense.
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and Berger’s [7] simplification to the von Karman large deflection equations were 
used in analyzing axisymmetric plate deformations. More recently, Celep [18], ad­
dressed the behavior of transversely loaded rectangular elastic plates resting on a 
tensionless Winkler foundation. In this investigation Galerkin’s method was used to 
obtain results for the areas of contact and plate displacement distributions.
Roorda [83] presented many aspects of unilateral buckling problems in one­
dimensional settings, and Seide {85] presented some work on the buckling behavior 
of an infinitely long, simply supported isotropic plate. Attaching the plate to a  ten­
sionless elastic foundation and subjecting it to a far field uniaxial compressive load, 
the latter author presented results for the buckling load as well as the buckling wave 
length. Assuming a periodic response and using a  limiting process, the solution for 
a unilaterally constrained simply supported infinite plate was recovered from the ex­
act solutions of the governing differential equations. Such an exact solution showed 
th a t the unilateral constraint increases the buckling load by 33%. Using a similar 
formulation, more general results were obtained by Shahwan and Waas [8 6 ]. The 
formulation as well as the results pertaining to the latter are presented in Chapter
II.
1.3.2 Finite Plates
The situation here is not only quite different, it is also mathematically more 
involved. Unlike the previously presented situation where it was possible to make 
some assumptions regarding the buckling response (e.g., periodic), this situation 
offers no such possibility and similar assumptions cannot be employed.
Buckling of unilaterally constrained finite plates has been investigated in different 
contexts. The physical problems where such a situation occurs are of varying nature.
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Of our concern, and to keep a  focus on the overall goal of the dissertation, one such 
problem is the determination of the critical loading conditions of a finite, rectangular, 
and linear elastic plate that is unilaterally constrained by the presence of a  rigid 
surface parallel to its undeformed middle plane. The distance between the rigid 
surface and the plate’s middle plane is taken to be half the plate’s thickness, implying 
th a t a gap does not exist.
In the vast literature on the subject of buckling of unilaterally constrained de­
laminations (which are essentially plates), the unilateral constraint is usually avoided 
indirectly by either modeling the delamination as a narrow plate (wide column) or 
as an axisymmetric circular plate or annulus [5, 10, 15, 22, 84], which are essentially 
one-dimensional models2. By resorting to one-dimensional models, the governing 
partial differential equations are reduced to ordinary differential equations. This im­
plies that for such boundary value problems, the eigenmode corresponding to the 
lowest eigenvalue is of one sign, hence, no contact occurs (within the boundaries) 
between the plate and the constraining rigid surface.
Issues pertaining to the equilibrium and stability of discrete one-way structural 
systems were dealt with in a general manner by Burgess [16]. This author also pre­
sented an analysis that showed that the discrete method converges to the continuum 
solution by studying a radially constrained imperfect ring [17]. In these works the 
notion of a critical state is classified and the evaluation of the buckling load was 
carried out in the context of a postbuckling analysis.
An analysis to extend the classic variational theory for eigenvalue problems so as 
to define the Euler critical load of a unilaterally constrained finite beam is presented
in [101]. The variational formulation also provided a method of bounding the buck­
2However, it is to be noted that except for certain inner/outer radii ratio, annuli can exhibit a 
non-axisymmetric behavior [36, 57].
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ling load by comparison, and a  few im portant theorems and remarks were stated. 
Using an elastica approach, Soong and Choi [90] derived equations for continuous 
contact between a beam and its boundary, as well as multiple discrete point contacts. 
They presented examples in which the elastica curvature assumes values which are 
less than the curvature of the restraining boundary, thus resulting in line contact. A 
finite element solution was presented in [91] with an updated-Lagrangian formulation 
to  investigate the stability of rods with unilateral constraints. These authors showed 
good agreement in comparing their solutions to those available in the literature. The 
axisymmetric upheaval buckling of a heavy plate in unilateral contact with a rigid 
subgrade was presented in [43].
Similar issues relating to the behavior of unilaterally constrained plates have been 
considered by other researchers in different contexts. Motivated by a problem that 
arises in magnetic tape recording, Benson [6 ] used classical plate theory to study 
plate tenting with one-sided constraint using an energy minimization formulation. 
A more indepth study on unilateral boundary value problems as related to the non­
linear theory of plates was reported in [60, 61], This author presented a variational 
formulation along with an existence theorem and a uniqueness result for a variational 
solution for thin plates under normal load. The existence of equilibrium states of 
such plates is also studied.
The buckling of thin plates using von Karman plate theory in a variational in­
equality formulation was presented in [29, 30, 52]. Do [30] distinguished three prob­
lems in his discussion on the bifurcation of non-zero solutions from the trivial one, 
the latter being the inplane response. One of the problems was the buckling of a 
clamped, perfectly flat plate placed directly against a rigid flat surface (no gap). It 
was concluded that there is no solution which bifurcates from the trivial solution,
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more exactly, an infinite load is the only bifurcation value. Such a conclusion shows 
th a t there is no quasi-static process which allows one to go from the flat equilibrium 
state to  another equilibrium state in which the plate is buckled.
Using a variational principle with penalty in a  finite element formulation, Ohtake 
et a i  [69, 70] provided a more convenient basis for computational methods by intro­
ducing a penalty term and adding it to  the potential energy. In effect, this term  is 
identically zero whenever the plate’s out-of-plane deformation is not in contact with 
the rigid constraint, and greater than zero otherwise. It was possible in this work to 
linearize the nonlinear equilibrium equations about the unconstrained state (penalty 
term  =  0) due to the presence of an initial gap. The authors stated that bifurcation 
occurs at the simple eigenvalue of the linearized problem but did not state th a t this 
is true only for the case where a  gap is initially present between the bottom  surface 
of the plate and the rigid constraining surface.
In the context of delaminations, an analysis of the one-dimensional situation 
where the sublaminate has some finite bending rigidity, revealed tha t certain buck­
ling configurations exist in which contact conditions occur [22]. One of the earliest 
work that addressed the issue of unilateral constraints as related to the problem 
of two-dimensional delamination buckling was reported by Chai and Babcock [23]. 
Modeling the delamination as a  thin elliptic plate, and based on rather limited num­
ber of assumed admissible Rayleigh-Ritz displacement terms, they studied the de­
pendence of overlap conditions on ellipse aspect ratio and load level. More recently, 
the buckling and post-buckling of elliptical delaminations was investigated by Chai 
[2 0 , 2 1 ] who carried out a simplified contact analysis by limiting the contact regions to 
isolated points. Although such an assumption resulted in an accuracy within ±30%, 
it would not hold in cases were the geometry, boundary conditions and loading are of
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a more complicated nature so that surface rather than point contact would dominate 
the response. The same author presented a simplified mixed-mode fracture analy­
sis combining nonlinear thin-plate stress solutions with crack-tip elasticity results in 
thin-film debond problems associated with large film deformations [19]. He showed 
th a t film-substrate overlap (unilateral contact) may occur under compression load­
ing. Further, overlap prevention by substrate (unilateral constraint) may drastically 
increase the energy available for crack propagation, particularly for narrow debonds 
loaded along their long axis.
Jensen and Thouless [47] analyzed, theoretically and experimentally, the buck­
ling instability of a  system where a straight crack lies at the interface between a  thin 
elastic film and a substrate and showed that buckling of the unilaterally constrained 
system can cause the crack to propagate in a non-straight manner. In their study, 
the unilateral constraint condition was accounted for using a  tensionless foundation 
model. In a  similar and more recent study Suemasu et al. [96] presented an ex­
perimental as well as an analytical study on the buckling of edge delaminations and 
showed that the global buckling load reduction is significant and almost proportional 
to the delamination width. Further, they accounted for the unilateral constraint by 
introducing an imaginary displacement spring along with two rotational springs at 
each of the constraint points.
1.4 Delamination Growth
Although it has been the tradition to label the delamination problem as “Delam­
ination Buckling, Postbuckling and Growth” it was often argued that the ordering of 
the words implies that the three events, namely, buckling, postbuckling and growth, 
are chronological. In the m ajority of the literature on the subject it has been assumed
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th a t this is the case and the analysis presented are based on such an assumption. 
Further, most of the reported delamination growth analyses are self-similar owing 
to the fact that the cases investigated were either one-dimensional or axi-symmertic. 
Such an implication and assumptions will be discussed and commented on subse­
quently. The issues of delamination onset and growth will be explained along with 
some of the contributions reported in the literature.
Classically, the problem of delamination buckling and growth has been treated 
by analyzing the growth subsequent to buckling of a  finite one-dimensional or axi- 
symmetric delamination embedded in an infinite medium. While being a  valid trea t­
ment on the subject resulting in a  variety of useful and practical results, this approach 
significantly hampers the ability to obtain results for 2 -dimensional non-self-similar 
growth. In addition, these studies were based on formulations that circumvent the 
ability to study the interaction between the “local” and the “global” problem. The 
local being the delamination and the global being the structure3  containing the de­
lamination. These deficiencies can be overcome by treating the two problems (i.e., 
local and global) as one and allowing the distinction to evolve as part of the solution.
1.4.1 Onset o f Delamination
Garg [38] presented a  condensed overview on this issue. Basically there are two 
methods to approach the issue of delamination onset: one based on fracture mechan­
ics and the other on strength. The fracture mechanics method, which appears to be 
more accurate, employs the assumption tha t the delamination front is an edge of a 
crack at the interface. This leads to the determination of the stress intensity factor,
K  or the strain energy release-rate4, G (after A. A. Griffith who, in 1920, introduced
3Throughout this study, the global structure is always a plate.
4The strain energy release-rate is the incremental strain energy release per unit gain of delami­
nation area.
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the concept of surface energy of a solid). Depending on the values of K  or G  rela­
tive to their critical values, the prediction of the delamination onset or propagation 
is made. The strength method involves the detailed stress analysis near the free 
edge used in conjunction with a failure criteria such as the point stress and aver­
age stress criteria. However, these criteria are suitable only when the delamination 
onset is governed by az (out-of-plane) stress component. Other criteria have been 
proposed when shear stresses are involved. The fracture mechanics approach is the 
most commonly used due to its simplicity as compared to the other approach where 
the 3-dimensional stress field needs to be known in order to be compared against the 
onset criteria, a  requirement not easily achievable by employing plate- or shell-type 
theories6.
1.4.2 Fracture M echanics Concepts
Generally speaking, delamination onset and growth criteria were, and still are, 
fracture mechanics-based. This is predominantly due to the simplicity of implement­
ing fracture mechanics concepts as opposed to others. In the analysis of fracture 
in elastic bodies it is convenient to consider the energy change in the system due 
to the fracture growth arising from the changes in external work and internal en­
ergy. But it must be remembered that although an overall energy balance must be 
maintained, there is not, as in normal deformation processes, a  simple balance of 
external work and internal energy. This is because the usual compatibility condi­
tion for deformation is violated by fracture and results in an energy change. This
occurrence of an energy release-rate is not unique to fracture and can arise in any
8Some plate and shell theories include, to the first order (and sometimes higher), trt stress in 
them. Such theories involve computational drawbacks that offset their contributions, and in many 
situations lead to a system of governing equations that has a degree of complexity similar to that 
of 3-dimensional elasticity.
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system involving discontinuous changes of boundary conditions [111]. The two main 
fracture mechanics concepts pertaining to delamination growth are:
•  The stress intensity factors K j, K u  and K m  or the strain energy release-rates 
G\, G u  and G m  which axe used in the analysis of elastic systems.
•  The ./-integral which is usdti in the analysis of inelastic (dissipative) systems.
K i, K n  and K m  refer to stress intensities in crack opening modes / ,  I I  and ///[111], 
and likewise for G /, G u  and G m .  For the fracture analysis of elastic systems, the 
concepts of the stress intensity factors and strain energy release rates axe related.
For example, for a  linear isotropic material, the plane strain values for Gj, G u  and
K 2  K 2  K 2
G m  are G / =  ( l - * ,2 ) -= f , G u  =  ( 1  - v 2 ) - 4 r  and G m  =  (1 +  J/)— and combined
E  E E
modes are simply described by superposition. Thus, at the crack tip in an elastic
material, the local stress field can be characterized by the values of K j, K u  and K m ,  
and tha t critical values would be expected to form a fracture criteria. If we confine 
our attention to mode / ,  for example, then we can postulate that fracture will occur 
when K i  =  K ic, where K ic is a critical value. While K i  is a loading param eter, K ic 
is a m aterial parameter tha t is determined experimentally. Hence, for a  particular 
material one can define K ic, K uc  and K uic  as well as G /c, G /jc and G ///c, and when 
used as fracture criteria, both concepts K c and Gc are entirely equivalent6.
In other situations where crack tip plasticity is present, employing K c or Gc as 
fracture criteria leads to erroneous results. In such situations, and within certain 
limitations, the J-integral, or simply J ,  provides a means to determine an energy 
release rate for cases where plasticity effects are not negligible. J  has been proposed
as a more universal fracture criteria than G, because it is claimed to be applicable
6K e and Ge are used in general to designate critical stress intensity factor(s) and critical strain 
energy release rate(s).
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to cases where crack growth and fracture are associated with appreciable plastic 
deformation [12]. Note that for an elastic system, J  =  G, which is a  precise statement 
since the deformations are history-independent. For dissipative systems, this is not 
necessarily so since the deformations may be history-dependent but, if the loading 
is monotonic and increasing, then path dependence will not occur and J  will be an 
accurate representation. Under such circumstances, the use of a  critical value of J ,  
Jc, to characterize crack initiation is sensible.
For most of the graphite/epoxy laminated composites, delaminations occurs in a 
brittle fashion with no significant plasticity near the delamination front (crack tip). 
Hence, and in general, delaminatioji growth has been categorized as a brittle fracture 
allowing for the employment of K  and G concepts.
1.4.3 Delam ination Growth using Fracture Mechanics Concepts
One of the earliest introductory treatm ents on the subject was given by Kachanov 
[48] who presented, in a  simplified fashion, different aspects of one-dimensional de­
lamination buckling and growth based on the strain energy release-rate concept. 
While in a  one-dimensional (or axisymmetric) setting the crack (or delamination 
front) will propagate in a self-similar manner from the original shape so that the 
change in fractured area could be defined in terms of a  single parameter, in a  general 
two-dimensional (asymmetric) setting this is not the case. In the latter, the growth 
occurs in a  non-self-similar manner which makes the determination of the new crack 
front profile a  free boundary problem whose solution is considerably difficult. The 
latter situation is still one of the most fundamental yet not fully solved problems in 
fracture mechanics, especially for composite materials.
By employing fracture mechanics concepts, delamination growth is assumed to
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depend upon the stress state of the crack tip which is governed by the mixed mode 
stress intensity factors K i, K u  and K m  or the strain energy release-rates Gj, G u  
and Gj u • It is not necessary that all three modes exist together. Only one or two 
modes may dominate the fracture propagation. This does not simplify the analysis 
nor the prediction of the fracture propagation direction.
The growth of edge delamination is a  stable fracture process in laminates sub­
jected to tensile loading [6 6 , 106]. O’Brien [6 6 ] considered that the onset of de­
lamination criteria Gc is a material property independent of ply orientation which 
contradicts other studies that reported Gc to be strongly dependent on the ratio
- 7 7 — for angle ply laminates and obtained a relationship in the form 
K i
a oc \
Further, the mixed mode delamination growth is not observed to follow a single 
propagation law [38]. Various laws have been used by different investigators and the 
simplest mixed mode delamination propagation law was defined based on the total 
strain energy release-rate G j. Gj  was defined as
G j = GI + G u  (1.2)
and when it reaches Gc, propagation takes place. However, the relationship ( 1 .2 ) 
may describe the mixed mode delamination growth only for materials that have 
G u  =  Giic- But for most of the graphite/epoxy composites, G ic •< G u c and 
thus equation (1.2) may not adequately describe the delamination growth. A more 
appropriate interaction relation to describe the growth was assumed to have the 
following form:
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where the exponents m and n  have been found to have different values for different 
cases. Different investigators have used values like 1 and 2 for m and/or n to fit 
their experimental data  yielding, in many cases, good agreements. Other models for 
mixed mode fracture criteria have been suggested, such models are [31, 38]:
For graphite/epoxy composites,
_  e " C 2  "  C3Gc = cx - e  V V (1.4)
where cx, cz and C3  are experimentally determined curve-fit parameters. Using G 
instead of K , equation (1.4) was also given in the following form:
-0 .2 5  , / l  -  6.3X
Gc =  503.3 - e  V ( 1 5 )
where E l and E j  are the longitudinal and transverse moduli of the laminate. For
graphite/PEEK  composites,
Another and a more general criterion was proposed by Hahn [42]
( • - £ )  © ' * ( & )  © * ( & ) "  >'■"
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Although it has been demonstrated that the above delamination growth crite­
ria fit some experimental data fairly well, such criteria lack generality and physi­
cal/m athem atical basis. Despite all of their deficiencies, such criteria are the main 
driving force behind most of the progress achieved in the field to date. Hutchinson 
and Suo [45] presented a comprehensive study on mixed mode cracking in layered ma­
terials. Their work included very im portant and useful results pertaining to fracture 
and growth criteria.
Yin [112] analyzed the axisymmetric buckling and growth of a  circular delami­
nation in a compressed laminate and reported tha t under a  specified fixed bound­
ary compression load, the energy release-rate in the laminate was found to increase 
monotonically with the growth of a circular thin-film delamination. Further, and 
in contrast to the reported growth behavior of one-dimensional delaminations re­
ported in [2 2 ], the uniform-expansion growth of a circular thin-film delamination, 
once started, is always catastrophic.
In another study, Yin and Jane [113, 114] investigated the buckling and post­
buckling behavior of two-dimensional elliptical delaminations using the Rayleigh- 
Ritz method. Although their main work concentrated on self-similar growth using 
energy-release rate, they stated correctly that the actual growth mode is generally not 
a combination of growth along two fixed principal directions and, strictly speaking, it 
can only be determined by evaluating the pointwise values of the energy release-rate 
along the delamination boundary. In their study of the same problem but in an 
anisotropic setting, the same authors came across a common analysis difficulty that 
arises when studying crack/delamination fronts. This difficulty is caused by the fact 
that the maximum and minimum values of the boundary forces (stresses), moments 
and energy release-rates generally do not occur at the apices. Consequently, growth
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of an initially elliptical delamination generally proceeds in the such a manner that 
the shape of the delamination becomes non-elliptical.
Nairn and Hu [59] proposed a  quasi-three dimensional model using lumped springs 
for the prediction of the propagation of arbitrarily shaped delamination fronts due to 
tensile stress field. In their study they investigated the delamination behavior using 
the energy release-rate concept adopted from fracture mechanics. They showed that 
although the quasi-three dimensional model cannot account for free-edge interlaminar 
stresses, the predicted crack (delamination front) growth is in qualitative agreement 
with experimental observations once the delamination growth has proceeded a few ply 
depths [28]. Experimental observations of microcrack-induced delaminations suggest 
tha t delamination growth is not necessarily self-similar and through-the-width [28].
Storakers and Andersson [93] derived a general expression for the energy released 
at progressing delamination in plates consisting of an arbitrary distribution of lay­
ers of different material properties. The derived expression introduced a  quantity 
that may be interpreted as a  plate analogue of Eshelby’s energy momentum tensor. 
Although the expression is quite general its applicability was not demonstrated for 
two-dimensional non-self-similar delamination growth since the authors investigated 
only two axisymmetric cases that are, mathematically, one-dimensional (growth is 
always self-similar).
Employing a Griffith type criterion, Bottega [9] derived a growth law which gov­
erns the propagation of a delamination embedded in a layered plate, with the shape 
of the delamination area and of the plate assumed to be arbitrary. The derivation is 
based on a point wise growth criterion. In this study, the author did not demonstrate 
the applicabilities of the derived growth law.
In most of the studies on delamination, the problem of delamination buckling
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and growth has been approached by employing structural mechanics theories such 
as those for beams and plates. Such theories entail approximations which lead to 
certain constraints on the solution process. Such constraints are the assumption 
th a t the edges of the delamination be either free, simply-supported or clamped, 
and th a t the delamination cannot grow unless the delaminated layer buckles. As a 
result, delamination growth has been determined either by enforcing a global energy- 
balance of the system or by incorporating the concept of energy release-rate after the 
buckling point is reached. Madenci [56] studied the problem of delamination buckling 
and growth by employing the stability equations of elasticity theory which overcome 
these limitations. The author’s analysis focused on assessment of the delamination 
growth parameter K i  (the stress intensity factor) due to the slight opening of the 
delamination surface. As expected, the value of K i  was shown to  be bounded by the 
results from the simplified model of a clamped and a simply-supported thin plate 
analysis. Further, the study showed that, should K i  be greater than or equal to the 
interfacial fracture toughness of the laminate, unstable delamination growth can take 
place even before the buckling load (stress) is reached. The latter result was obtained 
earlier by Pavier and Chester [72] who, experimentally, found tha t delaminations in 
carbon fiber-reinforced epoxy tend to grow in size prior to failure due to buckling.
Another related subject tha t has received some attention is the folding patterns of 
buckling-driven thin-film blisters [45, 71]. In [71] the authors showed that thin films 
and coatings in a state of residual compression can, under appropriate conditions, 
decohere and buckle away from the substrate to form blisters. They studied the 
morphology and complex folding patterns of buckling-driven thin-film blisters by 
formulating the problem in terms of the total energy of the film, which is the sum 
of the membrane and bending energies, the latter being a singular perturbation of
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the former, and constructed solutions by a matched asymptotic expansion. The 
obtained film deflections were found to match, in surprising detail, the observed 
complex folding patterns adopted by delaminated films.
1.4.4 Contact and Frictional Effects
Storakers and Nilsson [94] studied imperfection sensitivity at delamination buck­
ling and growth using a  methodology that is based on the affinity between initial 
and postbuckling transverse deflections. Modeling the delamination as a plate and 
the delamination front as a crack they investigated three cases, a  wide column, a 
circular plate subjected to an axisymmetric compression and a circular plate sub­
jected to a uniaxial compression. They showed that while the first two cases yielded 
the expected self-similar growth, the last case resulted in a non-self-similar growth 
due to the loss of full symmetry of the problem. For the latter, they observed that 
at the pre-bifurcation load the stress intensity factor is negative (implying contact) 
although only in the vicinity where stress intensity factors are small. In a recent 
combined theoretical and experimental study of delamination growth by Nilsson et 
al. [64] it was found that the shape of the delamination was not much affected by 
the contact provided that the crack growth is expected remote from a contact region. 
The magnitude of crack parameters was affected, although only slightly. Although 
the latter study’s account for contact was, in some sense, general, its generality was 
not clearly demonstrated when global contact dominates the response-a situation of 
prime importance.
Jensen and Thouless [47] analyzed, theoretically and experimentally, the buckling 
instability of a system where a straight crack lies at the interface between a thin 
elastic film and a  substrate and showed that buckling of the system can cause the
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crack to propagate in a non-straight manner. In their study, the unilateral constraint 
condition was accounted for using a tensionless foundation model.
Thouless et al. [97] studied buckling-driven delaminations of thin films in plane- 
strain setting and showed th a t, when the effects of contact regions in which frictional 
effects shield the crack tip, the Coulomb frictional stress required to explain the 
apparent toughness observed in this regime is larger than the shear yield strength 
of the interface. Hence, they inferred that for this to be the case then large-scale 
plasticity may have a  significant effect on the obtained results.
In another study that considered frictional effects, Stringfellow and Freund [95] 
analyzed the process of frictional interaction during the delamination of a compressed 
thin film from a substrate in order to assess the effect of Coulomb friction, arising 
from compressive contact, on the energy release-rate, G, driving the delamination. 
Modeling the system as a two-dimensional elastic half-space containing a thin layer 
of m aterial adjacent to the free surface (the film) they found that G decreases by 
about 35% when the coefficient of interfacial friction is equal to one. Using finite 
elements methods they further found that when the film is more compliant than the 
substrate, frictional interaction is enhanced and the calculated energy release rate 
decreases substantially. Further, when bending forces are taken into account, G  is 
significantly affected only when the ratio of the length of the delamination to the 
thickness of the film is relatively small. Their main conclusion was that frictional 
effects can be significant in reducing the delamination driving force, and that they 
can play an im portant role in the observed arrest of spreading delaminations.
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1.4.5 Delam ination Buckling and Growth as a Dynam ic Problem
Physically, the buckling problem is a dynamic one, and delamination buckling and 
growth are no exception. Although few studies have investigated this problem in a 
dynamic setting, this physical situation is still primarily modeled as a  quasi-static 
one. Bottega and Maewal [11] studied the dynamics of delamination buckling for a 
uniform triangular transverse tension pulse with constant radial compressive load and 
for three types of radial loading functions with vanishing transverse load. They have 
reported that for a linearly increasing radial loading function the dynamic growth in 
circular plates with circular delaminations differs from tha t predicted by quasi-static 
analysis and that this behavior is dependent upon the loading rate. Further, the 
static analysis predicts more extensive delamination growth for the cases considered. 
Finally, the authors stated th a t a large magnitude short duration radial pulse loading 
was seen to exhibit a simple vibratory motion of the delamination with no growth.
The current research will focus on analyzing delamination buckling and growth 
as a quasi-static problem. The structure containing the delamination(s) will be 
subjected to either an inplane load-controlled or an inplane displacement-controlled 
environments. These controlled environments will be assumed to be quasi-static 
uninfluenced by any inertia effects.
1.5 Delamination as an Interphase Problem
To overcome some of the limitations and deficiencies introduced by employing 
fracture mechanics concepts, there has been increasing interest in developing theo­
ries where fracture emerges as a natural outcome of the deformation history. Such 
theories utilize what is referred to in the literature as the interface models. Such 
models replace the interface which has zero thickness and no constitutive proper­
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ties with a layer (an interphase) that has a finite thickness along with constitutive 
properties.
Although these models have been used by different investigators and in a  variety 
of different contexts, they share common drawbacks. One of the m ajor drawbacks 
for the use of interface models in the analysis of decohesion, especially for composite 
delaminations, is the difficulty in identifying model parameters. Such a difficulty 
is attributed to the fact th a t experiments cannot be directly done on the interface. 
Hence, indirect information must be derived from tests.
Assuming a homogeneous and linear elastic interphase, Waas [102] studied the 
effect of the interphase on compressive strength of a unidirectional monofilament 
composite. The study concentrated on investigating the effect of interphase prop­
erties on the composite buckling strain. Although no decohesion was considered in 
the analysis, the study showed that for such a configuration a “soft” interphase, 
whose thickness is approximately ^  of the fiber thickness or greater, will have a 
detrim ental effect on the compressive stability of unidirectional composites.
1.5.1 Decohesion of an Interphase
Corigliano [27] generalized the formulation of the already existing interface models 
which relate tractions to displacement jumps and which can be used to simulate 
fracture processes. Further, he included in his formulation the issue of softening 
interfaces and concluded th a t the proposed interface models and formulation are 
suitable for mixed mode propagation, for the cases studied. Although the models 
were referred to as “interface models” they are actually interphase models describing 
the kinematics and constitutive properties of certain interphases.
A general class of interface models, which generalize the models proposed for
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delamination by many investigators and summarized in [27], is expressed by the 
following relationship:
E =  i ( l  -  <(,)*,[«,]’’ + |(1  -  <k)hw * 1 + i ( l  -  <k)k£ < H *  >J +
1 1$  <  [u3] ' > i  +  #  ( 1 .8 )
where the indices 1, 2 and 3 refer to the local principal directions of the interface, 
and
[u] = [ul* + [Up (1.9)
are the displacement discontinuities which are the sum of an elastic (reversible) 
part and a plastic (irreversible) one. E  is the free energy per unit surface, d, axe 
damage variables for the three directions, k{ are interface elastic stiffnesses with 
the dimension of force per length cube. The unilateral effects are accounted for via 
<  >_ and <  > + symbols which denote the negative and positive parts of the quantity 
inside. ^  is a  function that represents an energy per unit surface which depends on 
micromechanical rearrangements. In [27] it was stated that the choice of interface 
elastic stiffnesses k{ does not appear to be crucial for delamination analysis and that 
these stiffness parameters can be given by:
S  k2 s  k* Si ^  (1.10)
e e e
where e is a fictitious thickness attributed to the interface, and G 1 3 , G23 and E 3 are 
the shear and Young’s moduli which can be chosen equal to those of the homogenized
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composite laminate. In some of the cases investigated in the latter study, e was given 
a value approximately equal 7  of a single ply thickness.
Needleman [62] addressed the problem of tensile decohesion along an interface 
in his investigation of the decohesion of a viscoplastic block from a rigid substrate. 
Although normal as well as shearing effects were considered in his finite element 
analysis, the problem was in a 1 -dimensional setting giving a priori knowledge on 
the decohesion direction. In a more recent study [63] the same author presented 
an analysis of fracture where the initial-boundary value problem formulation allows 
for the possibility of a  complete loss of stress carrying capacity, with the associated 
creation of a new free surface, and without employing any fracture criterion. He 
mentioned that in grid-based numerical methods, such as the finite element or finite 
difference methods, a length scale is introduced by the discretization. Further, when 
numerical analyses of localization or toughness are carried out without some length 
scale in the initial-boundary value problem formulation, the length scale introduced 
by the discretization can determine key features of the computed behavior.
1.5.2 M ultiple Delaminations
In most of all of the analyses presented on delamination buckling, postbuck­
ling and growth the finite delamination was assumed to be embedded in an infinite 
medium (1- or 2-dimensional) [5, 10, 22, 23, 93, 112, 113, 114], to mention a few. 
Such an assumption leads to two distinct features of such analyses:
• Only the behavior of the delamination is captured. The behavior of the medium 
containing the delamination as well as the interaction between the medium 
and the delamination is rarely part of the analyses. Hence, such analyses are 
generally local.
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•  Only a single delaminated region is analyzed. The presence of multiple, un­
connected and co-planner delaminated regions is never considered.
In the above discussion, the term “local” implies a region of the size of the delami­
nation (including its boundary). On the other hand, the term  “global” implies the 
entire domain containing all delaminated regions. The above two features are limita­
tions tha t are implicit in the formulation leading to the commonly reported results. 
Based on physical grounds it is believed that these limitations can be overcome by 
treating the two problems (i.e., local and global) as one and allowing the distinc­
tion to evolve as part of the solution. This facilitates the ability to study multiple 
(unconnected) delaminated regions as well as their interactions. For this part of the 
study no literature was found on the subject. It is believed th a t the m athematical 
complexity of such a physical situation is the sole reason for this lack in the technical 
literature7.
1.6 Overview of the Dissertation’s Contribution
This dissertation will treat the issue of unilateral constraint in the context of 
buckling of plates. One of the ways to incorporate the unilateral constraint condi­
tion in the formulation of solid mechanics problems is to introduce a  fictitious elastic 
layer as a substitute for the rigid constraint. The elastic layer can then be modeled 
as an elastic foundation composed of a  bed of nonlinear axial springs. Although, 
the nonlinearity can manifest itself in the geometry of springs’ deformation and/or 
the force-displacement constitutive relationship, it is the latter that is of interest to 
us at this stage. One type of constitutive nonlinearity is a  deformation-sign depen­
dency which is believed to be well suited for capturing the physics of unilaterally
7This does not imply that this situation was never investigated. The main implication is that 
pertaining literature was not available.
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constrained problems. Hence, the problem of unilateral constraint is modeled by 
introducing a  nonlinear elastic foundation exhibiting such nonlinearity. It is impor­
tan t to remember that this is a feature of the modeling that is introduced and not 
necessarily of the problem a t hand. Further, two types of situations will be consid­
ered: infinite and finite plates. The first will be solved exactly and approximately 
for simply-supported and clamped-free specially orthotropic plates, respectively. For 
the first situation, the plates are infinite in the loaded direction and the foundation 
model used is perfectly tensionless. For the second situation, a  different mechanical 
model will be employed and an appropriate solution method for the critical loading 
conditions of a rectangular, linear elastic plate will be considered. In both situations 
the plates are modeled along the lines of classical plate theory employing Kirchhoff- 
Love hypothesis. The analysis will involve the determination of the buckling loads 
and modes only, postbuckling of such plates will not be considered in this context 
but will be dealt with subsequently.
W ith regards to decohesion and growth it was apparent from the presented liter­
ature on the subject tha t this issue has been analyzed in many different contexts and 
situations using very similar methods and growth criteria. By employing the strain 
energy release-rates concept along with other fracture criteria many different prob­
lems have been solved, and many limits of the fracture criteria have been reached8. 
Hence, using fracture criteria for delamination growth will not be included in this 
work. This implies that this dissertation will not contribute directly to delamination 
growth in the classical (fracture mechanics) sense. Rather an attem pt will be made 
to present a simplified as well as unified treatm ent on the subject where the three
aspects, namely, unilaterally constrained buckling, postbuckling and non-self-similar
8Thi8 is mainly in mixed mode fracture criteria, especially for composite materials.
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growth are accounted for simultaneously. Replacing the interface by a  nonlinear 
elastic interphase only the mechanical properties (stiffness, thickness, ...etc.) will 
be required to fully characterize the decohesion process without resorting to  any 
fracture mechanics concepts. Further, during the formulation no distinction will be 
made between the phenomena of buckling (and postbuckling) and non-self-similar 
growth. In other words, the same equations govern the entire behavior from begin­
ning (starting to load/displace the structure) to end (complete delamination and/or 
loss of stiffness) without specification to certain regimes of validity. The entire de­
cohesion process will be assumed to be elastic and conservative and all the energy 
released by will be redistributed back to the structure with no net dissipated elastic 
energy.
1.7 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation is divided into six chapters, and the following is a  brief descrip­
tion of each:
Chapter I
This chapter introduces the general problem along with a literature review pertaining 
to all of its aspects. No literature review will be given in subsequent chapters.
Chapter II
This chapter deals with the problem of buckling of unilaterally constrained infinite 
plates. The problem, which is infinite in one direction, will be formulated and solved 
for different boundary conditions and material properties. The results of this chapter 




This chapter deals with the problem of buckling of unilaterally constrained finite 
plates. The problem, which is in a  rectangular domain, will be formulated and 
solved for different boundary conditions and material properties. The results of this 
chapter will be used to demonstrate that using nonlinear foundation models to model 
unilateral constraints is viable, paving the way for implementing such models into 
delamination growth models, the latter being the subject of Chapters IV and V.
Chapter IV
This chapter deals with the formulation of the interphase problem as a  modeling 
technique to overcome the limitations of fracture mechanics approaches in predict­
ing delamination growth. Using a  virtual work formulation, the plate-interphase- 
substrate system is modeled as one, resulting in a system of integral equations that 
will be solved using an approximate method.
Chapter V
This chapter presents few case studies along with the results and analysis of the 
results. The cases presented are few and their choice was based solely on the fact 
that they demonstrate the validity, applicability and generality of the interphase 
model as well as the modeling presented in Chapter IV.
Chapter V I
This chapter presents a summary of the dissertation along with its main conclusions.
The tables and figures of each chapter are located at the end of the chapter and 
not at the end of the thesis. On the other hand, the bibliography and references are
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Figure 1.1: A schematic showing a delamination process, (a) Although there is only 
one homogeneous material without an apparent interface, the separation 
process is called delamination. This is the most investigated delamina­
tion situation, (b) In laminated composites, the delaminated layer(s) 
can have different material properties (material 1 ) than the supporting 
substrate (material 2 ). At their interface, there exists an adhesive layer 
whose thickness is usually taken to be equal to zero in order to simplify 
the formulation of the problem. In the analysis of both situations, it is 
common to take I <  f  as well as h <  / (i.e., thin film in an infinite 
medium).
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Substrate acts as a "rigid" constraint
Figure 1.2: A schematic showing an idealized delamination at the edge of a  circular 
hole. When surface plies of a laminated structure delaminate, a  com­
pressive stress field can cause these delaminated plies to buckle. The 
buckling mode is significantly influenced by the presence of the thick 
and, relatively speaking, “rigid” substrate.
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Figure 1.3: Comparison between a self-similar and a  non-self-similar delamination 
growth in a plate subjected to edge loads/displacements.
CHAPTER II
BUCKLING OF UNILATERALLY 
CONSTRAINED INFINITE PLATES
2.1 Introduction
Although the problem of unilateral buckling is not the main focus of the overall 
study, it is of particular importance since it plays a vital role in the prediction of 
delaminations ’ response. While this role will be assessed in subsequent chapters, this 
chapter focuses on modeling unilaterally constrained infinite plates so that it can be 
incorporated in the buckling and postbuckling analysis of delaminations.
The unilateral constraint condition is a physical situation which implies that 
a plate, when subjected to some loads, will only deform in the direction of the 
constraint’s outward normal and any other direction perpendicular to it. In the 
forthcoming discussion attention will be focused on obtaining buckling loads that 
conform to this physical situation.
The buckling behavior of an infinitely long, simply supported isotropic plate 
(Figure 2.1) was presented by Seide [85]. Attaching the plate to a tensionless elastic 
foundation and subjecting it to a far field uniaxial compressive load, he presented 
results for the buckling load as well as the buckling wave length. Using a  limiting 
process, the solution for a unilaterally constrained simply supported infinite plate
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was recovered from the exact solutions of the governing differential equations. Such 
an exact solution showed tha t the unilateral constraint increases the buckling load 
by 33%.
Similar attention has not been given to the buckling behavior of infinitely long 
anisotropic plates with boundary conditions other than simple. To analyze such 
plates one needs to formulate the problem in such a way so th a t boundary conditions 
other than simple can be easily incorporated. Although general anisotropy introduces 
coupling between the inplane and the out-of-plane behavior, which in turn  increases 
the number of governing differential equations, such a complication can be simplified 
by considering symmetric orthotropic plates.
Due to the linearity of the elastic plates being considered as well as the symmetry 
and invariance of all the parameters involved, the latter two being in the infinite 
direction, the buckling of linear elastic infinite plates resting on tensionless elastic 
foundations will be categorized as periodic in nature (Figure 2.1). Such parameters 
are the distribution of the applied axial load, distribution of the tensionless elastic 
foundation and the boundary conditions.
2.2 Problem Formulation
Although the following formulation is similar in spirit to the approach adopted by 
Seide [85] it was extended in order to examine a variety of material orthotropies as 
well as different boundary conditions on the unloaded edges of the plate. Throughout 
this work, the starting point for any derivation will be energy-based where either total 
potential energy formulation or virtual work formulation will be employed. Here, 
we start by using the total potential energy formulation. Consider a rectangular 
specially orthotropic plate under the action of an inplane compressive uniaxial load
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JVn and attached to an elastic foundation as shown in Figure 2.2. Modeling the 
plate along the lines of classical plate theory employing Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis, 
and realizing the fact that we axe investigating the bifurcation from the principal
A
(inplane) solution, the total potential energy II is given by,
* l / w r * < »  * * 1  a o ,n  = -  /  /  D n w %  + 2 D u W 'i iW 'y y  +  D 22w M  +  4 D e& w M  ] dxdy  
& Jyi Jx\ L
+  r r  w y dxdy -  \  r r  dxdy (2 .1 )
Jy i  J x \  « Jy \  Jx \
where x i , x 2, %\ and y2 axe integration limits that depend on the choice of the coordi-
A
nate system, w  is the plate’s out-of-plane deflection, D i j  axe the bending stiffnesses 
defined by Classical Lamination Theory (CLT), and W / is the elastic foundation’s 
strain energy density functional. Since N 22 is a  constant, tha t is independent of the 
deformation t&, the above formulation is linearized about the buckling (bifurcation) 
point. Throughout this work the following notation is employed:
1 dx
0'  ’•** dx 1
and likewise for cross and higher order derivatives.
The elastic foundation’s strain energy density functional, W /,  is defined as,
W f  = J k w  V(w) dw (2.2)
where k  is a  stiffness coefficient that is usually taken to be a  constant and ^  is a 
general nondimensional functional that depends on the type of foundation present. 
In the case of a linear elastic foundation (Winkler Foundation), $ ( 1 0 ) =  1, and hence 
W / =  ifctw2, where k is the linear foundation stiffness. The constant of integration
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(not shown) in (2.2) is always taken to be =  0 based on an energy conservation
A
argument. Calculating the first variation of II yields;
+ D 22W,yy6 w ^  + 4 D e e w ^ S w ^  + k w ty(w)6 w  (2.3)
—NnW'iSW'x] dxdy
where 6  is the variational operator and the variation of W / is as follows:
rfa rx j  rfo px2 r
6  1 I W /  dxdy = 6  I I Ik w \P(u>) dwdxdy 
Jyi Jx i Jy\ Jxi J
=  I /  6  f k  w ®(tw) dwdxdy (2.4)
Jyi Jx j J
= f  f  k w \P(t(;)£ti> dxdy 
Jyi Jx i
Note th a t the variational operators 6  and the partial derivative operators (),*, (),„,
(),r*j etc-) are commutative. Equation (2.3) represent the first variation of the total
potential energy for a specially orthotropic plate that is subjected to an inplane 
compressive load in the ^-direction and attached to an elastic foundation. Integrating 
(2.3) by parts and applying the divergence theorem one arrives at the following form 
of the first variation:
<$n — I I  [ D l l W 'X x x x  4" a W txxyy 4" 1^ 2 2^ ,yyyy
Jyi  Jxi
+ N n w t£i: 4- Arta (̂ii>)] 6 w dxdy
-  r  (M teS w j -  1**& )££ dy (2.5) 
J y  i v
-  jf  (Myy6 w,y -  Vy8 w)lz\\ dx + R c
where M u ,  Myp, Vx, Vy and Rc are the boundary moments, boundary shear forces, 
and the sum of corner forces, respectively, and in terms of w (x ,y)  are given in the
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following equations:
M&t =  +  Du ^ m )
Myy =  -  2W,XX +  D 22Wtyy)
Miff =  —2bw'&,iy (2.6)
V x ~ -  [AiM ’.xx, +  (2D, -  b i i ) w ,m  +
Vy — ~  |^22^,yyy +  (2Da — b \ 2)™,xxy]
* c = ( (2
A A
For convenience, the two bending stiffnesses D \2  and Dee have been lumped into one
A
quantity, Da, where “s” stands for shear.
Dt =  D \2  +  2Dee (2.7)
A
It is implicit in (2.5) and (2.6) that Dij are independent of x  and y. This implies 
th a t the plate is homogeneous and has a constant thickness.
The integral equation (2.5) represents the weak form of the equilibrium equation. 
To solve the equilibrium equation for the lowest eigenvalue (buckling load) and the 
corresponding eigenmode (buckling mode) one needs to find a w  (other than the 
trivial solution) such that (2.5) is satisfied. This can be done by operating on either 
the weak form (i.e., (2.5)) or on the strong form that can be extracted from (2.5).
Here, a  combined approach will be followed. In the forthcoming analysis, the out-of-
plane displacement w (x,y)  was assumed to have the following form:
w {x ,y ) =  A $ ( x , y ) ,  (2.8)
where <&(£, y) is a spatial function that has the following separable form:
$ (£ ,£ ) =  <f>(x) ip(y) (2.9)
and A is a  displacement amplitude coefficient. The first variation of w , wt£ and 
are,
6 w = 8  A  <j>(x) (p{y)
Sw* = 8 A ^ ( x )  <p(y) (2.10)
6 w#  =  SA <t>{x) <p,y{y)
Investigation of equilibrium states requires the necessary and sufficient condition that
A
the to tal potential energy II be stationary, hence, the vanishing of its first variation,
=  0 (2.11)
Substituting (2.8) and (2.9) into (2.5) and in conjunction with (2.11) results in the 
following integral equation:
n ŝ / ,
^  fifixxx H" 2 D 8(p(pty$(f>txx +  $yyy(P~̂ '
1
z M
J [ +  D 22lP,iilP,vy<f> -  Dw'PlP,yvv<l> ~
( 2 Da -  D 12 )  &cj |  A 6 A d x +  (2.12)
J  "f" ,n  ~  ,xxx
(2DS -  D u )  ~  } A S A d y -
( ( 4 A S A  = 0
where
) A  8 A  dxdy +
D\\ ”
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In (2.12) it was assumed th a t the foundation is linear (i.e., ®(t«) =  1). Such an 
assumption is valid because, as we will see later on, the contact condition which is 
inherently nonlinear was handled in such a way as to render the problem linear by 
splitting it into two problems, one where the foundation is active and another where 
it is inactive. Collecting terms in (2.12) and rearranging leads to the following form:
£{+** ( r ( r  **•)
f « (  2D,f_




<PH>>vvdy +  2 P l 2  -  D s )  (W fiJJaS  + +
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P d y  ( M # - H > # t ) Z 3 ! + A 6 A -
Jyi
( ( 4 A SA =  0
The integral equation in (2.14) must be valid for all admissible </>’s as well as any 
arbitrary A. Extracting the differential equation and boundary terms from (2.14) 
lead to  the following results:
Differential equation:
4',xxxx "I- r2 (j>txx *t* r*i <f> — o (2.15)
and
Boundary terms:
rvi iV, i tv2 „
4I>66 /  W M  dy + j ~  I ip2 dy
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-  ((4D e s V ^ M S 1, ) ^  =  0
(2.16)
where
\ y 2 - y 1J
rJyx
cup2 +  £>22 ( t i y dy
rvt
/  ¥>2 dy 
Jyi
(2.17)
r2 = ( V ^ )
\2/a - V i J
A + :__________________________ ±ii___________________________________
and
tV2
/  <f2 dy 
Jy i
(2.18)
a  = k(y2 - y i )4
7T4 £>11
=  D l2 
7  Ds





The nondimensional parameters o , 7  and A are the foundation stiffness parameter, 
the normalized shear coefficient and inplane load coefficient, respectively. The dif­
ferential equation (2.15) is ordinary, fourth order, linear and can be solved using 
standard methods of solution. The boundary conditions can be extracted from the 
boundary terms given in (2.16) by enforcing the strong conditions that
{<f> * » ) £ 5  =  0 (2.22)
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(**  * » ) £ *  =  0 (2-23)
and
(*  0 (2.24)
W ithout loss of generality, the last term  in (2.16) was set equal to  zero, i.e.,
((4 A » W .vM * ) K : ) ‘: *  =  0 (2.25)
This will be justified when the 4> boundary conditions axe discussed. For homo­
geneous boundary conditions on <f>, the resulting problem is an eigenvalue problem 
where the lowest eigenvalue is identified with the buckling load and the corresponding 
eigenvector with the buckling mode.
In most of the literature dealing with the analysis of plates on elastic foundations 
it is assumed that when the plate deforms it will not separate from the foundation. In 
other words, there will be no regions where there is no contact between the plate and 
the foundation. In such an analysis, one only requires a  single differential equation
to describe the response of the plate. In the case where the plate is not attached
to the foundation (i.e., no bond exists) there will be some regions where contact is 
not present. In such a case, the problem is conveniently addressed by considering 
the contacted and uncontacted regions separately and using appropriate matching 
conditions at the common boundary between these two regions (Figure 2.3(a)).
Due to the fact that we have two regions of interest in every one period (recall 
that the response was assumed to be periodic), one needs to show tha t the govern­
ing differential equations can be derived separately from the Principle of Minimum 
Potential Energy. Consider the periodic response of a “very long” (almost infinite)
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plate with Np periods (waves). Because, by definition, all periods are identical, the 
total potential energy of the plate is
ft =  Npflp (2.26)
where ftp is the potential energy of one period. For the problem at hand, in every 
period there are two regions, a region of contact and a  region of separation between 
the plate and the foundation. Designating the potential energy of one period’s con-
A A A
t acted region by n pc and of the separated region by IIpa, one can express IIP as the 
sum of both, i.e.,
np = npc + flp» (2.27)
Substituting (2.26) into the statement of the principle of minimum total potential 
energy (2 .1 1 ), yields;
S(Npf[p) = 0 (2.28)
which can be written as,
NP(6 UP) =  0 (2.29)
Since the value of Np ^  0, one arrives at the principle of minimum potential energy 
for one period, i.e.,
£ n p =  o
Substituting (2.27) into (2.30) yields;
(2.30)
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5(npc + nps) = o (2.3i)
and due to the linearity of the variational operator S, (2.31) can be expressed as the 
sum of the variations, i.e.,
$IIpc +  <mp, =  0 (2.32)
Based on the fact tha t there exists two regions of interest, it is assumed that
V) =  A i M & i M H )  (2-33)
is the out-of-plane deformation function in the contacted region and
w2 {x2 ,y) = A 2<f>2 {x2 )<p(y) (2.34)
is the out-of-plane deformation function in the uncontacted (separated) region as 
shown in Figure 2.3(b). W ithout loss of generality, one can set A\ =  >42. The
A A
functionals n pc and IIps are functions of W\ and iy2, respectively, hence, (2.32) can 
be written as
S f{w l ) + Sg(w2) = 0 (2.35)
where /  and g are two independent functions. For (2.35) to be valid for all variations 
of /  and g the following must hold:
*/(t&i) =  o
6g(w2) =  0
The above result is equivalent to
m pc =  0 (2.36)
6 Ups =  0 (2.37)
Equations (2.36) and (2.37) are necessary and sufficient conditions which, when in­
tegrated as previously done, will result in the two governing differential equations:
+ r2 + Ti ̂ 1 = 0 (2.38)
(holds in the contacted region)
<f>2,X2 X 2 X 2 X 2  + r 2 <f>2,x2 x 2  +  f 1! <j>2 =  0 (2.39)
(holds in the uncontacted region)
where
X\ G [—cQ, cX7]
*2€ [ - ( l - c )n , ( l - c )n ]
It is im portant to point out that the notation X\ and i 2 in (2.38) and (2.39) implies
two different spatial variables and not the two limits of integration defined in equation
(2.1). Since the y-spatial dimension is common to both X\ and x2, and since y €
[yi,y2], it follows that one can specialize the definitions of Ti and T2 as well as f i  as
follows:
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f i  =  T i(a  =  0). Ti, f i  and r 2 are functions of several variables including the 
displacement function in the ^-direction, ip. However, they are not functions of 
<t>, implying that equations (2.38) and (2.39) are linear differential equations. By 
assuming the plate’s response is periodic, and by further assuming that every period 
contains two regions, it was possible to formulate the problem so that two linear 
differential equations govern the behavior of the entire period, and hence, the entire 
plate. Formulating the problem differently, e.g., by considering the entire period as 
one region, would have resulted in a nonlinear differential equation whose solution 
is considerably more difficult. It will be demonstrated in Chapter III that the latter 
approach will be adopted when considering the unilateral buckling behavior of finite 
plates.
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In order to solve (2.38) and (2.39) it is necessary that some boundary and match­
ing conditions be imposed. Such conditions can be arrived a t from equations (2.22)- 
(2.24). By considering these conditions for both regions the following conditions will 
be arrived at:
•  Boundary conditions:
<f>\ (x\ =  eft) =  0 (2.45)
(f>2 (x 2 =  - (1  -  c)ft) =  0 (2.46)
•  Matching conditions:
{xi =  eft) = <j>2,x2 (x2 =  - (1  -  c)ft) (2.47)
(®i =  eft) =  <t>2,£3x3 ( * 2  — —(1 — c)ft) (2.48)
^hxixix! (xi =  eft) =  4>2M*iZ3 ( ^ 2  =  - (1  -  c)ft) (2.49)
c and ft axe unknowns that need to be determined, where c €  [0 , 1 ] and ft is the
half-wave length of the buckling mode (Figure 2.3(b)). The boundary conditions 
at X\ =  —eft and at =  (1 — c)ft were not considered in favor of the assumed 
periodicity of <j>. Going back to (2.25), one can justify the equality based on the 
following conditions:
1. Boundary conditions
•  <t>\ (® i =  e f t )  =  0
• fa (x2 =  - (1  -  c)ft) =  0
2. Periodicity conditions
•  (x\ =  —eft) =  0
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•  <f>2  ( # 2  =  ( 1  — c)0 ) =  0
To show that, we substitute the above conditions into (2.25) and the results are as 
follows:
In the contacted region, x \ €  [—cfl, cfi]:
((4Z)66 W .^ i^ i i:fei)i;=lncn )!”o =
4Dee ((v?¥5,S<Ai^i.ii)ri=cn — (W v^i^i.*i)ii= -cn)i=0 = ®
and
In the uncontacted region, x 2  € [—(1 — c)fi, (1 — c)fi]:
((4D 6 6  tfxp,i<h<h42 )2= -(7 -cn)n) g=o =
4 ^ 6 6  ((V 5VJ, i ^ 2 ^ 2 , r 2)x 2 = (l-c )f l — ('P<f ^ 2<f>2̂ 2 ) x 2= - ( l - c ) C l ) i= 0  =  ®
Expressing (2.40), (2.41) and (2.42) in a more compact form yields;
r i  =  ( | ) \ < * +  *•£») (2.50)
f ,  =  ( I ) 4 ( ^ , )  (2.51)
r 2 =  ( £ f ( \ - 2 v D.)  (2.52)




4 J  Vjy ^
^ --------  (2.53)
I  <p2 dy Jo
rb ,
( b \ 2 I  t f y d y -  7 (W fi)0
" ( J *  K , ,  -
Jo
(i and rj depend on the assumed form of y? as well aa Da. It is im portant to note that
H and apply to any problem of this type and through the coefficients T i, Ti and 
r 2 they characterize the effect of the plate’s boundary conditions in the y-direction.
It is implicit in this formulation that in order to obtain valid results, <p must 
be admissible satisfying the boundary conditions at y  =  0 and y — b. The general 
solutions for the governing differential equations (2.38) and (2.39) are:
<j>i(xi) =  £ iC osh(p iy)cos(/> 2y) +  i?2COsh(/Jiy)sin(/j2y) +
A A A A
B z s in h (p x y ) sin(/>2y )  +  B 4 s in h (p iy )  cos(p2~ )  (2.55)
and
A A A2*2 jj*2
<f>2{x 2) =  B s c o s ( g i - )  +  Be s i n ( ^ y )  +  £ 7cos(02y )  +
A
Be sin(ff2? )  (2.56)
0
where B\ — Be are coefficients to be determined and pi, p2, Q\ and g2 are the roots 
of the characteristic polynomial equations of (2.38) and (2.39), and are defined as 
follows:
pi = ^ \ fa  + pD22̂  -  (A -  2r)Ds) (2.57)
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P2 = ( ^ j  y  2 ( y /a  +  pD 22j  + (A — 2rjDs) (2.58)
8 i =  ( | )  \ /2 (A - 2 ffD.) -  ^/4(A -  2 j/A ) 2  -  16/*0» (2.59)
0 2  =  ( | )  ^ 2  (A -  27fDa) + y / i { \ -  2VD a ) 2 -  16fiD22 (2.60)
It is to  be pointed out that the posed problem has an inherent symmetry, i.e., <j>i(xi) 
and ^ 2 (^ 2 ) are symmetric functions in their perspective domains of definition (Fig­
ure 2.3(b)). As such, the coefficients multiplying unsymmetric terms in <f>i(x\) and 
<j>2{x2) m ust vanish and all other symmetric terms must be retained. Such a  simpli­
fication reduces (2.55) and (2.56) to the following:
<j>i{xx) = B\  cosh(p1 ~ )c o s (p 2 y )  +  £ 3 s in h (p iy )s in (/9 2 y )  (2.61)
and
A A
<f>2(x2) =  B g c o s ^ iy )  +  fl7 cos(0 2^ )  (2.62)
It is im portant to note that, in order to obtain physically admissible solutions in both 
regions, some bounds must exist on the coefficients of both differential equations 
(2.38) and (2.39), namely, r 1? f i  and F2. Such bounds are,
r2 > 0
T2 -  4 I \  <  0  (2.63)
r j  -  4 f , >  0
The solution for B \, B 3 , B& and B j  constitutes solving an eigenvalue problem where 
the ratios of these coefficients can be solved for. Since there are five boundary 
and matching conditions, four constants, and being an eigenvalue problem, such a 
combination implies that solving for the constant coefficients would result in a total
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of three independent equations. Indeed, when the boundary and matching conditions 
are employed, two equations relating B \, B$, B& and B 7, and three equations relating 
only B 3 and B 7 were obtained. The latter three equations were identical, as expected. 
Hence, the net number of equations is three. Rearranging these three equations and 
casting them  in a  form that is a function of A as well as the wave-length parameters 




(1 — c)— =  — arctan 
0  8 i
T
s i n h ^ i ^ )  +  —1 
*P2
e f t ,
T
c f t . \
b
r 1 /„ eft. cft.n
Qi |cosh(2/>i— ) +  cos(2/52-^ -)J  ^
(2.64)
tan <
—  sinh(2f t T ) +  — s,ii(2 „ T )
f ■
( 1 ®
82 arctan 2 pi*
81
h K 61
e f t .  \  ‘
. eft. eft
C 0 S h ( 2 p i—  )  +  COS ( 2/92-T  b b
(2.65)
Ti = A -  A +  3 A (2.66)
n = A +A -  3A (2-67)
T* =  A, -  A  +  3A  (2.68)
Tt = A  + 4 - 3 A  (2.69)
2.3 Methods of Solution
Equations (2.64) and (2.65) constitute an indeterminant coupled system of two
nonlinear equations with three unknowns, A, c and fi, where the latter two enter the
1 Detailed algebraic steps are not presented for the sake of brevity.
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equations as c— and (1 — c )~  . Hence, given a  value of the foundation stiffness a,
ft
one can find unique values (if they exist) for A and (1 — c)— for a particular value
o
of c— • In other words, treating c— as a constant with a  preassigned value, the two 
b b „
f t
equations are uncoupled, and one can solve for the two unknowns A and (1 — c)— .
b
Note that the condition of existence of a solution depends on the assumed value of 
, which in turns depends on a. For a given a , the minimum eigenvalue, A„• (i.e.,
b
f t f t
buckling load), corresponds to a unique value of c— . Further, for a particular c— a
unique value for A is guaranteed provided the search for A is in the range given below,
2 | t̂jD s +  yj[iDyij <  A <  2 jDa +  \Ja  +  //Z?22  ̂ (2.70)
The above bounds on A are a direct consequence of the bounds on Ti, f i  and 
given in (2.63) and can be realized based on physical grounds. While the lower bound 
corresponds to A„  for a vanishing foundation stiffness (a  =  0), the upper bound 
corresponds to Acr for a plate that is completely attached to a Winkler Foundation 
of nondimensional stiffness a. \ „  for a plate resting (unattached) on a rigid surface 
falls between the two bounds. For the latter situation a  closed-form expression can 
be obtained by taking the limit in (2.65) as a  —* oo. For the sake of brevity, the 
details of such a limiting process can be found in Appendix A.
2.4 Results
In this study five different materials were used. While the first was isotropic the 
remaining four were of the specially orthotropic type having the properties presented 
in Table 2.10. The results will focus on two cases. The first is the buckling of a 
simply-supported plate, and the second is the buckling of a clamped-free plate. It 
is to be noted that these boundary conditions are specified at the y = 0 and y — b
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edges and are for the entire2 infinite plate. By definition, no boundary conditions 
exist a t the x  =  ± 0 0  edges.
2.4.1 Case 1: Sim ply-Supported P late
An exact solution can be obtained for the buckling loads as well as the buckling 
wave length if the following form for the function tp is assumed:
tp =  sin ^ 7 r^  (2*71)
Calculating the values of the factors rf and p  for this function yields 7} = p = I. 
This problem was analyzed for the five materials as well as for different values of the 
parameters a , and the results of such a parametric analysis are tabulated in Tables 
2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 and are presented graphically in Figures 2.5-2.13.
2.4.2 Case 2: Clamped-Free P late
This case is solved by using approximate methods due to the fact that an exact
close-form solution cannot be obtained. Here, it was decided to calculate the buckling
load coefficient as well as the buckled wave length 2—for the two limiting cases of
0
a  = 0 and a  =  0 0  (i.e., without a foundation and with a rigid tensionless foundation, 
respectively). Two different methods of solution will be utilized the first being the 
Rayleigh method, and the second the being the stiffness coefficients using p and 7/ 
as defined earlier.
Rayleigh M ethod
The reason for choosing the Rayleigh method over the Rayleigh-Ritz (sometimes
referred to as the Ritz method) will be made clear subsequently. It is worth while
2The word ‘entire’ is used to distinguish between one wave length and the global infinite 
structure.
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noting that the only formal difference between the Rayleigh and the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method is in the number of degrees of freedom (number of trial functions and hence, 
the number of unknown coefficients). Formally, the Rayleigh-Ritz method is nothing 
more than a generalization of the method of Rayleigh to  include many degrees of 
freedom, which usually (not always) results in a far more accurate solution3.
By assuming the following deformation shape functions,
*(*) =  co»2 ( | )  (2.72)
<P(S) =  1 -  cos (2.73)
an approximate expression for and 2 — that correspond to such an assumed buck-
b
ling mode can be arrived at. Note that this mode shape ensures tha t the buckling 
displacements are of one sign as shown in Figure 2.4. For the sake of brevity, the
Rayleigh method will be applied only to the case where the foundation is rigid. Sub­
stituting (2.72) and (2.73) into (2.8) and (2.9), then substituting the result into the 
expression for the total potential energy (2.1) yields;
Implicit in (2.74) is the fact that the foundation is tensionless and rigid, implying the
vanishing of its contribution to the energy of the system. For such a physical situation
3However, there is no guarantee that by including more terms in the trial function and increasing 
the degrees of freedom, the Rayleigh-Ritz method will converge to the exact result unless the 
sequence functions form a complete set.
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one can always assure such a  contribution by considering a  one-term approximation, 
e.g., Rayleigh method. For higher order approximations (two terms or more), e.g., 
Rayleigh-Ritz method, one needs to formulate and solve the problem differently 
simply because of the following reason: Assuming the deformation function 1 0 2 (^ 2 > y) 




one can simply deduce that although each term (admissible function) can be of one 
sign, say positive, the sum (i.e., W2)  o f the product o f the coefficients (the A’s) and 
these functions (the ’s) cannot be guaranteed to have a positive value, implying a 
nonvanishing foundation-contribution to the total potential energy. This reason is 
the justification for choosing the Rayleigh over the Rayleigh-Ritz method.
Minimizing ft with respect to the amplitude A  and recalling the definition of A 
from equation (2.44) yields
(
L \  2 /2 fl \  ^
—  1 +  O.3OID12 +  2.205I>66 +  0.103Z>22 ( j - J  (2.76)
The lowest value of A (i.e., Acr) corresponds to a wave length to width ratio (2^-) of
(2.77)
and hence the value of A„. is
^  =  2.495(Z)22)"^ b
A^ =  1.286^/D 22 “H 2.205Z?66 0.301X?i2 (2.78)
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Stiffness Coefficients M ethod
This method was applied for two different values of a ; a  =  0 and a  =  oo. 
For each value of a  two different forms of the deformation shape function, <p, were 
investigated. The <p functions that were used in this method are:
¥ * «  =  ( j )  (2.79)
tp(y) = 1  -  cos (2.80)
This method when compared to the the Rayleigh method is “semi-approximate” in 
that only one part of the spatial variation is assumed. Thus, by assuming one of the 
deformation shape functions one can solve for the other. To perform the required 
analysis for this case, the two equations (2.79) and (2.80) were substituted in (2.53) 
and (2.54) and the stiffness coefficients, /z and 77, were calculated for each function. 
The remaining part of the analysis follows the same procedure used to analyze simply 
supported plates, which, as mentioned previously, can be solved exactly. The results 
of the analysis of cases 1 and 2 are tabulated in Tables 2.4-2.9 and are presented 
graphically for case 1 only. A discussion of these results will follow.
For the limiting case of an infinitely rigid foundation a  closed-form expression for
A„. was obtained (see Appendix A) and is given below:
where





/ 2 m -  1 \ 2‘ 
\  2n — 1 /
1 +
/2 m  -  1 \ 2 
12n — 1 /
2» (2.82)
m =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,  oo, and n  =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,  oo. m  and n  axe integers that have no physical
f t
meaning. Further, the buckling half-wave length, (1 — c)— , was also obtained in 
Appendix A and is given below,
(1  -  <0 ?  =  5- ? = = = =  ( ^ « ) ‘ < (2-83)b 2 ^
The total wave length 2 ^  can be calculated for this limiting case by using the fol-
b
lowing general relationship (Figure 2.3):
’ “ - ’ M M ]  ( 2 - 8 4 )
Based on physical considerations, the value of c— at buckling is 0 (Appendix A).
f t . f t
Substituting c— into (2.84) yields the following value for 2— : 
b b
2 ?  =  (2n ! ) _ _  (2.85)
\J\fd — \/i?  — 1
The most interesting feature of the integers m  and n  in (2.82) is their symmetry.
Interchanging them would not change the value of 1? (Table 2.1). Further, setting
m = n leads to 1? =  1 (the case of a  plate without foundation). Hence, for m  — n,
the value of Acr coincides with the lower bound given in (2.70) (Table 2.2). Table
f t
2.3 shows values of (1 — c) — for different values of m and n. In Table 2.2 the boxed
b
value (i.e., 5.3331) is the lowest Acr value (lowest eigenvalue) for a rigidly constrained
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plate. Values for Acr between 4.000 and 5.333 correspond to discontinuities in the 
characteristic equation rather than to eigenvalues. Such discontinuities arise during
root searching. Further, in Table 2.3, the boxed value (i.e., 0.8661) is the half-wave
length ((1 — c ) y  ) for a  rigidly constrained plate at buckling, which corresponds to
Acr =  5.333. Note tha t 4.000 < A <  5.333 yield values for (1 — c ) ^  >  3, while
o
A„  =  5.333 yields (1 — c)— =  0.866, a much smaller half-wave length. This clearly
b
indicates that at buckling the buckling mode attains the lowest wave length possible. 
I.e., buckling corresponds to the shortest wave length.
Equation (2.81) gives the value of the buckling load coefficient A^ for an infi­
nite specially orthotropic plate resting on a rigid surface. Recall that Acr for an 
unconstrained plate (ct =  0) is given by
Acr =  2 | TfDa +  yJ(iD22j  (2.86)
If we designate Acr given in (2.81) for the rigidly constrained plate by A^., and A„
given in (2.86) for the unconstrained plate by A“r , then one realizes that A£r =  A£r(i? =
1). This indicates that A£. is a special case of A£r , which can be obtained by setting
i? =  1. In turn, t? =  1 can be obtained if and only if m =  n  (see Tables 2.1 and 2.2).
As previously indicated, equations (2.81) and (2.83) were derived for the limiting
case where the foundation stiffness a  —► oo. For the case of a finite a , more laborious
f t
steps need to be followed in order to arrive at values for A and (1 — c)— satisfying
b
(2.64) and (2.65). In this case, the solution process commenced by assigning a
value to a . Then, a value for was selected rendering (2.65) determ inant with
b
only one unknown, A. In (2.65) the value of A was varied with small increments4
(typically, increments of 0.001 were used). The process was terminated when (2.65)
4The increment size depends on the behavior of (2.65) at this selected Cj .
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was satisfied within an allowable tolerance. Then the process was repeated for other
values of and new values for A were obtained. Of these A values, the lowest value 
o
obtained was designated ACT since it will be the first value of A at which the plate will 
buckle5 (solution bifurcates). This entire process was repeated for different values of 
a . During the search, the value of A was always kept between its upper and lower 
bounds given in (2.70).
2.5 Discussion
The following section is devoted to the analysis of the results obtained earlier. The 
discussion focuses on the two cases considered, namely, the simply-supported case 
and the clamped-free case of infinitely long specially orthotropic plate on tensionless 
foundations.
2.5.1 Case 1: Sim ply-Supported Plate
This is the case where the plate is simply supported at y — 0 and y =  b. An 
exact solution to this case can be obtained by solving the field equations in each of 
the contacted and uncontacted regions and applying the matching conditions a t the 
boundary between the two regions. In this case the solution is separable and the 
exact deformation shape functions are
«h(* i,y ) =  i)s in  
m ( x 2 ,y )  = A<j>2(x2)sin
where <f>\ and <j>2 are obtained by the solution of the field equations. Details of this 
calculation are not presented but follow closely the method outlined in [85]. If the
5This value of Acr is for a particular a.
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same “y” shape function as given above is used in the proposed approximate method 
then the same exact result will be arrived at. The results of the variation of the 
buckling load coefficient Acr as a function of the foundation stiffness a  are shown 
in Figure 2.5. The results obtained via the stiffness coefficients method reduce to 
those for isotropic materials reported in [85], when the appropriate simplifications 
to  the bending stiffnesses Dij are made. Relevant results for the isotropic case are 
also included in Figure 2.5. From this figure, it is seen that for a given material 
there exists a  value of a , beyond which the buckling load remains unchanged. For 
these large a  values, the buckling mode shape is as shown in Figure 2.4, with the 
displacements being of one sign. Further, in the lim it as a  —» oo (rigid foundation), 
the obtained buckling loads are seen to be higher than the case of no foundation 
(a  =  0). These results are summarized in Table 2.4 including some results for the 
interm ediate value of a  =  1. The percent increase in the buckling load between the 
two extreme cases is tabulated in Table 2.5. Except for the C-IM7 material, the % 
increase is close to the 30% range.
f t
In Figure 2.6 the variation of A with c-r for a  =  1 is shown. The parameter
b
c—is a  measure of (fraction of) the plate’s wave length that remains in contact with
ft
the foundation. Some values of c— are tabulated in Table 2.4 for different values
b
of a  a t buckling. Notice that as a  increases the contact length diminishes to  zero
corresponding to point contact. The manner in which this decrease occurs is shown
.in Figure 2.7 for three different materials. This figure clearly indicates that c— is
b
insensitive to the type of material studied, but is seen to diminish rapidly with a  
showing a tendency to level off beyond a  «  70.
Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 show typical relationships between A and the 
wave-length parameters and (1 — c) ̂  for two different types of materials. These
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plots were determined for an intermediate value of a  (a  =  1). Figure 2.12 shows a
3-dimensional plot of the above three parameters in the A-(l — c)— -c— space. Such
b b
a plot is analogous (in character) to the phase-time trajectories for a  stable focus 
of a  linear damped oscillator. For such an oscillating system, plotting displacement 
vs. velocity vs. tim e results in a 3-dimensional plot analogous to the one shown in 
Figure 2.12. Two interesting features to be pointed out are the the limiting cases 
of no foundation (a  =  0 ) and an infinitely-rigid tensionless foundation (a  =  oo).
The former corresponds to =(1 — c ) =  0.5, hence, a straight vertical line in the
Cl ft 0  Cl
A-(l — c)— -c— space. The latter corresponds to  c— =  0, hence, the A-(l — c)— -
Cl Cl
c— space is compressed into the A-(l — c)— plane. Note th a t Acr is always the point
Cl Cl
on the curve closest to the c-j- - ( 1  — c)--  plane.
o b
Figure 2.13 shows a typical relationship between A and the total wave length
2 ^  for two different materials. In this figure as well as all previous ones where A (not 
b
A^) is plotted against another parameter, the value of A .̂ corresponds to the lowest 
point on the curve (whether being a function or not, e.g., A-(l — c)— curve).
Table 2.6 shows the results of the comparison between the attached and unattached 
foundations for the case of a  — 1 . As expected, the buckling load is substantially 
higher for the case with attachm ent. It is to be noted that for the cases where a  =  0 
and a  =  oo the values of A can be determined from the lower and upper limits, 
respectively, of (2.70) after substituting 77 =  y, =  1.
2 .5 .2  C ase  2: C lam p ed -F ree  P la te
This case corresponds to  the clamped-free boundary conditions at y = 0 and 
y = b, respectively, for which an exact solution is not available. Results obtained 
from the Rayleigh method and the stiffness coefficients method are presented. The
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results shown in Table 2.7 were obtained by assuming the mode shapes (2.72) and 
(2.73) in conjunction with the Rayleigh method for the case of a rigid foundation 
(a  =  oo). The results tabulated in Table (2.8) were obtained by assuming the same 
mode shape in the y-direction in conjunction with the stiffness coefficients method 
for the case of a rigid foundation. The values obtained via the Rayleigh method 
are seen to be higher than those obtained by the other method. Thus, the stiffness 
coefficients method is seen to  furnish a better approximation to the buckling load 
than the Rayleigh method. Finally, the percent increases in the buckling loads due 
to the constraint of a one-sided buckling mode are presented in Table 2.9. Here, it is 
seen that for all materials studied and similar to case 1 , the increase in the buckling 
load falls close to the 30% range.
2.6 Concluding Remarks
This chapter focused on finding the buckling loads for isotropic and specially 
orthotropic infinite plates when the buckling mode is constrained to be of one sign. 
The plates were modeled along the lines of classical plate theory employing Kirchhoff- 
Love hypothesis. The condition of contact at buckling which renders the problem to 
be of the nonlinear eigenvalue type was bypassed by modeling the plate as having 
two distinct regions, a contacted and an uncontacted regions, which resulted in a 
problem of the linear eigenvalue type. Considering, as case studies, plates with 
simply-supported (case 1 ) and clamped-free (case 2 ) boundary conditions that are 
made up of isotropic as well as different orthotropic materials, the resulting system 
of equations was solved exactly and approximately, for cases 1  and 2 , respectively. 
Due to the constraint on the deformation being one-sided, an increase in the buckling 
load of (i) 22 — 33% for the case of simple supports and (ii) 24 — 36% for the case
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of clamped-free supports, over the unconstrained situation, was obtained for such 
cases. Hence, one notices that by having a unilateral constraint, the increase in the 
buckling load falls approximately near the +30% range. One ought to keep in mind 
that such conclusions are valid only for infinite plates. Since the main goal in this 
study is to investigate the behavior of delaminations, which can be thought of as 
“finite plates” , similar results are needed in order to characterize the buckling and 
postbuckling behavior of such plates. By having an infinite plate, it was possible to 
simplify the physical situation, arising from the unilateral constraint, by assuming 
a periodic response. For finite plates such as assumption is clearly invalid and one 
has to solve the nonlinear problem. The latter will be the focus of the next chapter 
which will present a treatm ent on the subject by modeling the unilateral constraint 
as a  nonlinear elastic foundation and allowing the plate’s deformed shape to evolve 
as part of the solution rather than as part of the formulation as in the situation 
presented thus far.
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n — 1 2 3 4
3 ll 1 . 0 0 0 2.778 6.760 12.755
2 2.778 1 . 0 0 0 1.284 1.907
3 6.760 1.284 1 . 0 0 0 1.118
4 12.755 1.907 1.118 1 . 0 0 0
Table 2.1: Values of i? for different values of m  and n.
n =  1 2 3 4




















3Acr €  (4.000,5.333) correspond to a discontinuity in the characteristic equation rather than an
eigenvalue. Hence, the lowest eigenvalue for the rigidly constrained case is 5.333
Table 2.2: Values of Acr for different values of m and n. The m aterial is isotropic 
(Da =  D 22 =  1 .0 ) and the boundary conditions are simple (fi = tj =  1 .0 ).
n =  1 2 3 4
















0 . 8 6 6
1.118
1.323
Table 2.3: Values of (1 —c) ̂ fo r  different values of m  and n. The material is isotropic
0
(Da =  Dm =  1 -0 ) and the boundary conditions are simple (// =  7/ =  1 .0 ).
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Material
a =  0 .0 ° a  =  1 . 0 a =  oo6
Acr (1 - c ) f Acr c fib (1-c)? Acr (1-c)?
Isotropic 4.000 0.500 4.330 0.414 0.562 5.333 0 . 8 6 6
A-IM7/8551-7 2.826 0.500 3.198 0.400 0.652 3.650 1 . 1 0 0
A-T300/BP907 2.992 0.500 3.350 0.425 0.658 3.902 1.047
B-IM7/8551-7 7.375 0.500 7.633 0.355 0.396 9.530 0.681
C-IM7-8551-7 5.382 0.500 5.730 0.400 0.548 6.540 0.927
ac j  =  0.500 for any material. 
bCj = 0.000 for any material.
Table 2.4: Results of parametric analysis for three values of the foundation stiffness 









Isotropic 4.000 5.333 +33
A-IM7/8551-7 2.826 3.650 +29
A-T300/BP907 2.992 3.902 +30
B-IM7/8551-7 7.375 9.530 +29
C-IM7-8551-7 5.382 6.540 + 2 2
Table 2.5: Influence of the type of foundation (rigid or not present) on Acr (case 1 ).
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Material







Isotropic 4.828 4.330 - 1 2
A-IM7/8551-7 3.940 3.198 -23
A-T300/BP907 4.048 3.350 - 2 1
B-IM7/8551-7 7.944 7.633 -4
C-IM7-8551-7 6.293 5.730 - 1 0
Table 2.6: Influence of the type of foundation (attached or unattached) on Acr, for 







Table 2.7: Approximate values for the buckling load coefficient Acr and the buckled 
wave length to width ratio 2— using Rayleigh method. The foundation is 
considered rigid (case 2 ).
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1 I
= 1 " cosi24 V =
/  A \ I  
(?)
Material Act *S V V Acr 4 V V
Isotropic 1.876 2.833 0.320 0.138 2.193 2.488 0.341 0.205
A-IM7/8551-7 1.281 3.520 0.325 0.138 1.488 3.260 0.348 0.205
A-T300/BP907 1.380 3.424 0.329 0.138 1.608 3.100 0.355 0.205
B-IM7/8551-7 3.343 2.227 0.325 0.138 3.883 2.015 0.348 0.205
C-IM7-8551-7 2.246 3.038 0.321 0.138 2.565 2.748 0.343 0.205
Table 2.8: Values of A 2— and the modified stiffness coefficients fi and 77, for the
0









Isotropic 1.381 1.876 +36
A-IM7/8551-7 0.975 1.281 +31
A-T300/BP907 1.042 1.380 +32
B-IM7/8551-7 2.544 3.343 +31
C-IM7-8551-7 1.815 2.246 +24






D, b\2 D22 D,
b n  _
b .  “ 7
Isotropic6 1.000 1.000 0 . 3 3 3
A-IM7/8551-7 250.0 95.8 198.5 64.1 67.2 0.383 0.794 0.323
A-T300/BP907 236.0 110.0 191.9 60.7 65.6 0.466 0.813 0.316
B-IM7/8551-7 95.8 250.0 198.5 64.1 67.2 2.610 2.072 0.323
C-IM7-8551-7 161.0 122.0 293.1 96.1 98.5 0.758 1.821 0.328
“Values are in (x 10 N-m).
6Since results are functions of D22 and D,,  the explicit values of D u , D22 and D, are irrelevant 
in this case.







Figure 2.1: Buckling of a unilaterally constrained infinite plate. Note the periodic 
nature of the response. The loads N u  are applied at x  =  ± 0 0 . Although 
the figure shows 6  waves, the infinite plate has infinite number of waves.
Plate






Figure 2.2: One period of a  thin elastic infinite plate constrained by a rigid surface 
and under the action of an applied inplane uniform load, (a) The physical 








Figure 2.3: Mathematical model, (a) Two waves showing the plate and the con­
tacting and non-contacting regions, (b) one wave showing the physical 





Figure 2.4: Limiting buckled shape for a plate resting on a rigid tensionless founda­
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Figure 2.6: Inplane load A vs. for four types of lam inates used in this study at
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Figure 2.7: c — vs. the  foundation stiffness a  a t buckling for Isotropic, A-IM7 and
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Figure 2.12: The A-(l — c)— -c— space for finite a. As a  —► oo, c-r —► 0 and the 3-D
0











ftFigure 2.13: Inplane load A vs. 2—at a  =  1.0 for A-T300/BP907 and C-IM7-8551-7
b
lam inate (case 1).
CHAPTER III
BUCKLING OF UNILATERALLY 
CONSTRAINED FINITE PLATES
3.1 Introduction
In contrast to the earlier discussion on infinite plates, this discussion will focus 
on the somewhat more difficult problem of buckling of unilaterally constrained finite 
plates. Due to the nature of the imposed constraint on the plate’s lateral deflection 
as well as the way this physical situation was modeled, solving for the buckling load 
requires the solution of a nonlinear partial differential equation that governs the 
equilibrium of the plate.
In this chapter we will consider a  mechanical model and an appropriate solution 
method for the critical loading conditions of a finite, rectangular, and linear elastic 
plate that is unilaterally constrained by the presence of a rigid surface parallel to the 
plate’s undeformed middle plane as shown in Figure 3.1. The distance between the 
rigid surface and the plate’s middle plane is taken to be half the plate’s thickness, 
implying tha t a  gap does not exist. The plate is subjected to transverse distributed 
loading as well as a uniform inplane stress field. While the plate is modeled along the 
lines of classical plate theory employing Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis, the nonlinearity 
arose from the fact that the plates were attached to nonlinear elastic foundations ex­
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hibiting a  deformation sign dependent force-displacement relationship. This feature 
was introduced to model the unilateral constraint.
For the classical situation of a  bilaterally unconstrained rectangular plate, solv­
ing for the nondimensional buckling load parameter A„. requires the solution of a 
linear differential equation. Further, depending on the boundary conditions, exact 
solutions relating to various other parameters can be obtained. One such typi­
cal relationship is the equation relating A^ to the plate’s aspect ratio £ for a plate 
attached to a Winkler Foundation with stiffness a. For a  simply-supported linear 
elastic isotropic plate the exact relationship for the uniaxial loading case is a follows:
A~ =  min 2 + i =  1 ,2 ,3 , .. . (3.1)
where the parameters A and a  are as defined earlier (equations (2.43) and (2.44)) 
and
* =  I  (3-2)
i represents the number of half-waves in the loaded direction, a and b are the length 
and the width of the plate, respectively, and are shown in Figure 3.1. A plot of equa­
tion (3.1) is given in Figure 3.2. It is apparent in (3.1) that the absolute minimum for 
A„  is 4. Further, it is implicit in (3.1) that the number of half-waves in the direction 
perpendicular to the loading direction is always 1. The physical meaning of this is 
that uniaxially loaded plates buckles in such a way that there can be several half­
waves in the direction of compression but only one half-wave in the perpendicular 
direction [99].
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In this chapter, similar plots will be obtained for unilaterally constrained plates. 
As it will become apparent subsequently in this chapter, there is a fundamental 
difference in the A„. — £ curves between bilaterally unconstrained and unilaterally 
constrained plates. While the former exhibit a pattern similar to  that shown in 
Figure 3.2, the latter exhibit a pattern similar to that shown in Figure 3.3. While 
a t “low” aspect ratios the behavior of the two problems is indistinguishable, the 
constrained plate displays a clear increase in A„  which plateaus to a  constant value.
Also in this chapter, the influence of different boundary conditions, material 
orthotropy, and transverse load distributions on plates’ response will also be inves­
tigated. For each case to be considered, the weak form of the governing differential 
equation will be solved via the Galerkin’s method.
3.2 Problem Formulation
In order to account for the physical constraint imposed on the plate’s buckling 
displacements, a nonlinear elastic foundation model that exhibits a  deformation sign 
dependent force-displacement relationship was implemented. Such types of nonlin­
earities present analytical difficulties in that an exact close-form solution cannot be 
easily obtained, if not impossible. As such, an approximate method of solution must 
be followed to formulate the equations governing the plate’s response. From the
A
expression of the total potential energy II (3.3), one can operate either on its func­
tional form directly (e.g., Rayleigh-Ritz method), or on its first variation form (e.g., 
Galerkin’s method).
ft =  \ J Q J 0  [ +  2 D m W & w m  +  D n w 2̂  +
4 ( b i 6w,££ +  D26W,yy) w,iy +  4 DaeW2̂  ] dxdy + (3.3)
/„ j fw ' * *  -  \ J l  + * » « * * *
N 22W j) dxdy - f QJQ q(&,y) dxdy
where Nij are the applied inplane loads and q(x,y)  is the applied transverse dis­
tributed load. It is implicit in (2.1) that, by assuming to be constants indepen­
dent of the deformation w, the above formulation is linearized about the “buckling 
point” of the eigenvalue problem where are the prebuckling inplane loads.
The elastic foundation’s strain energy density functional, W /, was defined in 
(2.2) and is restated below for convenience,
W/ = j  k w \&(ur) dw (3.4)
where $  is a general nondimensional functional that depends on the type of foun­
dation present. In the case of a  linear elastic foundation, \&(ii>) =  1, and hence 
W / =  ^rkw2, where k  is the linear foundation stiffness. Nondimensionalizing 
and using equations (2.13), (2.43) and (2.44) will result in the following expression 
for the total potential energy:
11 =  \  J o  J o  t1"*”  +  2 D i 2 W 'x x W ’W  +  D ™ w l v +
4(D i6w ,xx +  D2owm )wtXy +  W mw2x^  dxdy -
\  J o  J o  ^  ^  +  2 T tl2 W 'x W ’y  +  1lm W *v] d x d y  ”  ( 3 ‘5 )
a :  Q(x, y) w dxdy -f f J l a i r 4 ^ J w^{w )dtv j dxdy
where
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h =  plate’s thickness













Calculating the first variation of II and applying the divergence theorem along 
with equation (2.4) yields the following variational equation:
r1 /■*
— f  f  I ^,xxxx “b 2 (Di2 "b 2 Dee ) ,xxyy “b D22Wtyyyy "b ^0 ^0
4 (D i6w txxxy +  D2eW,xyyy ) +  Atf2 (to,*, +  2T)i2WtXy +
W22iv,yy) + w4 a  w W(w) -  Q (x , y) ] 6to dxdy (3.6)
-  /  (Mcr <5w,r +  Mxy 8wiV -  Vx SwJZZo dy 
Jo
-  / (A/nj, tflO* +  Myy Sw,y ~  Vy S w ) ^  <lx 
J  o
where Mr i , M yy, M xy, Vx, and are the nondimensional moments and shear forces 
at the plate’s boundary and in terms of w(x, y) are given in the following equations:
iWxX --  ^ , 1 1  “b  D \ 2W^yy  “b  2 d ? ig lO )lBJ()
M y y  ~  ^'D \ 2 W iXX +  D 22W fyy  +  ‘iD ' ie 'U ) tXy)
ft^xy =  f D\e1D̂ xx *b D2eW<yy ~b 2/}66^,iy)
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“h  <&D\6Wtxxy  “t“ "4* 2 j^66 )^ ,xy$ / (^ • 'O
+ D 26W tyyy +  A tt2 ( w ,x +  T)12W ty)]
Vy — —[DiqW'Xxx +  ^£>12 +  ^ D ^ ) w <Xxy
+3D26W'Xyy +  D22W,yyy +  A7T2 ^ T}l2WtX +  ^22^,v)]
Investigation of equilibrium states requires the necessary and sufficient condition that 
the total potential energy II be stationary, hence, the vanishing of its first variation,
SU =  0. (3.8)
From (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) the governing differential equation can be extracted along 
with the boundary conditions. A close-form solution of the differential equation is 
highly dependent on the form of \P(w ). While for nonlinear ^(u?) such a solution 
is near impossible, it is easily obtainable if \t(u>) is linear in w and if the boundary 
conditions are of certain type and combination. Hence, for nonlinear ^ ( 1 0 ), one has 
to resort to approximate methods such as the Finite Element Method, Rayleigh-Ritz 
method, or Galerkin’s method, to mention a few. In this study it was decided to 
employ the Galerkin’s method, and in order to carry out the solution procedure, 
kinematically admissible global displacement functions must be assumed. It is im­
portant to note that although the plate is unilaterally constrained, such a constraint 
does not play any role in choosing these functions and as mentioned earlier, this con­
straint condition will be accounted for indirectly via the nonlinearity of the elastic 
foundation model. Further, the out-of-plane displacement field w can be assumed 
to be of a  separable form where shape functions in x  are multiplied by those in y. 
These functions can be chosen to be the buckling and/or free vibration eigenmodes of 
beams and/or plates having the same kinematic boundary conditions. Throughout
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this study, beam-vibration eigenmodes were employed and can be found in Appendix 
B. In the forthcoming analysis, the out-of-plane displacement functions w ( x , y )  were 
chosen to  have the following form:
M N
w (x ,y )  = (3.9)
i=i j =i
where A i j  are unknown generalized displacement coefficients and $ ,j(x , y )  are spatial 
functions th a t have the following separable form:
= M x)Vj{v)  (3-10)
<j>i(x) and <pj (y )  must satisfy their corresponding plate’s kinematic boundary condi­
tions as well as be continuously differentiable up to the highest corresponding deriva­
tive in the governing differential equation. The spatial functions used throughout
this study are continuously differentiable (see Appendix B). The first variation of
w ( x ,  y )  with respect to the generalized displacement coefficients A i j  is,
M N
S w ( x , y )  =  J 2 '* T l 6 A i j  $ i j ( x , y ) .  (3.11)
,=i j=i
Substituting (3.11) in (3.6) and in conjunction with the statem ent of stationary total 
potential energy (3.8) one arrives at the following set of M x N  equations in the M x N  
unknowns A ij;
Jo  J o  +  2 ^ D i2  +  2D e e ) w jXxyy +  D 2 2 ^ ,y y y y
4" 4 (^D\qWiXXXy -j- D20^,xyyy) 4" 7̂1" (^,xx  4" 2t712 ,̂xj/
+  r)2 2 W ,y y  ) 4 - a 7 r 4^ ( u ; )  -  Q{x,y)] $ i j ( x , y )  dxdy -  (3.12)
(^Mxx $ i j , x  4" M Xy $ i j , y  V x  $ i j ) x = o  dy
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{^M-xy ■+■ M y y  $ t j ,y  — Vy ^ tj) jJ= 0  — 0 .
where we have used the fact that (3.6) must be valid for all 8A{j. Equation (3.12) 
can be expressed in a more standard form upon the substitution of (3.9) yielding,
[K +  A K a] A  +  F /(A ) =  P q (3.13)
where K  is the linear stiffness m atrix (not including elastic foundation’s contribu­
tion), Ka is the geometric stiffness m atrix due to the inplane load A, F /  is the force 
vector generated by the presence of the foundation (note that for a nonlinear foun­
dation F /  is a function of A  for the general \P case) and P q  is load vector due to 
the applied transverse load Q.
3.3 Foundation Model
One of the ways to incorporate a  unilateral constraint condition in the formulation 
of solid mechanics problems is to introduce a fictitious elastic layer as a substitute 
for the rigid constraint. The elastic layer can then be modeled as an elastic founda­
tion composed of a  bed of nonlinear axial springs. Although, the nonlinearity can 
manifest itself in the geometry of springs’ deformation and/or the force-displacement 
constitutive relationship, it is the latter that is of interest to us at this stage.
Although there are variety of constitutive models reported in the literature, a 
common feature that is shared by all is the fact that springs must exhibit a force- 
displacement relationship that is deformation-sign dependent. Such a feature was 
found by many investigators to be the type of constitutive nonlinearity that best 
captures the physics of unilaterally constrained problems. Hence, the foundation
was modeled as extensional springs1 having such a relationship. Such models have
JThe terms “spring(s)” and “foundation” are used interchangeably to mean the same thing.
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been considered by many investigators in the treatm ent of beams and plates resting 
on nonlinear foundations [18, 34, 100]. In these studies, the sgn, Dirac delta as well 
as Heaviside step functions were used to describe the bimodulus nature of the elastic 
foundation (bimodulus in the sense that compression stiffness is different than that 
for tension). In this study, a  model that utilizes the switching property of the tanh  
function was implemented (Figure 3.4).
The force-displacement relationship for this model is given below as,
F  =  a  w  'P(io)
where
\&(u;) =  ^ [1 — tanh (@w)] (3.15)
£ t
a  is a nondimensional stiffness parameter, w  is the normalized deformation, /3 is a 
spring (foundation) attachm ent coefficient that is >  0. A plot of (3.15) is shown in 
Figure 3.5. The foundation attachm ent can be controlled by changing the value of 
the parameter 0. Large values of 0  implies less attachm ent as shown in Figure 3.6. 
Theoretically, 0  =  oo implies that the foundation is fully unattached (tensionless), 
while 0  = 0 implies the foundation is fully attached (note that if 0  =  0  the ^  factor 
in (3.15) should be replaced by 1 in order to recover the linear Winkler Foundation 
case where $  =  1). Furthermore, while foundation stiffness can be increased to 
larger values by increasing a ,  increasing 0  will result in a decrease in the ratio of the 
tension/compression stiffnesses.
It is worthwhile noting th a t although the nonlinearity in the physical problem is 
geometrical, arising from the constraints imposed on the plate’s kinematics, the non- 
linearity in the governing equations arises from the elastic foundation’s constitutive
(3.14)
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model. Notice th a t this is a feature of the mechanical model that is employed in the 
present work.
The type of nonlinearity in the physical problem invalidates any linearization 
procedure of the governing equations about any particular state. As such, the fully 
nonlinear equations must be solved which introduces complications that are associ­
ated with the foundation’s force-displacement relationships (3.14) and (3.15) where 
linearization of tanh(/?tu) for large [3 does not reflect the intended physical situation. 
The inability to linearize the governing equations without substantially changing the 
physics of the problem is a distinguishing feature of this class of problems.
3.4 Method of Solution
In problems of the type presented here, it is often easier to obtain the buckling 
loads by treating a  response problem 2  and determining the value of the inplane load 
param eter (A) corresponding to a rapid growth in the response. More specifically, 
the notion of a rapid growth in the context of the numerical solution that we have 
obtained is clearly discussed next. Thus, values of buckling load presented here were 
obtained, and the term  buckling load is used, in this context.
The buckling load parameter A^ as well as A,j were determined using an incre­
mental load approach. The solution algorithm, which is based on a load-controlled 
criterion (for this part of the study), increments the value of A and monitors the de­
term inant of the incremental stiffness m atrix (Figure 3.7). Acr was obtained when the 
incremental stiffness m atrix became singular (or near singular). Such an approach 
is used frequently in the analysis of nonlinear problems and will be elaborated on
subsequently. Figure 3.7 shows a sketch of such operations. At increment j , the
2 Response problems differ from eigenvalue problem due to the presence of a right-hand-side term 
(“forcing” term) in the governing equation(s).
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value of A increment (AAj) is proportional to the previous increment value, i.e., 
AAj_i, through the coefficient <?j. For uniform increments the value of a  was set to 
unity (a  =  1). Although having uniform small increments (i.e., A  A of the order of 
0.001 Act) simplifies the algorithm significantly, the number of increments increases 
significantly and so does the total computations’ time. In general, at the beginning 
(approximately A <  O.SAer), having small uniform increments (cr — 1) is clearly not 
an “optimum” choice because in that regime of the response curve the relationship 
is almost linear and much larger increment size can be used (i.e., AA =  0.2Acr, or 
even larger).
Although for many problems the value of Xc- is not known a priori, one can 
estim ate it based on the fact that for a wide range of problems (see Chapter II) 
the value of A„  for a unilaterally constrained rectangular plate is about 30% larger 
than the corresponding value for the bilaterally unconstrained case. Further, in this 
study it was observed3  that for A < 0.5Acp a reasonable value for the load-parameter 
increment is A A =  0 .2 .
It is warranted at this stage to make a clear distinction between what has been 
described above and what is commonly referred to  in the computational mechanics 
literature as the method o f incremental loadint^[68]. While in the latter the load 
increments (AA) are sufficiently small that during each step the response of the 
body (structure) is rendered linear and the governing equations are solved as such, 
in the former the load increments are arbitrary and the original governing equations 
are solved as (fully) nonlinear and no linearization (other than that inherent in the
derivation of the governing equations) was performed at any stage in the computa-
3Although not reported for the sake of brevity, few hundred case studies were carried out for 
verification.
4A variety of terms are used in the literature to describe methods of incremental loading: imbed­
ding methods, continuation methods or methods of variation of parameters.
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tional process.
In carrying out the solution process, the value of (3 in (3.15) posed a computational 
drawback. Although large values for a  as well as /? axe required in simulating the 
presence of the rigid surface, they cannot be chosen arbitrarily large. It was observed 
th a t while, a  =  1 0 0  (“high stiffness” foundation) yields adequate and physically 
admissible results independent of w, the value of (3 was dependent on w so as to 
m aintain the product f3w as large as possible for all values of w. Further, assigning 
a large constant value for /?, led, in some cases, to numerical difficulties th a t were 
encountered in the numerical solver (to be described). In these cases, a  physically 
inadmissible result such as plate penetration into the “rigid” foundation was found 
to exist. An improvement on this foundation model (3.15) tha t eliminates such 
dependency can be achieved by casting (3.15) in the following form:
*(«o = \ 1  — tanh (3.16)('h)I’
where the notation | | implies absolute value. Using the above form of 'P(ty), and 
after investigating a wide range of problems, it was found that f3 =  10 is an adequate 
value for an attachm ent coefficient representing the unattached situation. Figure 3.8 
demonstrates the dependence of A^ on /3 as a  function of £ for plates having clamped 
and simply supported boundary conditions along their loaded and unloaded edges, 
respectively. Curves for /? > 10 are indistinguishable from the /? =  10 curve.
Unlike the form of ^  given in (3.15), this form (3.16) has a structure that seems 
to be unsuited for numerical computations (especially near the point w — 0). As 
such, various case studies along with those to be reported subsequently have been 
investigated using this form (3.16). Such investigations revealed that, with special 
considerations at the point w = 0 , the numerical scheme (to be discussed) has
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converged to the “physically” correct results (and in some cases, the expected known 
results). One of the main reasons for such a convergence is the fact that, except at 
the constrained boundaries where there are no springs, it is nearly impossible to have, 
numerically, an “exact zero” displacement. To have an “exact zero” w displacement 
requires th a t all the functions (or all the Aij coefficients) in (3.9) be exactly zero, 
which is a highly improbable situation.
A simplification to the solution algorithm rests in the fact tha t, Xcr is bounded 
from above and below. The lower bound corresponds to Acr when a  =  0, while the 
upper bound corresponds to  A^ when /? =  0. Such bounds were used as guides in the 
incremental method and it was noticed that, in general, for unilaterally constrained 
plates, A„  is closer to its lower bound than its upper indicating that the rigid surface 
constraint does not increase the buckling load significantly confirming what has been 
reported earlier in [85] and Chapter II (also [8 6 ]). For example, for an isotropic, 
simply-supported (along the unloaded edges) infinite plate, such an increase was 
found to be 33%.
3.4.1 Galerkin’s M ethod
Equation (3.12) is the mathematical statem ent of Galerkin’s Method which is a 
“direct method” in the calculus of variations. The form of Galerkin’s method to be 
described is sometimes referred to as Bubnov-Galerkin Method [75]. In general, for a 
problem having non-quadratic energy functional (nonlinear problem), true solution 
(“exact solution”) rarely exists, and as introduced by R itz5, the solution of the 
problem will be assumed to adm it a series expansion in terms of coordinate functions
satisfying certain appropriate conditions. This expansion is used “directly” in the
6The Ritz method, which is sometimes referred to as the Rayleigh-Ritz method, is just a gener­
alization of the Rayleigh method. See footnote 3 in Chapter II.
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variational functional relationship, which becomes a condition for the evaluation of 
the series coefficients. Such condition appears in the form of set of equations, usually 
known as equations of Rayleigh-Ritz or Galerkin. By means of the direct method, 
an approximate solution or only an approximation to the solution (a weak solution) 
may be obtained.
Although a common starting point for the derivation of Galerkin’s method is the 
governing differential equation(s), the derivation presented thus far represent an al­
ternative way to derive the method based on a variational principle. The form (3.12) 
is sometimes referred to as the  Extended Galerkin’s Method due to its inclusion of 
the boundary terms [53], Strictly speaking, the form of Galerkin’s method th a t is 
widely reported in the applied mathematics literature includes only the  integral of 
the governing differential equation without boundary terms [2, 3], and it is a  valid 
representation of the method. Galerkin’s method is an averaging method and it is 
perhaps one of the most powerful techniques for solving nonlinear elasticity prob­
lems as well as generating acceptable finite-element models of nonlinear equations. 
Though the method amounts to a special case of the methods of weighted-residuals 
(and a generalization of the Ritz method), it involves a rational choice of the weight 
functions ($ ij) so as to  be consistent with the form of the analytic approximation 
involved.
It is known that the methods of Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin are equivalent, if 
the underlying mechanical problem is conservative, and if the coordinate functions 
being used satisfy all conditions of constraint. Moreover, it is generally assumed 
tha t the equations of Rayleigh-Ritz are advantageous, since for this method, the as­
sumed coordinate functions must only satisfy the kinematic constraints. Yet, it has 
to be adm itted tha t the Rayleigh-Ritz method in its classical form does not hold for
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nonconservative problems because it requires the existence of an energy functional. 
Hence this method is restricted in its applicability. On the other hand, the method 
of Galerkin is applicable without restriction, also to nonconservative problems. That 
is the great advantage of Galerkin’s method. However, the assumed coordinate func­
tions must satisfy all conditions of constraint, kinematic and dynamic6  ones. Such 
requirement can hamper the choice of coordinate functions, thus making Galerkin’s 
method sometimes impractical. Hence, to relax such a constraint (satisfying all con­
ditions) the extended form of Galerkin’s method is employed. It is im portant to note 
that the problem being modeled is conservative and the choice of using Galerkin’s 
method was based solely on the m ethod’s generality and versatility.
3.5 Numerical Scheme
By using Galerkin’s method the governing nonlinear differential equation was re­
duced to a system of M x N  nonlinear equations (3.12). Although systems of nonlinear 
equations have been encountered in problems of applied mechanics for centuries, no 
general method for obtaining exact solutions exists. Thus, we take for granted that 
numerical methods must be used and that, in general, it will be possible to obtain 
solutions only to within a preassigned degree of accuracy. As was described earlier, 
the method adopted in solving for the generalized displacement coefficients’ vector 
A  and the normalized buckling load (Act) was an incremental one.
Most numerical schemes used to solve equations begin with an initial estim ate 
A° of the solution, called initial guess point or test point. In general, some process 
is then used to compute a sequence of such points which, hopefully, converges to the
solution of the system of equations. The process used falls into one of two categories:
6Dynamic constraints are sometimes referred to as force or natural [37].
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sequential methods or nonsequential methods. The numerical scheme used in this 
study falls into the former category and is based on a direct attack of the nonlinear 
system of equations.
In this study, the solution of the resulting system of nonlinear equations was 
carried out iteratively using the Levenberg-Marquardt method [13]. For a general 
system of nonlinear equations
f(A ) =  0 (3.17)
where A  is the vector of unknowns and f  is the vector of equations, the Levenberg- 
M arquardt algorithm is given as
A k+i = A k _  p̂k j  +  j k* jfcj- 1 j k T f (A *j (3 .18)
where J* is the Jacobian at the kth iteration given by
(3-19)
and J*r  is the transpose of J fc. A* is the current, known, approximate value of the 
vector of unknowns A , I  is the Identity m atrix and pk is a scalar that is selected
based on a methodology given in [74]. Equation (3.18) can be written in a more
standard form as follows:
A * + 1  =  A* -  H * f (A fc) (3.20)
where
H* =  [ /  I  +  J*1' J * ] - 1  J tT (3.21)
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It is to be noted that as pk increases, the step size decreases and the step vector tends 
towards the pure Steepest Descent vector (H* =  J fcT). It was shown by M arquardt 
that for pk sufficiently large the following relationship is satisfied
||f(A*+*)ll < ||f(A*)|| (3.22)
and M arquardt advocates choosing pk this way. In (3.22) the notation || || implies the 
sum of the squares. If, on the other hand, pk — 0 the method reduces to Newton’s 
(H fc =  J*-1) so that equation (3.21) combines certain features of both this and 
the method of Steepest Descent. By reducing pk systematically as the solution is 
approached it is hoped to combine the better features of each method. A further point 
is that if pk > 0 the inverse m atrix appearing in (3.21) always exists so that a positive 
value of pk ensures that the correction is always defined. The only feature that can 
cause the algorithm to be disrupted is convergence to a local nonzero minimum of 
||f(A fc)||, a  disadvantage shared by the method of Steepest Descent.
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as was proposed by the developers requires 
an explicit expressions for the Jacobian (3.19). Powell [74] presented a modification 
to the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm by which the requirement that the explicit 
expressions for the Jacobian be available was relaxed. Such a  method, which was 
designated hybrid, uses successive values of f(A*) to build up a numerical approxi­
mation to the Jacobian m atrix, by the technique used in [74]. For convenience, the 
combined hybrid method as proposed by Levenberg and M arquardt and modified by 
Powell will be designated LMP.
Although the LMP method was the main algorithm used in obtaining solutions 
for A , for some cases and for A near Acr, the algorithm didn’t converge and Newton- 
Raphson method (pk =  0) was temporarily employed. Such a situation did not occur
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frequently. In those few instances, we traced the reason for this lack of convergence 
to be associated with the evaluation of the Jacobian. In the Newton’s method, the 
Jacobian at the k ih iteration ( J fc) is evaluated with a pre-assigned step size, while, 
in the LMP method, the J* is updated automatically with step size tha t depends on 
A* as well as the change in the Jacobian from the previous two iterations.
As related to the problem being considered, the Jacobian is a  measure of the 
current stiffness evaluated a t the k ih iteration using the current value of A*. From 
(3.13), we have
f(A*) =  [K +  A K a] A* +  F ,(A *) -  P Q (3.23)
and using the definition of J  from (3.19) we arrive at
J ‘  =  K  +  A K A +  | ^ ( A ‘ ) (3.24)
where we have used the fact that P q  is independent of A. Note that at the k ih 
iteration the sum K  + A K* is a constant independent of A.
3.6 Results and Discussion
While generic buckling curves for bilaterally unconstrained rectangular plates 
are available in the literature [14, 40] such results are nonexistent for unilaterally 
constrained plates. Hence, in this study the effort was concentrated on trying to 
generate such curves for plates having different boundary conditions and subjected 
to a uniaxial stress field. For uniaxial loading, 1712 =  7 2 2  =  0.
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3.6.1 D e p e n d en c y  o f Ac- on  th e  tra n sv e rse  load  Q (x , y)
In the absence of Q(x,y)  and since the trivial solution (to =  0) is an admissi­
ble solution for all values of A, the solution of the governing equations constitutes 
the determination of the eigenvalues A„. and their corresponding eigenmodes. But 
due to  the nonlinearity of these equations, such a system falls in the category of a 
nonlinear eigenvalue problem. As a simplification to the solution process a trans­
verse load Q(x,y)  was added which converts the problem from being a  nonlinear 
eigenvalue problem to  a nonlinear response problem. In order to establish th a t the 
results for A^ are not significantly influenced by the magnitude and distribution of 
Q(x,y) ,  different cases were investigated where the sign, magnitude as well as the 
functional distribution throughout the plate were varied. For presentation purposes 
as well as convenience it was decided to normalize the A vector by A 0 where A 0 
is the generalized displacement coefficients’ vector A  at A =  0 and Q(x,  y) ^  0 
(i.e., Ao =  A(A =  0, Q ^  0). This nondimensionalization implies that at A =  0,
l ^ j  =  1.0, always. Although the “response curves” (curves representing A vs. 
l|Ao||
normalized magnitude of the generalized displacements vector J ^ j j ) were not sig-
l!A ol!
nificantly influenced by the magnitude of Q(x,y) ,  they were dependent on its sign 
distribution. However, the value of A at which the plate response appeared to increase 
without bound (approaching buckling) was independent of Q(x,y)  as expected. If 
Q(x,  y) = c, where c is a  constant tha t is < 0 (i.e., Q is pushing the plate against the 
foundation), the value of A„  was equal to oo. If, on the other hand, c >  0 (i.e., Q is 
pulling the plate away from the foundation) the value of A^ was finite yielding valid 
results. However, the latter situation has an interesting feature that can be seen in 
Figure 3.9. In this figure, the response curves for a plate th a t is clamped along the
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loaded edges and simply supported otherwise and under the action of two types of 
transverse loads are shown. One curve represents the case where c >  0 while the 
other represents the case where Q(x,  y)  is linear and has a symmetric distribution 
(symmetry with respect to the center line x =  ^). In the former, a  decrease and 
then a sudden increase in the slope at some value of A <  Ac- is observed (actually, 
this occurs near Acr «  4.4 which is the value of the buckling load of the unilaterally 
unconstrained plate having identical properties). This behavior is analogous to  what 
was reported in [91]. This can be attributed to the plate “touching” the foundation 
near the eigenvalue (buckling load) of the linearized unconstrained problem) and im­
mediately experiencing additional stiffness due to the foundation (Figure 3.10). On 
the other hand, in the latter case where the transverse load has negative as well as 
positive distributions, “touching” is already present, prior to the application of the 
axial load. Hence, this sudden slope increase is not strongly present. Further, al­
though such difference between these two curves is strongly present for intermediate 
values of A, it vanishes at the early stages of loading (A) increments as well as when A 
approaches the eigenvalue (Acr). Figure 3.10 also shows that as the magnitude of the
normalized generalized displacement vector . j ^ j .  tends to large values (exceeding
llA o||
10), the slope of the response curves tend to zero. Note that since is a scalar
llA o||
quantity, the slope of the A — J 7 - I 7 curve is a measure of the determ inant of the
llA o||
incremental stiffness m atrix and is calculated as follows:
\K\ = a (3.25)
a ||Ao||
where |AC| is the determinant of the incremental stiffness m atrix and a is a  constant 
>  0. In order to determine Acr, several response curves were plotted for each case,
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and in every case we found all the response curves to be within 1% of each other
when the maximum value of was approximately 20. The load corresponding
l|Ao||
to  this limit was chosen as A C l e a r l y ,  for some plates this limit was reached much
earlier ( j ^ j  approximately 10). 
llA o||
It is worthwhile pointing out that in the presence of Q (x , y), the obtained Â . 
will always be an underestimate of the exact A^ value (eigenvalue) that would have 
been obtained by setting Q(x,y)  =  0, provided a sufficient number of Galerkin 
term s are used. Although this difference should approach 0 as Q(x,  y ) approaches 
0, its value was kept to a  minimum (i.e., Q(x,y)  was never set to 0). In order to 
minimize the effect of the presence of Q on the overall process of determining A .̂, 
Q's largest magnitude was kept close to 1, i.e., |Q| <  1. Such a value was found 
to  give satisfactory results simulating the no-load case (eigenvalue problem). Unless 
noted otherwise, throughout this study \Q\ will always be set equal to 1, which is, 
relatively speaking and from the definition of Q, a  small quantity [24].
3.6.2 D ependency of Â . on the plate’s aspect ratio £
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the dependency of A^ on the plate’s aspect ratio £ for 
different types of boundary conditions on the loaded and unloaded edges as well as for 
different types of materials. As expected, the dependence of Acr on £ diminished for 
large values of £ and beyond a  certain value of £, the value of A„. becomes independent 
of the boundary conditions on the loaded edges and depends only on the boundary 
conditions on the unloaded edges. The prediction of this independence of Acr at 
large £ added confidence to the numerical procedures adopted in the present work. 
Table 3.1 summarizes the limiting values of A^ as the plate’s aspect ratio £—> oo 
for the case of an isotropic material. For the “cccc” case (Figure 3.11), the curve
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exhibits discontinuities. These discontinuities can be attributed to  the fact that 
in the neighborhood of the particular £ value corresponding to the discontinuity, 
topological changes in the buckle patterns occur. Such changes were drastic in the 
neighborhood of £ =  2.5.
Since the formulation covers material models other than isotropic, example prob­
lems for two types of specially orthotropic materials (designated A and B) were also 
studied. The properties of these materials axe tabulated in Table 3.2. The results 
obtained via the present formulation for unilateral buckling of plates made of these 
materials are summarized in Figure 3.12. For large aspect ratios the results for buck­
ling loads are seen to converge to certain fixed values and when compared to previous 
results reported in Chapter II and [8 6 ], are found to be in very good agreement.
Table 3.3 compares the results obtained from the solution of the infinite plate 
problem (Chapter II) to those obtained from finite plate problem (this chapter). In 
both situations the plates were subjected to uniaxial loading. Two types of bound­
ary conditions along the unloaded edges were compared, namely, simply-supported 
(ss) and clamped-free (cf). As can be seen, the results compare favorably with 
a maximum difference of —3.5% in the simply-supported case and —8.7% in the 
clamped-free case. Note tha t for all cases the finite plate results are lower than their 
counterparts in the infinite plate case. This can be attributed to the presence of a 
transverse load in the finite plate case, which causes a  slight drop in A„  as explained 
earlier.
An interesting feature of the buckling behavior of this problem is its symmetry. 
W ithin the context of linearized analysis of plates (isotropic or orthotropic) the re­
sponse is invariant with respect to the loaded edge(s) due to the decoupling between 
the inplane and out-of-plane behaviors. On the other hand, in the analysis were
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such coupling is present, the response will be otherwise and the final deformed shape
will not be symmetric if the plate being considered is loaded only on one side in the
uniaxial case. For a  unilaterally constrained plate having homogeneous boundary
conditions, the out-of-plane buckling deformation field w(x,  y) is a symmetric func-
£
tion with respect to the center line x  =  This feature aids in the selection of the 
admissible displacement functions in (3.10) such that only the symmetric ones are 
retained and all others discarded due to their vanishing contribution to the governing 
equations.
Another interesting feature of the results is the fact that for all values of £ a plate 
with symmetric boundary conditions at the y = 0  and y = 1  edges (i.e., simple- 
simple or clamped-clamped) buckles in such a  way that the number of half-waves 
in the direction perpendicular to the loading direction is always 1 . The physical 
meaning of this is th a t a unilaterally constrained plate with symmetric y-boundary 
conditions buckles in such a way that there can be several half-waves in the direction 
of compression but only one half-wave in the perpendicular direction. In other words, 
for a uniaxially loaded plate, the unilateral constraint does not influence the defor­
mation shape in the direction perpendicular to the loading direction, and the plate’s 
response in tha t direction is identical to the corresponding bilaterally unconstrained 
case [99].
Unlike Figure 3.3 which shows only a sketch of the qualitative difference in the 
Kr — £ curves for the unilaterally constrained and bilaterally unconstrained plates, 
Figure 3.13 shows actual curves for the case of uniaxially simply-supported isotropic 
plates. While the Acr values for the bilaterally unconstrained case were obtained from 
an exact solution, those for the unilaterally constrained case were obtained using the 
methodology presented above. As mentioned previously, note the shift between the
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two curves for £ <  \ / 2  which is the value at which a  simply-supported unconstrained 
plate switches modes (shown in the figure). Contrary to the common “intuitive” 
belief held by some researchers, a unilaterally constrained simply-supported plate 
with an aspect ratio £ =  \ / 2  +  e, where e is a  small positive number, will not buckle 
into a  shape th a t resembles that of the bilaterally unconstrained plate with an aspect 
ratio £ =  \ /2 — e (i.e., unimodal).
Figure 3.14 shows typical plots for the evolution of the buckle displacements as a 
function of applied load for an isotropic plate of aspect ratio three. In this case, the 
plate was subjected to a uniformly distributed positive transverse pressure loading. 
Thus, at zero axial load, the plate deformation is the linear response to the pressure 
load.
3.7 Experimental Investigation
This section is devoted to the experimental investigation conducted by Comiez, 
Waas and the author at the Composite Structures Laboratory. Most of the details 
that are pertinent to this investigation, e.g., specimen preparation and test proce­
dure, are om itted and reference must be made to  [26] for completeness. In this 
investigation, model delaminations (plates) with rectangular planforms of different 
aspect ratios, th a t are placed in a  compressive load environment were considered 
as suitable candidates resembling those modeled mathematically. This part of the 
overall study was motivated by the interferometric measurements reported in [103], 
that describes a  study on the failure mechanisms of laminates containing cutouts. 
In brief, it was found tha t, subsequent to initial damage formation, the damage 
propagated away from the hole edge by a combination of delamination buckling and 
growth. Further, the delaminated portions which approximately resembled areas of
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a part of a sector plate, was found to buckle into a  mode shape that at any instant 
of tim e during the growth was found to contact with the sublaminate beneath it.
A model experiment that determines the buckling characteristics (buckling load 
and response shapes) of a delaminated plate while allowing out-of-plane deflections to 
occur in one direction only (unilateral) was chosen. The experiment uses an extruded 
polystyrene (substrate) as a  foundation for a  Vinyl plate. The shadow Moire method 
is used to  visualize the response of the Vinyl plate.
3.7 .1  Specim en D esign
The specimen design entailed three layers. The bottom  layer (the substrate), 
acts as a  ‘rigid’ foundation and prevents the top layer (Vinyl plate) from having any 
deflection in the negative transverse direction (into the foundation). The top layer is 
the plate of interest whose buckling characteristics will be determined. The middle 
layer is a  thin Epoxy layer. The Epoxy bonds the top layer to the bottom  layer 
everywhere except inside the perimeter of the initial delamination planform under 
consideration, leaving an unbonded region in the middle of the specimen. A summary 
of the sandwich specimen is given in Figure 3.15 and the mechanical properties of 
each layer are given in Table 3.4. Given an external compressive load, this unbonded 
(delaminated) region will buckle. The substrate and Epoxy around the edges of 
the unbonded region are expected to exert forces and moments which at the first 
instance may be thought of as being similar in origin to generalized forces exerted 
by translational and rotational springs.
In selecting a substrate material, the following considerations were employed: 
The substrate should be made of an isotropic and homogeneous material, and it 
should have a high bending stiffness as it was desired that the substrate compress in
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the axial direction only, thus minimizing any out-of-plane deflections. An additional 
constraint was the maximum available load of the compression device, at 1 0 , 0 0 0  lbf. 
Of a  few qualified candidate materials, a 1 . 0  in thick extruded foamy Polystyrene was 
chosen for its abilities to satisfy all of the conditions and for being readily available.
Likewise, the following considerations were used in selecting a top layer material: 
The top layer should be made of an isotropic and homogeneous material, and the 
combination of bending stiffness, thickness, and unbonded region dimensions should 
not result in a  buckling strain that is too small to be accurately measured. A 0.04 in 
thick solid Vinyl was chosen for the top layer material, since it satisfied the above 
requirements.
The only consideration for the middle Epoxy layer is that it should have sufficient 
strength to allow the top layer (Vinyl plate) to enter the postbuckling region of 
the test, while allowing no growth of the disbond, prior to buckling. Sample tests 
showed that Ciba-Geigy 106/953 Araldite fulfilled this consideration. The Araldite 
was chosen for this experiment.
3.7 .2  Specim en Preparation
The substrate was cut into pieces that measured 11.5 in x 4.5 in x 1.0 in. Care 
was taken to ensure th a t the specimens have the same dimensions as well as perfectly 
square and parallel edges.
An adhesive reservoir (Figure 3.16(a)) was cut from the substrate at the intended 
boundary between the bonded and unbonded regions. The purpose of this reservoir 
is to collect the excess Epoxy that is forced into the unbonded region during the 
bonding process (Figure 3.16(b)). It is possible that some Epoxy may protrude into 
the unbonded region. If a reservoir is not present, the boundary between the bonded
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and unbonded region will be erratic. In addition, the unbonded region will become 
smaller than what was intended. In actuality, the adhesive reservoir does not collect 
the Epoxy. The Epoxy clings to the Vinyl plate when it is forced into the unbonded 
region (Figure 3.16(b)). W ith the presence of the reservoir, the Epoxy adheres to the 
Vinyl alone, preventing a bond to form between the Vinyl plate and the substrate.
In a similar manner as before, 0.04 in thick Vinyl was cut into 11.5 in x 4.5 in 
sections. The cut Vinyl plates were spray-painted in preparation for use with the 
shadow Moire method. It is desired that the Vinyl plate be as flat as possible, i.e. 
having an initial imperfection as small as possible. The actual initial imperfection 
of the Vinyl plate was found to be negligible with respect to its thickness.
After bonding the Vinyl plate to the substrate and curing, the specimen was 
removed from its compression. Two strain gages were bonded to the specimen. The 
first strain gage is located in the unbonded region and the second located in the 
bonded region (Figure 3.16(c)).
3.7 .3  Test P rocedure and R esu lts
Figure 3.17 shows a sketch of the specimen in place under the applied load. 
Throughout this work it was emphasized that the situation being modeled is a 
quasi-static one. Hence, at the commencement of the test, the loading device was 
programmed to compress the specimen at a crosshead speed of 0.0075 in/m in, simu­
lating static conditions. The shadow Moire method was used to visualize the response 
of the unbonded region. In addition, the full field displacement contours obtained 
from this method will visually verify the point of buckling during the test.
Early tests of the three layered specimen showed an unacceptable amount of spec­
imen bending during the tests. Thus, a specimen support system was manufactured
I l l
th a t physically held the four edges of the specimen (Figure 3.17). Six different un­
bonded region’s aspect ratios (£) were considered. These £ values are: 1.00, 1.75, 
2.50, 3.25, 4.00 and 5.00.
As expected, just like mode shapes in bilaterally unconstrained plate buckling 
problems, the mode shapes in unilaterally constrained plate buckling problems are 
also dependent on the aspect ratio of the plate in question. An aspect ratio of 2.5 
has been shown to result in a two hump response and an aspect ratio of 4.0 has 
been shown to result in a three hump response [26]. A typical Moire fringe pattern 
extracted from the results in [26] is shown in Figure 3.18.
The experimental results for the buckling load are plotted in Figure 3.19 
against those predicted by the analytical model. The results obtained by the latter 
appear to bounds those of the former. While the upper theoretical bound corresponds 
to the case where the unloaded disbond edges are clamped, the lower bound corre­
sponds to the case where it is “assumed” that these edges are simply supported. For 
the case where the unloaded edges are clamped (marked in figure as k$ =  oo cccc), 
the solution exhibits discontinuities as a function of plate aspect ratio (£). These 
discontinuities can be attributed to the fact that in the neighborhood of £ — 2.5, 
topological changes in the buckle patterns occur. Being bounded from above and 
below, the experimental results fall closer to the lower bound. This is as expected, 
since at the disbond/bonded boundary, the delamination is neither clamped nor sim­
ply supported but is very likely to be best modeled as being supported by rotational 
and translational springs. It must be noted that in the experiment, the response 
of the disbond formed gradually, except in some cases where the disbond ‘snapped’ 
from a perfectly flat state to one that is buckled, characteristic of a true bifurcation. 
This happened only to plates with small aspect ratio. To some extent, this is not
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surprising, since the corresponding bilaterally unconstrained buckling problem for 
plates of small aspect ratio yields buckling modes that axe of one sign, whereas for 
larger aspect ratio plates, the buckle mode contains more than one-half wave along 
the length (loaded direction).
As suggested earlier, one way to enhance the modeling of the physical problem is 
to  consider elastic nonhomogeneous boundary conditions such as rotational and/or 
translational linear springs. Since X„. is more sensitive to the boundary conditions on 
the unloaded (long) edges, it was decided (for the sake of better understanding and 
modeling the physical problem) to investigate the situation where rotational elastic 
linear springs were present at these long edges. No translational springs were consid­
ered for the sake of simplifying the modeling and hence the computational effort. It 
should be mentioned that by adding translational springs the degree of complexity of 
selecting “proper” values for their stiffnesses increases the computational task signif­
icantly. Further, and as it will be shown subsequently, variable rather than constant 
values for spring stiffnesses will yield results closer to those obtained experimentally. 
Hence, in addition to trying to approximate stiffness values, their functional variation 
must also be determined.
Following the analytical formulation presented earlier with the modification of 
having linear rotational springs at the long unloaded edges, y =  0  (y =  0 ) and y =  b 
(y — 1 ), included in the Galerkin equations (3.12)7, the equations were solved using 
the same solution process outlined above. Figure 3.19 shows clearly that in order 
to best approximate the experimental results, the value of the rotational stiffness kg 
must be chosen such that it is inversely proportional to the plate’s aspect ratio £.
Note th a t kg =  /(£ ) still implies a linear stiffness in the classical sense. Selecting a
7The analytical inclusion of the springs into the governing equations follows the classical ap­
proach found in many standard textbooks on the subject.
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constant kg independent of £ was found (not shown) to fit the experimental data at 
one end, say £ close to 1, but not at the other, say £ close to 5. Further, other efforts 
were made to  investigate the case where the rotational springs are nonlinear having a 
load dependency, i.e., kg  =  /(A) as well as kg =  / ( A,£). Such efforts resulted in less 
satisfactory approximations to the experimental results. At this point, it was decided
to pursue further the case where kg  =  /(£ ). In choosing an appropriate form for the
c c ^
functional dependency several forms like kg =  - ,  kg =  3 — — and kg = - — - , to£ a +  £n a +  £
mention a  few, were considered for different value of the constants c, d and n. After 
investigating a wide variety of such functions, the one that best approximated the 
experimental results was found to be the following (Figure 3.20):
h  =  ^  (3.26)
The kg  form in (3.26) is not unique. It was not derived from any principle nor law in 
mechanics, and by no means implies so. It is a form that was arrived at by trial and 
error. Careful analysis of the form (3.26) reveals the fact that using such a  model 
for kg implies a certain interaction between the rotational stiffness of the boundary 
and the slenderness of the plate (aspect ratio £). The longer the plate the less 
the boundary’s rotational stiffness and visa versa. But such a conclusion is counter 
intuitive since it suggests that a  knowledge of boundary’s rotational stiffness alone is 
not sufficient to use in a classical solution approach without knowing the dimensions 
(lengths) of the boundary. The later argument suggests a counter argument that, 
in turns, suggests that classical Winkler-type elastic foundations may not be the 
proper approach to simulate the experimentally obtained results. To verify such an 
implication a  3-Dimensional elasticity (or Finite Element) solution of the problem is
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warranted. Such verifications are beyond the scope of this work.
3.8 Concluding Remarks
The problem of buckling of unilaterally constrained, finite, rectangular plates 
was investigated. The plates were modeled along the lines of classical plate theory 
employing Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis. The presence of a  unilateral constraint was 
accounted for through the use of a  nonlinear elastic foundation model th a t exhibits 
a deformation sign dependent force-displacement relation. Using Galerkin’s method, 
the resulting system of governing nonlinear equations was solved iteratively. Different 
boundary conditions were considered and the results for some boundary conditions 
were compared and shown to be in good agreement with “exact” results reported 
earlier in Chapter II as well as those available in the literature . The effect of the 
presence of a transverse load Q was investigated and it was found th a t the plate’s 
load-displacement (A-. j ^ j . ) curve can depend on the sign and distribution of Q, 
while the buckling load parameter (Ac,) was found to be independent of Q,  Different 
material orthotropies were also investigated and results for the buckling load were 
presented and were found to  compare favorably with results reported previously.
Experimental investigation has further revealed that the buckling mode of the 
delamination (plate) may involve regions or points of contact with the undelaminated 
portion of the substrate. The effect of this physical constraint was shown to cause 
the response of the plate to occur in a progressive fashion. The shadow Moire 
technique th a t was employed was able to clearly show that the mode shape was 
periodic and contained points and/or regions of contact. The results obtained from 
the theoretical investigation were found to bound the experimental values. It is 
clear that the stiffness of a postbuckled delaminated plate is highly influenced by
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whether the buckled portion involves points (or regions) of contact or not. Thus, in 
analytical model development, the possibility of the delaminated portion contacting 
the plate cannot be excluded. Instead, the corresponding buckling problem m ust be 
addressed within this wider setting that incorporates the possibility of contact. The 
resulting boundary value problem solution should then deliver the result whether 
contact occurs or not.
This part of the study has demonstrated the validity of using nonlinear foundation 
models in the buckling analysis of unilaterally constrained rectangular plates. Since 
the formulation is quite general, extensions to study the unilaterally constrained 
buckling problem of thin film delaminations of arbitrary planform shape, in com- 
pressively loaded laminates will be considered in the following chapters. Obtaining a 
solution to this latter problem was the initial motivation for developing the methodol­
ogy presented here. While the analysis presented thus far accounted for the presence 
of a unilateral constraint via the use of a  nonlinear constitutive model, the governing 
equations were derived based on linearization about the buckling load. As a  result, 
moderately large deformations were not accounted for, and the postbuckling regime 
could not be captured. Such an approximation is valid if the delamination’s growth 
behavior is not sought after. On the other hand, if the growth behavior is of inter­
est, which is the case in this study, the fully nonlinear plate equations (in the von 
Karman sense) must be resorted to. As such, this will be the focus of the forthcoming 
chapter which will deal with the general formulation of the equations governing the 















“c =  clamped, f  =  free, s =  simple.
^Loaded edges are in the short (y) direction. 
eUnloaded edges are in the long (x) direction. 
^Exact value =  5.33.
Table 3.1: Limiting values of the buckling load parameter (A^-) as £ oo for uniax­
ially loaded isotropic plates.
M a te ria l D\2 Die Z? 2 2 Die Dee
Isotropic 0.33 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0.33
Orthotropic (A) 0.26 0 . 0 0 0.38 0 . 0 0 0.27
Orthotropic (B) 0.67 0 . 0 0 2.61 0 . 0 0 0.70







solution (£ =  5)“
ss c f c ss cf
Isotropic 5.333 1.876 5.250 1.750
Orthotropic (A) 3.650 1.281 3.565 1.180
Orthotropic (B) 9.530 3.343 9.200 3.050
a At this aspect ratio the values for Acr are independent of the boundary conditions on the loaded 
edges.
^Materials of the orthotropic types A and B correspond to material types A-IM7/8551-7 and 
B-IM7/8551-7, respectively, used in Chapter II. 
cSee Table 2.8.
Table 3.3: Values of Â . for “long” plates obtained using two solution approaches: 
Infinite plate solution and Finite plate solution (£ =  5). Boundary condi­








Rigid Vinyl 0.04 400,000 0.31 2.36
Araldite «  0 . 0 2 NA NA NA
Extruded Polystyrene 1 . 0 2300 «  0.30 210.62










Figure 3.1: Thin elastic plate constrained by a rigid surface and under the action 
of an applied inplane uniform load, (a) The physical problem, (b) the 
mathematical model, a represents the total length of the plate. The 
loads N n  are applied at x = 0 and x = a.
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Figure 3.2: Exact values for the buckling load parameter A^ vs. plate’s aspect ratio 
£ for isotropic simply-supported (“ssss”) plates. The plate is attached to 





Figure 3.3: A sketch showing the difference in the A c u r v e  between unilaterally 
constrained and bilaterally unconstrained plates. Note that at lower 




Figure 3.4: tanh(/?iw) vs. w  for different values of 0.  For large 0,  the tanh function 
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Figure 3.6: Foundation’s constitutive Force-Displacement (jF-w) relationship used to 
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Figure 3.7: Response curve showing a standard incremental scheme. Uniform A in­











Figure 3.8: The influence of the foundation (springs) attachm ent coefficient /3 on the 
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Figure 3.9: Response curves for two different transverse loading Q(x, y) distributions, 
for an isotropic “ccss” plate of aspect ratio £=3. Note th a t for the same 




F igure3.10: Response curves for a  uniform transverse loading Q (xyy) distributions, 
for an isotropic “ccss” plate of aspect ratio £=3. A sequence of events 
shows clearly the reason for the sudden change (increase) in slope (stiff­
ness). Note that for the same but unilaterally unconstrained plate, 
~  4.4.
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Figure 3.11: Buckling load param eter Ac- as a  function of the  p la te’s aspect ratio
£ for unilaterally constrained isotropic plates w ith different boundary
conditions on their loaded and unloaded edges.
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Figure 3.12: Buckling load param eter A .̂ as a function of the  p la te ’s aspect ratio  £
for two types of unilaterally constrained orthotropic plates (A, and B)
w ith different boundary conditions on their loaded and unloaded edges.
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Constrained infinite plates 
(exact limit as i; —» is = 5.33)
Constrained finite plates 
(approximate)5 -
8
Unconstrained finite plates 
(exact)
Figure 3.13: Buckling load param eter as a  function of the  p la te’s aspect ratio
£ for isotropic, sim ply-supported “ssss” , unilaterally constrained and
bilaterally unconstrained plates.
Figure 3.14: Deformation of a “ccss” isotropic plate of aspect ratio £ =  3, under 
a  transverse loading and at different levels of inplane loading. The 
deformations are exaggerated for clarity.
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Figure 3.16: Specimen details, (a) Cross-section @ A-A showing the three layers 
and the reservoir details, (b) a blowup of a reservoir showing the excess 







Figure 3.17: Experimental setup showing specimen, rigid grips, delamination area 
and loading.
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Figure 3.18: A typical Moire fringe pattern of a  buckled unilaterally constrained 
delamination (after Comiez et al. [26]). The actual pattern extends 
(horizontally) beyond what is shown and was truncated for picture de­
velopment purposes. This specimen had an aspect ratio £ =  5. Note 
the relatively flat regions between the humps.
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of experimentally determined values of Acr with those pre­










Figure 3.20: A kg model tha t, when incorporated in the analytical model, results 
in values for Acr that best approximate the experimentally determined
ones.
CHAPTER IV
DECOHESION OF DELAMINATIONS: 
FORMULATION OF THE INTERPHASE  
PROBLEM
4.1 Introduction
In the introductory chapter (Chapter I) the main problem was presented and 
described as the buckling, postbuckling and non-self-similar decohesion along a finite 
interface of unilaterally constrained delaminations. In subsequent chapters (Chapters 
II & III), only the unilateral constraint condition was considered along with its 
influence on the buckling behavior of infinite and finite rectangular plates. Up to 
this point, the postbuckling and growth behavior of arbitrarily-shaped delaminations 
has not been considered nor even accounted for in any of the formulation presented 
thus far. Hence, the goal of this chapter is to present a unified treatm ent on the 
subject where the three aspects, namely, postbuckling, non-self-similar decohesion, 
and being arbitrarily-shaped are accounted for simultaneously. Further, during the 
formulation no distinction will be made between the phenomena of buckling (and 
postbuckling) and non-self-similar growth1. In other words, the same equations
govern the entire behavior from beginning (starting to load/displace the structure) to
1We believe that the separation into different regimes is artificial and in fact it will be shown 
that the decohesion resistance has a significant influence on the response of the delamination prior 
to the onset of growth
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end (complete delamination and/or loss of stiffness) without specification to certain 
regimes of validity.
Classically, the problem of delamination buckling and growth has been treated by 
analyzing the growth subsequent to buckling of a  finite delamination embedded in an 
infinite medium. The medium is usually taken to be a  layer (being a  beam or a  plate) 
attached cohesively or adhesively2 to  another layer. While being a valid treatm ent 
on the subject resulting in a  variety of useful and practical results, this approach 
significantly hampers the ability to obtain results for 3-dimensional non-self-similar 
growth. Further, it circumvents the ability to study the interaction between the 
“local” and the “global” problem. The local being the delamination and the global 
being the structure3 containing the delamination. These deficiencies can be over­
come by treating the two problems (i.e., local and global) as one and allowing the 
distinction to evolve as part of the solution.
To capture the postbuckling behavior, the formulation will include finite (moder­
ately large) rotations in the von Karman sense. The term  buckling will be taken to 
imply the classical meaning of bifurcation under either an inplane load-controlled or 
an inplane displacement-controlled environment. These controlled environments will 
be assumed to be quasi-static uninfluenced by any inertia effects. The entire response 
of the structure (including growth) will be assumed to be elastic and conservative. 
All the energy released by any decohesion process will be redistributed back to the
structure with no net dissipated energy.
2In this context, cohesion implies bonding without an apparent interface, while adhesion implies 
bonding with an apparent interface.
3Throughout this study, the global structure is always a plate.
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4.2 Plate Kinematic Relationships
The kinematic formulation follows a Lagrangian description of the problem em­
ploying Green’s strain tensor. The general expression for total strain tensor is
E  =  E G +  E  (4.1)
where E  is the total strain tensor, E °  is Green’s strain tensor which was introduced by 
Green and St. Venant, and E is the imperfection strain tensor. Using the notation 
u mn =  — 21 and in terms of the displacement vector u with components tt,-, i —
U X n
1,2,3, E °  and E  can be expressed in component form as follows4:
E g  = \  (fiu  +  (4.2)
and
E i j  =  ^ (Uk,iUk,j  +  u k, jUk, i )  (4.3)
where i, j ,  k  =  1,2,3 and u is the displacement’s imperfection vector with components 
It is understood that Einstein’s summation convention is adopted, and it will 
be throughout this work unless noted otherwise. It is also implied by the above 
expressions that the rectangular Cartesian coordinate system is employed. Hence, 
the expression for the i j  component of the total strain tensor can be given as:
E i j  =  ^ ( u i j  +  Uj , i  +  i i k , i u kj  +  u k,iUk,j  +  Uk, jUk, i ) (4.4)
4Throughout this chapter, a implies a dimensional quantity.
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At this stage, it is warranted to make some assumptions on the imperfections’ fields 
as well as on strains’ order-of-magnitude. Using unabridged notation (£, y, z  for
£i>a:2 ?£ 3 ; u , v t w for Mi,u2 5 « 3 ; for «i,m 2 ,« 3 ) the following assumptions are
made:
1. For simplicity, the plate exhibits no inplane imperfection fields, i.e., u =  v =  0.
nate z, i.e., wtz — 0 .
3. Of the higher order terms in E , only those contributing to the out-of-plane 
rotations will be retained.
After employing the above assumptions, the explicit components of E  are given as 
follows:
2. The out-of-plane imperfection field w  is not a function of the thickness coordi-
(4.5)
Finally, to  arrive at the strain-displacement relationships governing the plate’s 
kinematics, and since the structural theories being employed are kinematic theories, 
assumptions must be made on the displacement fields u, v and w. Based on the thin­
ness of the plate and to reduce the three-dimensional problem to a two-dimensional
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one, the displacement fileds can be expanded as a linear combination of the thickness 
coordinate z and undetermined functions of position &,*(£, y) in the reference surface 
(z =  0):
w.- =  Y^Uik(x ,y)  z k, i =  1,2,3 (4.6)
k=0
where m  are the number of terms in the expansion. Such an approach is termed the 
method of power series expansion in z. In unabridged notation,
“  =  ^ 2 & k( x , y )  z k 
k=0
T12
V ~ Y ^ V k { x , y )  z k (4.7)
fc=0
n 3
= '52u>k(x,y) Zk 
fc=0
where Uk, Vk and Wk are spatial functions with proper dimensions. Retaining only 
the first few terms in the above series has showed a remarkable improvement to the 
solutions for plate problems where corrections to the classical Kirchhoff-Love plate 
assumptions are sought after. Such improvements have been demonstrated in the 
vast literature on thick plate theories with shear deformations [8, 54, 65, 76, 81, 92], 
to mention a few. Here, we only retain the first and second terms in u and v, and only 
the first term  in to. These terms constitute what is referred to in the literature as 
First-Order Shear Deformation Theory (FOSDT). Hence, the resulting displacement 
fields are:
A A / A A \  , A / A A \ Au = u0(x,y)  +  Ui(a:,y) z
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v = v0(x ,y)  +  i)i{x,y) z (4.8)
A A / A  A \w  =  w0(x,y)
where
u0, vQ and w0  mid-surface (reference surface) displacement fields
U\ and # 1    out-of-plane cross-sectional rotation functions.
The form in (4.8) is due to Reissner [78, 79] who was the first to provide a  con­
sistent theory which incorporates the effect of shear deformation. Unlike Reissner’s 
derivation which was stress-based, Mindlin [58] employed kinematic assumptions of 
the form (4.8) to derive his displacement-based governing equations. Hence, the the­
ory based on the latter is often referred to as the Mindlin plate theory. First-order 
shear deformation theories are based on linear displacement and/or stress variations 
through the plate and are extensions of the Reissner-Bolle-Mindlin type theories.
Equations (4.8) can be cast in a more convenient form that is more suited for 
computational purposes by subtracting from U\ and Ui the corresponding classical
Kirchhoff-Love rotation terms, u?o,x and tuo.s- Such a form is as follows5:
u =  u Q +  (ui  — W0,x) 2
v = v0 +  (£i -  w0ly) z  (4.9)
A A
W  =  Wo
where Uq, U\, Vo, Vi and Wo are all functions of x  and y. By casting the equations into
this form the case of the classical Kirchhoff-Love plate theory (no shear deformations)
6AIthough, strictly speaking, different notation for ui and i i  is warranted, the meaning and 
implication of the new form is obvious.
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can be recovered just by setting ui =  i>x =  0. Note that using the form (4.9) implies 
th a t the functions U\ and Vi are the shear rotations in addition to the usual flexural 
rotations wo,£ and i&o.y-
Substituting (4.9) into (4.5) the final strain-displacement relationships can be 
obtained in terms of the five unknown displacement functions «o, n l5 u0, t>i, and wq. 
Using unabridged notation, the explicit expressions for these strains are as follows:
Exx — Cxx 2
E y y  ~  t y y  + K y y  Z
E a  =  0 (4.10)
Exy ~~ Cxy " f  %
E x i  — f-xz
E y z  — )z
where ey are inplane strains and /cy are out-of-plane curvatures and are given by the 
following expressions:
Cxx —  no,x “f* 2  ^o ,x  “b  w,xWo,x 
e VV =  V0,v +  +  W,yWo,y






KVV ~  V l iH ~  W 0,yy (4.12)
K x y  =  U l ,y  +  V l ,£  ~  2W 0&
The next step will be to introduce the plate’s constitutive relationships relating 
stresses to strains.
4.3 Plate Constitutive Relationships
The modeled plate will be assumed to be made up of materials exhibiting simple 
constitutive laws. These laws correspond to material behavior which is isothermal 
or adiabatic and is in the range of relatively small strain. Corresponding to the total 
strain tensor E , we have Kirchhoff’s stress tensor S (also referred to sometimes as 2nd 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor), which can be used in the Lagrangian description. The 
tensor equation relating them is the generalized Hooke’s law which may be written 
in component form as
Sij = LijkiEki (4.13)
where i, j ,  k , l  = 1,2,3 and Lijki is the i jk l  component of the elastic modulus fourth- 
order tensor L. Equation (4.13) is the most general linear constitutive relationship6. 
Using contracted notation, (4.13) can be expressed as follows:
Si = CijEj (4.14)
6When thermal effects are included, such a relationship is called the Duhamel-Neumann form 
of Hooke’s Law.
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where i , j  = 1 ,2 ,. . . , 6  and Cij is the i j  component of the elastic modulus in con­
tracted notation. Since the main focus of this study is on the behavior of thin plates, 
a  state of plane stress is assumed to exist. Such a state is accounted for in the Cij 
values resulting in what is referred to as the plane stress elastic modulus Cij. Note 
th a t, in general, Cij > Cij, i.e., the plane stress condition results in a higher apparent 
elastic modulus7.
One thing to  note is th a t the assumption of plane stress is not inconsistent with 
FOSDT. Considering the terms in (4.8) (or 4.9) as the first terms in a  power series 
expansion in z , it is seen that the classical theory and the shear deformation theory 
are of the same order of approximation. The classical theory is merely a  special case 
of the shear deformation theory, wherein the shear modulus in terms associated with 
the transverse shear deformation is taken to be very large, such that transverse shear 
deformation can be neglected.
In case of laminates, every lamina (ply) will have different principal directions 
th a t do not coincide with the global coordinate directions. In general, a ply is a 
th in  layer with orthotropic properties in two principle directions that are oriented at 
an angle 9 with respect to the  global coordinate axes. In order to account for such 
orientations, the plane-stress elastic modulus tensor Cij can be transformed into the 
global coordinate system resulting in the transformed modulus tensor Cjj through 
the following operation:
CTS =  T (C tj,6) (4.15)
where T  is a fourth-order tensor-transformation operator. Having defined Cfj it
7In the case where any of the Poisson’s ratios i/t;- is negative, such a generalization may not hold 
true.
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is warranted at this point to introduce the averaged material properties defined in 
Classical P late Theory. These averaged properties are:
h  = j\Cjjdz 
2
Bij = Cjj z  dz (4.16)
2
A* = f \  ° l *2 d*
2
A A
where Aij are the inplane extensional stiffnesses, are the extensional-bending
A
coupling stiffnesses and Dij are the bending stiffnesses.
A more convenient form of representing the constitutive relationships is via the
A
introduction of plate resultants. Such a form will relate the resultant forces (Nij)
and resultant moments stiffnesses (A<j, B{j, Dij) as well as strains (c,j) and
A A
curvatures (fctj). The resultants and Mij are defined as follows:
Nii = f  \  Sij dz (4.17)
2
t -
Ma = \  Sij z dz (4.18)
T
W ith proper notation and transformation integrating (4.14) results in the following 
plate constitutive relationships that are given in m atrix form8:
N  =  A e +  B  k  (4-19)
and
M  =  B  e +  D  k (4.20)
8The expansion of this form follows the standard convention found in any book on the subject 
(e.g., [24]).
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4.4 Interphase Kinematic Relationships
The interface will be modeled as an elastic layer with finite thickness. Although 
the elastic layer is a  continuum, computationally it will be modeled as a  bed of elastic 
one-dimensional elements (axial rods). The reason behind using the term  “rods” 
instead of “springs” to describe the modeling stems from the fact th a t a  mathematical 
spring has no length scale associated with it. Hence, using the terms “thickness” 
along with “springs” to characterize the layer’s finite thickness (Figure 4.1(a)) can 
add some confusion to the overall mechanical and mathematical discussions to  follow.
Each rod can only transfer an axial force which depends on the general kinematic 
relationships describing the deformation of the rod (Figure 4.1(b)). Such relation­
ships can be derived as follows:
Let
• “0 ” be a fixed (restrained) reference point in the Eucledian space,
• “A” be the initial position of the rod’s unrestrained end,
• “B” be the final position of the rod’s unrestrained end,
where the unrestrained end means the end that is connected to the plate’s lower 
surface (z =  —x)- In Figure 4.1(b) L a is the length of the rod connecting points 0
A
and A, L b is the length of the rod connecting points 0  and B, u a-, va and wa are 
the coordinates of point A, and «b» vb and wb are the coordinates of point B. For 
any rod, and without loss of generality, the coordinates of point 0  can be chosen to 
be the “local origin”, hence, point 0  is always at (0,0,0). The lengths of a generic 
rod is simply
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L a = \Ju2a + v% + w\  (4.21)
Lb  = yJ&B + Vb +™b (4-22)
A
Further, the change in length A, which is a scalar quantity, is simply
A  =  L b - L a (4.23)
It is warranted at this stage to relate the kinematics of the rod to that of the 
plate. To ensure compatibility between the plate and the elastic layer (rods)9, the 
deformation of the rods must match that of the plate’s lower surface (z =  - ~ )  at 
the particular point of interest (in general, such a point is an integration point). The 
reasons for specifying the lower surface as opposed to the plate’s middle surface are: 
although the plate is a “th in” structure, it has a finite thickness, and th a t for small 
deformation (small rotation) formulation such a distinction (i.e., lower vs. middle 
surfaces) is transparent, for thick plates undergoing moderately large deformations 
it is not so. For the latter, the plate’s rotations become large enough to contribute 
significantly to the rod’s axial deformation, and hence, force. Such a reasoning is also 
consistent with the physical situation where the elastic layer is bonded to  the lower 
surface rather than to the middle surface. Figure 4.2 shows clearly that connecting 
the rod to the middle surface of the plate (Figure 4.2(a)) is significantly different from 
connecting it to  the lower surface (Figure 4.2(b)). For simplicity, let us consider the 
case where only out-of-plane deformations (w ) are accounted for. In this case, and as 
can be seen in Figure 4.2(a), the rotation of the cross-section does not contribute to
9In regions where the plate and the rods are connected (bonded) such a compatibility is enforced 
prior to failure (debonding, decohesion), otherwise it is not.
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the stretching of the rod and only the (vertical) tu-displacement does. The situation 
in Figure 4.2(b) is physically more accurate where both ^-displacement and cross- 
sectional rotation contribute to the axial stretching of the rod. A schematic showing 
the general 3-D deformation of a  differential-volume plate element as well as the 
interphase “rod” model th a t is connected to the plate’s lower surface is shown in 
Figure 4.3.
To relate the notation in Figure 4.1(b) to that of Figure 4.3 the following notation 
is introduced:
A  o = lb 
A = l a
Combining the above equations with (4.23) results in
A  =  A 0 -  A  (4.24)
Recalling tha t the deformation of any material point in/on the plate can be expressed 
in terms of the displacement fields u, v  and w as well as the initial imperfection 
(reference state) fields u, v and w, the kinematics of a deforming rod can be expressed 
in terms of these fields as follows:




where the subscript denotes that such quantities are evaluated a t the plate’s
lower surface (z =  — and t  is the thickness of the elastic layer (original lengths of
Li
the rods in the ^-direction). Employing the assumption (stated earlier) that inplane 
imperfections are not present yields;
A 0 =  \J(u_)2 +  (t>_)2 +  (tu- +  w -  + t)2 (4.27)
and
A  =  y  (w- +  f )2
=  + 1 (4.28)
where it is implicit that | minu>_| <  i, which leads to A  > 0. But based on physical 
grounds, A  >  0. Expressing tt_, u_, and ib- interms of the displacement fields in
(4.9) yields;
A A /  A ^  \U_ =  u(z =
= Uq + W0, £ - U l )
i .  = = - \ )  (4.29)
=  t>0 +  |  (ifo j -  til)
A A /  A ^  \
w-  =  M z = - p
=  Wo
Substituting (4.29) into (4.27) along with using assumption 2 yields;




A =  to +  i (4.31)
Substituting the above results into (4.24) yields;
A  =  ^  (ti’o.x -  n i)^  +  ^u0 +  |  (ti>o,i -  # i)^  +  (w’o +  w +  f ) 2
-  (i& +  f) (4.32)
The A  expression in (4.32) is valid for all physically admissible deformations and it 
describes the deformation of a point common to the plate and the interphase. Fur­
ther, from physical considerations, the following inequality must always be satisfied:
wo + w + t >  0 (4.33)
which is equivalent to
w0 > — (w + t j  (4-34)
where the thickness t >  0. It is very im portant to point out that w0 <  — (tw +  t j  is 
not a valid range since it implies that the elastic layer is penetrating into the “rigid” 
supporting reference surface. Further, the bound (4.34) holds true for all values of
  A
u _ and i)-. This can be seen in Figures 4.4-4.6 which show general plots of A vs. to_ 
for different values of u 2_ +  v 2_ and A . When u2_ +  v t  = 0.0 the relation between A  
and W- is linear for all values of A . For larger values of u2_ +  u i such a relationship
ceases to be linear especially for W- close to —A . In these figures, the “region of
validity” is the region in which such a relationship yields physically admissible values 
(no interpenetration). In summary, (4.32) is always valid as a general displacement
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of a rod attached to  the lower surface of a  deforming plate as long as wq satisfies the 
inequality (4.34).
Another point that warrants clarification is the inclusion of the out-of-plane im-
— A
perfection field w in the A expression. Physically, and generally speaking, the thick­
ness of the layer is </ =  / (£ ,  y) where /  is a smooth and continuous function, and the 
subscript I denotes “layer” . f ( x , y ), which is always >  0 , can be written as follows:
h  =  t +  g(x ,y) ,  ti > 0 (4.35)
where t is a constant and g{x,y)  is another smooth and continuous function. Hence, 
one can always choose the elastic layer’s thickness variation g(x , y) to be identical to 
the plate’s imperfection field w(x,y).  Such a choice happens to be a  very convenient 
one.
It is im portant to make a  clear distinction between the two physical quantities, 
namely, the elastic layer’s thickness variation g(x , y) and the distribution (if any) of 
the initially debonded regions. While the former is a continuous analytic function 
specified a priori for the case being investigated, the latter is discrete and need not 
be specified (if any) prior to the loading/deformation process. Debonded regions 
can be accounted for in the interface constitutive relationship(s) to  be presented 
subsequently.
4.5 Nondimesionalization of Variables
It is convenient at this stage to nondimensionalize all the variables involved in 
the formulation. Let
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x = V y = V z = T, (4-36)
where b is the width (in the y-direction) of the global rectangular plate and h is the 









, W 0 =  T (4.37)
and
A * A 1 Auib Vib _ w .
Ul = — , Vi = w = -  (4.38)
The plate’s constitutive properties can be nondimensionalized as follows:
Aij =  B n =  5 ^ ,  Dij =  (4.39)
D„ ’  D u  D u
Before proceeding to the next step it is convenient to define the following geometrical
parameters:
( « » )
where £ is the aspect ratio of the global rectangular plate containing the delamination 
and C is the thinness parameter which is a measure of the slenderness of the plate.
Having defined the nondimensional constitutive properties the next logical step 
will be to express the constitutive relationships (equations (4.19) and (4.20)) in their
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nondimensional form. In order to do that, strains and curvatures must be expressed 
nondimensionally in terms of the nondimensional deformation fields. Employing 
(4.36), (4.37), (4.38) and (4.40) yields;
txx =  <2 \ Uo,x +  -U>of* +  W,XWo,x)
t y y  =  C2 (u o .v  +  \ W Q,y +
Zxv =  («0.s, +  “0,* +  W0lXW0,y + W,xWo,y +  W,yW0,x) (4.41)
€xz ~  C“ l
C y z  =
Kxx  —




Kxx  — C ( “ l,x  WO'Xx)
K VV =  ( 2 ( v i , y  ~  W0,yy ) (4.43)
K xy =  C ( “ 1,1/ 4" “ i,*  — 2u?o,xj/)
The 7 - factor in (4.42) is introduced for consistency and clarity. Further, we can 
h
define the following nondimensional resultant forces and moments as follows:
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M * =  f *  , 4 , 4 )
U\l U11
The above forms for ey «,j as well as Nij M,j can be substituted in (4.19) and (4.20) 
to yield;
N  =  A e +  B k (4.45)
and
M  =  B  c +  D k (4.46)
Using the nondimensionalizations presented thus far the generalized displacement
A A
quantities A 0 and A can be normalized as follows:
A 0 A jr A
h '  h '  h
and when expressed in terms of the displacement fields,
(4.47)
A 0 = c2
21
+  (too +  u> +  t)2
(4.48)
A = w + t (4.49)
and




Finally, the following nondimensionalizations are introduced:
A - 3 S -









where P°, Py and Py axe the applied edge (boundary) distributed loads (See 
Figure 4.11). Q is the nondimensional transverse load. r}x0, rjy0 and rfyi are loading 
ratios. A is the applied reference edge load (at x  =  £). For displacement-controlled 
situations the param eter A is no longer a load parameter. In such situations, A be­
comes displacement quantity that is equal to the applied edge (inplane) displacement 
at (x  =  £) and is normalized similar to uo.
4.6 Interphase Constitutive Relationships
A general representation of a constitutive relationship th a t relates a  generalized 
force to a generalized displacement in a nonlinear elastic material can be given in 
the following nondimensional form:
F  = a  A <P(A) (4.52)
where
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F   nondimensional generalized force
a   nondimensional constant (material dependent)
A  nondimensional generalized displacement
vp(A)  a  nondimensional functional th a t characterizes the nonlinearity.
For a general nonlinear m aterial $  can have different forms depending on the type 
of nonlinearity of the m aterial being modeled. For this study, the interphase consti­
tutive model will be assumed to exhibit certain characteristics in order to  capture 
some of the main features of the decohesion process of unilaterally constrained plates. 
Such characteristics are:
•  Elastic tension softening
• Elastic compression stiffening
•  Softening and stiffening do not influence each other
• Compression stiffness increases to “infinity” simulating the presence of a rigid 
substrate
•  Loss of tensile stiffness does not degrade the compressive stiffness
•  Dependence of the force-displacement relationship on the interphase thickness
In addition, the model should depend on the least number of constitutive parameters 
in its description of the entire behavior. Although the latter in not a requirement, it 
is a desirable characteristic for any model.
4.6.1 Proposed Constitutive M odel
For this study, the relationship between the force (F)  and the separation across 
the interphase layer (A) is chosen to have an exponential form. Such a choice is
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motivated by the fact that the atomistic calculations reported in the literature that 
suggest a universal form for the binding energy of metallic and bi-metallic interfaces, 
which, at least for the case of purely normal separation, can be fit by an exponential 
expression. This exponential representation for the force-displacement relationship 
is the basis for the interphase constitutive description used in this study. There is a 
variety of constitutive models that exhibit all of the above listed characteristics and 
can be expressed in an exponential form. One such model is the following:
$  =  e (4 .53)
A +  A K J
Substituting (4.53) into (4.52) yields;
A f ( 4 )F  =  a  -  r  e v A /  (4.54)
A +  A v '
4.6.2 Characteristics of the Proposed M odel
The proposed constitutive model exhibits all of the characteristics outlined above. 
It is history-independent. It has a  tension softening as well as a compression stiffening 
regions, and it depends on the thickness of the interphase layer through A. Figure 4.7 
shows a schematic of two force-displacement relationships, one for a “thin” interphase 
layer and the other for a thicker one which displays a more “ductile” behavior. 
Figure 4.8 shows plots of force (F)  vs. displacement (A) for different values of A 
(recall that A includes the original constant thickness of the interphase layer t). 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show identical trends, as expected. Figure 4.9 shows another 
im portant property that the model exhibits. The parameter ft controls the decay as 
well as the location of the peak. Increasing /3 tends to shift the peak of the F  — A 
curve towards the origin. A simple limiting analysis shows that:
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oo , A <  0
lim F  =  { (4.55)
1 o , A >  0
which implies that as —► oo the interphase constitutive properties approach that 
of a perfectly rigid and tensionless surface (a unilateral rigid constraint). The peak 
values for the constitutive relationship (4.54) occur in the tensile region, and are 
given by the following relationships:
and the corresponding force (Fpea*) is given by:
=  <* ( £ + j )  * ' 2 < r  11 (4-57)
where
f  =  J l  +  |  (4.58)
In all of the analysis performed, and cases studied, the factor th a t determines de­
cohesion, i.e., failure of the rod, was displacement based. In other words, the rod
fails (becomes tensionless) when the net displacement is greater than or equal a
prespecified quantity. The latter criterion can be expressed as follows:
if  A > rApeofc
th e n  rod looses tensile stiffness
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where T is a multiplier specified a  priori which signifies the onset of failure when 
the displacement exceeds the peak displacement (Apea*). For all of the analysis 
performed, T was specified to  be
r  >  1.0 (4.59)
implying that failure occurs when the displacement reaches or exceeds A pea*. T =  2 
was found to be a  reasonable value yielding consistent results (to be presented in 
Chapter V). Note that failure in this context always refers to the loss of tensile 
stiffness. The compressive stiffness is never altered nor degraded. This is of course a 
first order elastic approximation to the behavior of real materials in which plasticity 
is always involved to some degree, and once present, it influences both tensile and 
compressive properties.
It should be emphasized that up to this point, all the numerical factors, e.g., a, 
fl and T, are based on numerical “suitability” rather than on any experimentally 
determined properties10. The reason for that was given in the introductory chapter 
where it was mentioned that these types of interphase constitutive models, which are 
used to model interfaces, have a  major drawback that manifests itself in the difficulty 
of identifying model parameters. Such a difficulty is attributed to the fact that 
experiments cannot be directly done on the interface. Hence, indirect information 
must be derived from tests. For these reasons, numerical convergence and stability
were the two main criteria in selecting the values for such factors.
10A detailed discussion as to how the interphase constitutive model can be related to the inter­
phase measured mechanical properties can be found in the work of Song and Waas [89] and the 
references listed therein.
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4.7 Some Computational Aspects of Decohesion
Figure 4.10 shows a  schematic of a typical force-displacement curve along with
key points. Point “x ” designates a  pre-specified failure point (being displacement or
force). This failure point can be located anywhere along the curve and need not be
on the ascending branch11. The entire computational process is divided into steps,
and each step is divided into many sub-iterations. At a particular step, and for a
particular sub-iteration i the value of A (and hence F )  varies from one integration
point to another. Such a variation is governed by the equilibrium equations governing
the behavior of the entire plate-interphase system. At such an integration point
(recall that the interphase is composed of a bed of rods, each rod is located at an
integration point) the displacement of the interphase rod which is designated by
(A;) can change its value depending on the solver’s convergence at sub-iteration i. If
further sub-iterations are needed to attain  convergence then the value of A ,• will attain
a new value A,+i (at this particular integration point). Since A,+i can be located
to the right or to the left of A,- on the F  — A curve, the following two designations
will be given: A/+1 and Aj+1 (see Figure 4.10), where “/ ” for forward and “6”
for backward. If A/+1 >  A  failure (A  failure is the point designated by “x ”, beyond
which the local tensile stress vanishes permanently) then decohesion (rod becomes
tensionless) takes place at sub-iteration i+2. In other words, the rod fails in the next
sub-iteration if convergence was not attained in the current sub-iteration (all within
the same step). The reason for that is because within a sub-iteration convergence
implies satisfaction of the equilibrium equations, and allowing loss of tensile stiffness
to occur within an non-converged sub-iteration leads to numerical instability which
leads the solver to either diverge or converge to physically inadmissible results (the
11 Ascending branch is the region on the F  — A where the slope is positive.
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former is the more common situation). On the other hand, allowing separation to 
occur a t subsequent sub-iterations (e.g., i +  3 or i + 4) might lead, in some cases, to 
convergence without failure within the current step. This implies th a t the unfailed 
rod can sustain tensile loads in the subsequent step leading to over stiffening of the 
entire behavior of the system. The latter situation, although uncommon in most of 
the cases considered, is worth considering in such numerical simulation since it can 
control the entire behavior of the system leading to divergence at subsequent steps. 
The above computational issues are not unique to the proposed model. They arise 
in many nonlinear analysis where failure or separation is to be predicted using an 
iterative scheme.
4.8 Virtual Work Formulation
Variational formulation will be adopted for the derivation of the governing dif­
ferential equations and their corresponding boundary conditions. Some of the most 
powerful methods suited for such derivation are those based on the Principle of Vir­
tual Work (PVW ), which is a  principle12 with a great deal of versatility. In its 
simplest yet most general form the principle is expressed as follows:
&Wexternal — S]Vinternal (4.60)
where S W externat is the virtual work done by the external actions and S W internai is 
the virtual work done by the internal actions. Satisfaction of the PVW  is both 
necessary and sufficient for equilibrium. In what follows we will adopt a formulation
in which deformations are the virtual quantities. Such a formulation, as the name
12The French mathematician Henri Poincare once said: “A principle is neither true nor false, it 
is convenient.”
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indicates, is sometimes referred to as the Principle of Virtual Displacements. It 
should be clarified at this point that the terms external and internal refer to the plate- 
foundation system and not the plate alone. Hence, the foundation’s contribution is 
included in 6Winternai rather than SWcxtemai- In the absence of body forces (forces 
per unit volume) equation (4.60) can be expressed as
J J j i i u t d a  =  J J l  aij Sea dv (4.61)
where U are the components of the surface force vector per unit deformed area, a is 
the current deformed surface area of the body, Sui are the compatible fields of virtual 
displacements, Seij are the corresponding compatible fields of virtual strains, <r,j are 
the components of the Cauchy (Euler, true) stress tensor, and v is the volume of the 
body. The variation <5e,j is expressed as follows*.
Sea =  \  (Sui,i +  Sui,i) (4-62)
where differentiation is taken with respect to the current Cartesian coordinate of 
material points of the body in the deformed configuration. It is possible to express 
(4.61) with respect to a known reference configuration and such a transformation 
follows the same steps outlined in [37] resulting in
f J / t W d A  = J J l  Sn SEij dV  (4.63)
where T, are the components of the surface force vector acting in the current con­
figuration but measured per unit reference area, A  is the surface area measured in 
the reference state, SU i are the compatible field of virtual displacements, S E ij are
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the corresponding fields of compatible virtual strains (when the reference state is the 
zero-state, i.e., no initial deformations are present, is referred to as Green’s strain 
tensor), Sij are the components of Kirchhoff stress tensor (also referred to sometimes 
as 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor) acting in the current state but measured with 
respect to the reference state, and V  is the volume of the body in the reference state. 
One of the main assumptions adopted while studying plates is th a t strains are small 
but not deformations, where deformations are taken to  imply displacements and ro­
tations. As such, the ratio of the current density to the initial density was taken to 
be unity implying that the density of the structure remains constant throughout the 
entire loading (deformation) process.
From (4.4) the variation 8E{j can be expressed as follows:
6Eij =  -  (Suij +  6ujti -(- 6ukliUk,j +  ukii6uk<j +  uk,i8ukij +  uk,j8ukii) (4.64)
The next step will be to evaluate 8Wexternai and SWmternai separately.
4.8.1 E valuating 8W external
In evaluating 8Wexternai we will distinguish two controlled environments, namely, 
load-controlled and displacement-controlled. Both environments are planner (in the 
x — y  plane).
Load-C ontrolled Environm ent
Figure 4.11 shows the external loading that the plate under consideration is sub­
jected to. The inplane loads Px , P “, P° and Py are applied at the boundary edges 
and at the plate’s midplane (z =  0) in the directions shown. The transverse load q is 
applied at the plate’s top surface (z = d™)13. But based on the plate’s “thinness”,
13Recall that based on the nondimesionalizations presented, z =  + |  O  z = + 5 .
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the effect of applying the load as such can be shown to be equal to applying it at the 
midplane ( i  — 0). Using the notation for the displacement fields in (4.9), and using 
the notation u,- to represent displacement filed in the reference state14, the expression 
for bWexternal IS
SWexternal — I L  Ti Stii dA
=  J^Tj 6 £ j(x ,y ,0) j * h dz dl + J  j  q 8w (x ,y ,0)  dxdy
= J T j  8iij{x,y, 0) h dl +  j  j  q 8w(x,y, 0) dxdy
=  J^P j 8 u j(x ,y ,0) dl + J  q 8w (x , j/,0) dxdy (4.65)
= /  p x Su(a,y,0) dy -  f  P° 8u(0,y,0) dy +
Jo Jo
£  P by 8v(x,b,0) dx -  £  P% 8v(x,0,Q) dx + 
f  f  q 8w(x,y,0) dxdy 
Jo Jo
where i =  1,2,3, j  =  1,2 and P- = Tj h. q is the out-of-plane (transverse) load.
In (4.65), h is the plate’s thickness (a constant throughout the formulation), I is
some coordinate around the circumference (edges) of the plate, and P- are applied 
distributed loads at the edges having units of Force/Length, where the superscript /  
designates the face that P  acts on. Note that the negative signs in front of P® and P® 
terms are due to the fact tha t the face-normals point in the negative directions (i.e., 
on these faces, positive load and positive displacement have opposite directions). It is 
implicit in the derivation (4.65) that Tj are not functions of z, i.e., Tj do not generate 
edge moments. Substituting the displacement fields in (4.9) into (4.65) yields the
following final form for 8Wexternai'
14While it is customary to use capital letters to refer to  the reference state, there should be no 
confusion in using small notation just to be consistent with the derivations presented thus far.
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6W„,„n«l = I" P i  660(0 ,#) dy -  f  P i  M „(0,S) dy +Jo Jo
£  P% 6vo(x, b) dx -  £  P ° 8vo(x, 0) dx +  (4.66)
n q 6w0(x ,y ) dxdyThe corresponding nondimensional expression for 6W extemai can be given by the aid 
of equations (4.51). Substituting the quantities defined in (4.51) into (4.66) yields;
SWexternai =  /  6u0{a,y) dy -  f  £ u o ( 0 , y )  dy +
«/0 vO
I ir2rjyi \  8v0(x, b) dx — I w^yoX 8vo(x,0) dx +  (4.67)
Jo Jo
n Q 6w0{x,y) dxdy_Note tha t for tensile load at a: =  £, A >  0. And that when T)x0, t]y\ and r)yQ >  0 it is 
implied that all inplane loads around the edges have the same sign as A.
Displacem ent-Controlled Environment
When the inplane edge displacement is the “loading” parameter the formulation 
needs to be modified to account for such a change in the controlling parameter. 
Throughout this work, the term  “displacement-control” refers to the inplane edge 
displacement u0 at x = £ (x =  a). All other displacements will be free to attain  
any finite value. For consistency, the controlling parameter in this case will be the 
uniform ito displacement at x  =  £, and it will designated by the same symbol A. 
Hence, while for load-control analysis, A is the edge load, for displacement- 
control analysis A is the edge displacement.
In Chapter III the method of Galerkin was used which requires the knowledge of 
some admissible displacement fields in order to perform the analysis. Such admissible
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fields are usually given as the sum of functions each being a kinematically admissible 
one. In Chapter V the analysis will be carried out using Galerkin’s method and 
in order to  account for the additional kinematic condition of having a prespecified 
inplane edge displacement the following form of u0 is employed:
/  a:\ M N x
y) =  -  g j  £ £ y ) ~ x j  (4-68)
The above field can be generalized to be applicable to load-controlled as well as
displacement-controlled situations by employing the following form
/  r r \  M  N x
«o(x, y)  = -  c-J 53 2  y ) ~ c X j  (4-69)
where c is an environment switching parameter that is defined as follows:
c = (4.70)
0 , fo r  load control
1 , fo r  displacement control
and A is the value of the nondimensional inplane displacement at the plate’s midplane 
of the x  =  £ edge. Although A is a control parameter in both load-controlled and 
displacement-controlled situations, it has a totally different physical meaning in both 
situations. For example, A =  4.0 in load-control is not equivalent to A =  4.0 in 
displacement-control. From (4.69) the variation of txo can be expressed as follows:
/  x \  M N
8u0(z, y)  =  -  c - j  £  (SAij) (s , y) (4.71)
It is warranted at this stage to point out that when performing a displacement- 
controlled analysis, the terms that contain A in (4.67) should be set =  0. This is
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because in a displacement-controlled situation the “external” forces that are doing 
“external” work are the reaction forces, i.e., the terms that contain Nxx6uo and so 
on (see equation (4.78)).
4.8.2 Evaluating 6Winternai
The virtual work done by the internal stresses can be thought of as the sum of the 
plate’s contribution as well as th a t of the elastic foundation’s (interphase). Hence, 
we can write
f H W r t  =  (4.72)
where the notation is self-explanatory. The expression for SW/nteTnal will be dealt with 
subsequently when considering the elastic foundation’s contributions to the governing 
equations. Obtaining SWfnternal follows the classical steps widely presented in the 
solid mechanics literature. For the sake of brevity only the highlights of such steps 
are shown. The expression for 8W[nternal is
w ? niernal = i n  Sij 6Eij dV  (4.73)
Utilizing the symmetry of the stress and strain tensors and reverting to the unabridged 
notation, the expression in (4.73) becomes
H i  (Sxx 8EXX +  Syy SEyy +  SZZ 8EZZ +
2SXy 6EXy +  2Sxz 8EXZ +  2Syz 8Eyz) dV  (4.74)
Upon substituting the first variations of the strains (e,j) and curvatures (k;j ) into
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(4.10) and then in turns into (4.74) and utilizing the definitions of N,j and M,j the 
following general equation will be arrived at:
fiŴ internal — /  /  (Nxx 8cxx 4" Mxx 8kxx 4" ^yy &£yy 4" ^dyy ^^yy (4-75)JO Jo
4" %NXy 8cXy 4“ 2iWj$y 8tcXy 4" 2JVj8cxx 4~ 2NyX 8ty*) dxdy
where
8 t x x  =  8 u 0iX 4- w 0iX 8 w o tX 4- w <x 8 w 0,x
8tyy -  8v0ly +  W0ty 6w0<y +  W>y 8w0,y
fo x y  =  ,y 4- 8 vo ,x  4- W qiX 8 w 0iy +  w 0iy 8 w 0<x 4- (4.76)
w,x 8wqiV 4- w,y 8w0,x)
8cxx — 8u\
8tyZ =  8vx
8kxx — 8u\ 8w0tXX
Siiyy =  8vi -  8w0tyy (4.77)
8 f c x y  ‘— 8 \ i \ ^ y  4“ 8 v \ ^ x  2 8 H ) Q tXy
Note th a t the w field is a prescribed deformation field (imperfection) and is not
subject to any variation. Substituting (4.76) and (4.77) into (4.75) and integrating
by parts yields the following general result:
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=  + N *i.v) 6u° dxdy ~  Ja (JV*» dx
-  I '  (N „  S u r f *  dy
Jo
+  [  f  ( N *V'Z +  N vv ,v ) S v 0 d x d V -  f  ( N *V Svo)s=0 d V Jo  Jo  Jo
-  / o4 (N m « » „ ) £  dx
"t" J  J  H" "t“ ^vvtW
4“ (-Â xx.i 4“ N Xy,y) (wo,i 4” ^ ,r )  4* {^xy,x 4” ^yy,y) (wo,y 4" w ,y 
4" -Â ex (^O.rx 4“ W,xx) 4" 2iVxy {Wotxy 4” ^,xy)
+  Nyy {w0tyy +  W y j , ) }  SwQ dX<ly
/  { [Â XJ/,1 4- Myyty 4” ATpj/ ( ^ 0 , 1  4" ^,x)
+  iVvy (u;0,y 4- W,v)] <$iu0 -  M Xy 6w0<x -  Myy Swo^yjlo dx
f  { \ M XX>X -4-  M X y , y  4”  N x x  (tWo,x 4- ^,x)
Jo
4- N Xy {w0iy 4- U>,v)] 6W0 -  M xx Sw0tx -  M xy <SwolV}^=o dy
+ Jo Jo l̂ 2 (Mxx'x + MxV’v) ~ Nxz\ Su' dxdy






+ lo Jo ^ ̂Mxy'x + Myy'v>) ~  Nyz\ Svi dxdy
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-  t  ?  (Mn S v , ) £  dx -  [ '  C2 ( A 4 > . ) d  i y  (4.78e)
J O  J O
The second contribution to the total internal work comes from the internal virtual 
work of the elastic foundation (interphase) 8W(nteTnal. To calculate 8W/nteTnal we start 
by the following relationship:
= J  j j i A d A  (4.79)
where F  is the generalized force, A is the generalized displacement and A  is the 
surface area of the plate. Substituting equation (4.52) into (4.79) yields;
W j ' w  = j f A a A * (A ) 6A  dA  (4.80)
From equations (4.48), (4.49) and (4.50) one can express 6 A  as follows:
1/ 1) It)
SA = ~z~8u + - i-S v  +  -Z-Sw (4.81)
A 0 A 0 A 0 v
where
u =  u0 +  ^ (u>o , r -u i )  (4.82)
v ~  u° +  \ ( w°# ~  Ul> (4 '83)
w = Wq + w + t (4.84)
Substituting (4.81) into (4.80) and integrating by parts yields the following:
6 W / nternal =  j Q f *  ( - a 7 r 4C2^ )  [u0 +  i  (u>o,x ~  mi)] ( l  -  6 u o d x d V
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(4.85a)
+  Jo Jo ( - a 7 r 4 ^2^ )  [u°  +  \  (Wo'V ~  V l)]  ( 1 ~  ^Zk~) §V° dxdy
(4.85b)
+ f J l  [ (»»+*+*) (i -  ^ 7 )
a Y <2(  [# ( -  + \  <”»■* -  *>) (x" T r ) ] ,
(v 0 + ^  (w0,y -  Vi)) ( l  -  ) ]  two dxdy (4.85c)
- £ { [ & •
- J o  { [ 4 ? *
+
+
Vo +  ^  (w0,y -  Ui)] ( l  -  )  ^ o |  dx
«o +  |  {w0,x -  Ml)] ( l  -  £u>o j dy
+ I I I [ Wo+\ ^ ° * x - U i }̂ (1 _“K~) dxdy (4,85d)
+
1 1 1 1 ^ v0 + £ (v>0,y “  Ml)] ( l  -  Svi d xdy (4-85e)
where the multipliers jt2 and ir4 are introduced for convenience and without any 
loss of generality. The above expression for 6W(nteTnat is valid for all and that 
SW/ntemai is identically zero when there are no deformations. The latter can be 
realized by recalling the definitions of A 0, A and A (equations 4.48, 4.49 and 4.50) 
and noting that when u0 =  v0 =  wo =  U\ =  v\ =  0 the value of A 0 is identical to 
A, i.e., when the interphase is not deforming, A 0 = w + t. Hence, no deformation 
implies
0 - ^ ) - (4.86)
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4.9 The Governing Equations
Having presented the relevant formulation and assumptions in the previous sec­
tions, this section will focus on the assembly of the final governing equations. Sub­
stituting (4.72) into (4.60) yields;
w . , , ,™ ,  =  f W L w  +  s w / ^  (4.87)
where the expression for each of the three contributions is given in equations (4.67), 
(4.78) and (4.85), respectively. Substituting these three equations into (4.87) yields 
the variational equation which has the following form:
jf'jf' D E \ 6u0 +  B C ™  +  
f a f a D E , 6 v 0 +  B C ™  +
f 'j *  D E 3 Swo + B C ™  + (4.88)
j ' [  D E i  + B C ’f  +
/ ' / '  D E s  S v , +  B C ™  =  0
where D E  implies the Differential Equation and B C  the corresponding Boundary
Conditions. These differential equations and boundary conditions are not presented
here for the sake of brevity. Note that since there are five independent displacement 
fields there are five differential equations labeled DEi — D E 5. Using the Extended 
Galerkin’s method the above integral equations were solved employing the same iter­
ative scheme presented in Chapter III namely, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
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Figure 4.1: (a) A plate attached to a bed of elastic axial rods. The length of the rods 
is exaggerated for clarity. Theoretically, the number of rods is infinite, 
but for computational purposes, this number is finite and is equal to 
the number of integration points, (b) A cartesian description of a rod’s 







Figure 4.2: A schematic showing the difference between attaching the rod element to 
the middle surface (a) as opposed to the lower surface (b). (a) Rotation 
does not cause stretching of the rod, while in (b) rotation does contribute 




A = A + A
reference surface
Figure 4.3: A schematic showing the general 3-D deformation of a differential volume 
plate element as well as the interface “rod” model that connects the 
plate’s lower surface (z — — | )  to the reference surface.
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A =  0.0
u + v =0.0,0.2, ...,1.0
region of validity
Figure 4.4: General A 0 — A  vs. u>_ curves for different values of u2_ +  v l  and for
A   A


















Figure 4.5: General A 0 — A vs. u>_ curves for different values of u2_ + v2_ and for 
A =  1.0. The range of validity is for w - > —A.
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Figure 4.6: General A 0 — A  vs. ui- curves for different values of u2_ +  v2_ and for 










Figure 4.7: General force-displacement relationships for two different interphase 
thicknesses. In general, the thicker the interphase, the less “brittle” it 
is. For A < 0, the interphase stiffness increases to “infinity” resembling 




a =  100






0.2 0.3 0.4 0.50.0 0.1- 0.1
A
Figure 4.8: Force (F ) vs. Displacement (A) for different values of the initial length 
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Figure 4.9: Force (F ) vs. Displacement (A) for different values of 0 . The curves 
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Figure 4.10: A typical force-displacement curve showing that at sub-iteration i, the 
local constitutive response can proceed (to sub-iteration i +  1) in either 
directions ( “/ ” for forward and “6” for backward). The point designated 
“x ” is the pre-specified failure point, beyond which the local tensile 
stress vanishes permanently. If A/+1 >  A  failure then decohesion (rod 
becomes tensionless) takes place at sub-iteration i + 2.
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Figure 4.11: Plate under external transverse load q as well as inplane biaxial dis­




This chapter presents few case studies that demonstrate the simplicity and appli­
cability of the methodology presented in Chapter IV. The choice of these cases was 
based solely on the fact that they demonstrate the validity of the interphase model.
Although there is a large number of parameters that can be varied, only few 
were actually varied (i.e., it is not intended for this chapter to present an extensive 
parametric study). This is mainly due to two reasons: 1) The main intention of 
the study was to demonstrate that such a model and formulation are viable, and 2) 
the number of combinations of these parameters needed to carry a comprehensive 
parametric study is prohibitive and should be the focus of future research. The main 
distinction between the cases investigated was the type of loading (i.e., load-control 
vs. displacement-control), plate’s aspect ratio (£) and the shape and location of the 
original (initial) delamination. One case study investigated the effect of transverse 
shear deformations (using first-order shear deformation theory) on the decohesion 
process.
Further, during the simulation no distinction was made between the phenomena 
of buckling (and postbuckling) and non-self-similar growth. In other words, the same
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equations govern the entire behavior from beginning (starting to load/displace the 
structure) to  end (complete delamination and/or loss of stiffness) without specifica­
tion to certain regimes of validity.
5.2 P late’s Constitutive Properties
Among the few common parameters that are shared between all cases are the 
plate’s constitutive properties. The plates were modeled as elastic structures ex­
hibiting linear constitutive relationships. These constitutive relationships were given 
in equations (4.19) and (4.20) along with the definitions of the averaged extensional, 
coupling and bending stiffnesses given in equations (4.16). These equation were also 
given in their nondimensional form in equations (4.39), (4.45) and (4.46). Unlike the 
B  and D  matrices the A  m atrix given in (5.1) contains the shear stiffness contri­
bution needed to perform first-order shear deformation analysis. Further, since the 
plate theory employed in Chapter IV admits no contribution to the internal virtual 
work by transverse extensional stresses azz, all entries in the A m atrix with a t least 
one index equal to 3 (i.e., or A3j) were not needed for the analysis and hence, 
they were designated by “— ”. The nondimensional extensional moduli m atrix (A) 
including transverse shear moduli is as follows:
A 12 Al3 A14 A n Al6
A n A23 A 24 A 25 A 26
A 33 A34 A 35 •A36
A44 A45 A 46
s y m . A55 Ase
Aee
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with numerical values given as follows:
A  =
sym.
—  0.00 0.00 0.00





The constitutive coupling moduli m atrix (B) is identically equal to zero and is given 
below. Note that although the constitutive coupling between inplane and out-of­
plane actions is not present, the kinematic coupling is present (refer to the strain- 
displacement relationships given in equation (4.41)). The B m atrix is
B\\ B\2 Bie
B =  B 22 B 26
sym. Bee
with numerical values given as follows:
0.00 0.00 0.00 
B  =  0.00 0.00
sym. 0.00
(5.2)
The nondimensional bending moduli matrix (D) is given as
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D =
Du D\2 Die 
D 22 D 26 
sym. Dee
with numerical values given as follows:
D =





In this study it was decided to employ the Galerkin’s method, and in order 
to carry out the solution procedure, kinematically admissible global displacement 
functions were assumed. It is important to note tha t although the plate is unilaterally 
constrained, such a constraint does not play any role in choosing these functions and 
as mentioned earlier (Chapter IV), this constraint condition will be accounted for 
via the nonlinearity of the interphase model. Further, all the deformation fields will 
be assumed to be of a separable form where shape functions in x  are multiplied by 
those in y. These functions can be chosen to be the buckling and/or free vibration 
eigenmodes of beams and/or plates having the same kinematic boundary conditions. 
For all the cases considered, beam-vibration eigenmodes were employed and can 
be found in Appendix B. In the forthcoming investigations, all of the deformation 
functions Uo(x, j/), vo(x,y), etc., were chosen to have the following forms:
/  \  Afuo / /* 0
«o(*,y) =  -  c j J  ~  A c J  (5-4)
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A f» o  JV®o
V0(x ,y )  = (5-5)
i=l 3=1
M w0 N wo
<•»(*>»)= E  E ^ S ? « !? (* .» ) <5-6)
i=l j =l
and when first-order shear deformations are included then
A T I  N u l
«i ( * . » ) =  £  *#(*»») (5-7)
t=i j= i
A f " i  N v i
»i(* ,y) =  (5-8)
.=i i= i
where A{j are unknown generalized displacement coefficients for the particular defor­
mation field and ${j(x, y) are spatial functions that have the following separable
form:
® i j ( x , y )  =  <f>i(^)tP j ( y )  (5-9)
<f>{(x) and must satisfy their corresponding plate’s kinematic boundary condi­
tions as well as be continuously differentiable up to the highest corresponding deriva­
tive in the governing differential equation. The spatial functions used throughout 
this study are continuously differentiable (see Appendix B). The number of terms 
carried in the series, i.e., M* and N * , is dependent on the field as well as on few 
parameters such as plate’s aspect ratio £, delamination size relative to the size of the 
global plate, degree of accuracy as well as some convergence criteria imposed by the 
numerical scheme used for solving the governing nonlinear system of equations.
The parameters in (5.4) were presented earlier (Chapter IV). Briefly, this form
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is general enough to account for load-control and inplane displacement-control situ­
ations. c is an environment switching parameter that is defined as follows (4.70):
c =
0 , fo r  load control
(5.10)
1 , fo r  displacement control
and A is the value of the nondimensional inplane displacement of the x  =  £ edge and 
at the plate’s midplane.
The shear deformation functions u\ and v\ were chosen to have the same spatial 
variations as wQiX and ttfo.jn respectively. This is due to the fact that u\ and t>i are 
actually shear rotations in addition to the usual flexural rotations wqiX and wqiV of 
the classical Kirchhoff-Love plate theory.
By using Galerkin’s method the governing equations were reduced to a  system of 
M* x N* nonlinear equations. More precisely, the size (5) of the system (i.e., the 
total number of equations to be solved) is as follows:
yyuo _|_ fofvo ffvo  _|_ N w° ,
without shear deform ations  
S  =  (5.11)
M UoN Uo +  M VoN Vo + M wo N w° +  M Ux N Ul + M Vi N v' , 
with shear deform ations
The solution of the resulting system of nonlinear equations was carried out iteratively 
using the Levenberg-Marquardt method as modified by Powell [13].
For all the cases considered an out-of-plane imperfection field was introduced to 
simplify the solution process. The imperfection field was assumed to exhibit the 
following form:
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w(x,y)  =  0.001 sin2 sin2 (7ry) e-10(<-0'5) e-10^ -0-5^  (5.12)
which is a  localized imperfection located at the center of the plate with an exponential 
decay towards the four edges. Further, to reduce boundary effects, at least in the 
initial decohesion stages, the imperfection field was assumed to have a vanishing 
slope as well as amplitude a t the four edges.
In all of the cases investigated, no transverse load was applied to the plates 
(iQ = 0). Table 5.1 lists the values of all the main parameters used for all the cases 
considered. Table 5.2 lists the boundary conditions imposed on the rectangular plates 
for all the cases considered. Figure 5.1 shows a typical force vs. displacement ( F —A) 
relationship used for this study. The failure in this constitutive model is defined by 
^  marked.
5.4 Case A: A Strip with a Central Delamination (Load- 
Control)
This case represents a strip (wide column) that is loaded by a uniform edge load 
(at x — £). To resist the applied load, the parallel edge (x =  0) was restrained from 
moving in the plane (u0 =  0). Initially, there exists a  central square delamination 
of an area equal to 1.0 (=20% of the total area of the plate). The structure was 
assumed to be non-shear-deformable.
Figure 5.2 shows a sequence of pictures obtained from the numerical simulation 
showing the progression of the initially central delamination area at different inplane 
load level A. Figure 5.3 shows the deformed shape of the strip at A =  2.3. Figure 5.4 
shows the post buckling response curves showing the load A vs. the transverse deflec­
tion Wo at the three different points A, B and C. Point C is the closest to the loaded
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edge. Note that wq a t points A and C remained almost constant beyond A ps 1.9.
Figure 5.5 shows the average plate axial force N xx a t the delamination front vs. 
the applied edge load A. Nxx is normalized by ir2 for convenience. Note th a t up to 
A «  1.9 the two quantities were identical, implying th a t the plate was carrying all 
the load. Beyond that, the applied load was strongly shared by the interphase layer
5.5 Case B: A Square Plate with a Central Circular Delam­
ination (Uniaxial Load-Control)
This case represents a square plate that is loaded by a  uniform edge load (at 
x  =  £). To resist the applied load, the parallel edge (a: =  0) was restrained from 
moving in the plane (uq =  0). Initially, there exists a  central circular delamination 
of an area equal to 0.0314 (=3.14% of the total area of the plate). The structure was 
assumed to be non-shear-deformable.
Figure 5.6 shows a sequence of pictures obtained from the numerical simulation 
showing the progression of the initially central delamination area at different inplane 
load level A. For A <  14.9 no decohesion took place. For A >  14.9 the delamination 
starts to  grow in a self-similar manner preserving its overall elliptical shape corre­
sponding to A =  14.9. It is im portant to note that the growth form A <  14.9 to 
A =  14.9 was non-self-similar since the original shape was circular and at A =  14.9 it 
became elliptical. This is mainly attributed to the fact that the load is uniaxial. For 
A >  15.4 boundary effects come into effect altering the shape significantly and forcing 
the growth towards the four corners. Figure 5.7 shows the delamination progression 
for A >  15.7 leading to ss 82% total delamination area a t A =  17.9. Figure 5.8 shows 
the relationship between the applied load A and the total delamination area Ad- Such 
a relationship shows tha t at the initial stages, the decohesion process is sudden. The
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process becomes more gradual as decohesion progresses.
5.6 Case C: A Square Plate with a Central Circular Delam­
ination (Uniaxial Displacement-Control)
This case is identical to  the previous case (Case B) except for the control param­
eter. This case represents a  square plate that is loaded by a uniform edge (inplane) 
displacement (at x  =  £). Initially, there exists a central circular delamination of 
an area equal to 0.0314 (=3.14% of the total area of the plate). The structure was 
assumed to be non-shear-deformable.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show a sequence of pictures obtained from the numerical 
simulation showing the progression of the initially central and circular delamination 
area at different inplane displacement level A. The meaning of the label on top of 
each picture is as follows: (DC, x, y) &  (Displacement-Control, A, number of failed 
interphase rods). Up to A =  15.2 the overall qualitative behavior of the case is very 
similar to that in Case B1 where the growth is “almost” self-similar up to  A =  15.2 
beyond which the growth became non-self-similar.
5.7 Case D: A Square Plate with a Central Circular Delam­
ination (Biaxial Load-Control)
This case represents a square plate that is loaded by uniform edge loads (at x  =  f  
and y =  1). Both loads have the same sign and magnitude (j/„i =  +1.0). To resist 
the applied loads, the corresponding parallel edges (x  =  0 and y =  0) were restrained 
from moving in the plane (@ x  =  0, u0 =  0, and @ y =  0,Vo =  0). Initially, there 
exists a central circular delamination of an area equal to 0.0314 (=3.14% of the total
area of the plate). The structure was assumed to be non-shear-deformable.
1 Recall that A in this case has a completely different meaning; in Case B, A was a force quantity, 
but here it is a displacement quantity.
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Figure 5.11 shows a  sequence of pictures obtained from the numerical simulation 
showing the progression of the initially central and circular delamination area at 
different inplane (biaxial) load levels A and i}viA. Up to A =  8.3, no decohesion took 
place, and for 8.4 <  A <  9.2 the growth was self-similar owing its self-similarity 
to  the symmetry of the applied loads. At A =  9.3 a sudden and almost complete 
delamination took place.
5.8 Case E: A Rectangular Plate (£ = 2) with an Edge De­
lamination (Uniaxial Load-Control)
This case represents a  rectangular (£ =  2) plate that is loaded by a uniform edge 
load (at x = £). Initially, there exists an edge rectangular delamination of an area 
equal to 0.27 (=13.5% of the total area of the plate). The structure was assumed to 
be non-shear-deformable.
Figure 5.12 shows a sequence of pictures obtained from the numerical simula­
tion showing the progression of the initially edge (rectangular) delamination. The 
decohesion starts at the inner edge of the delamination with a gradual progression 
towards the center of the global plate. At A «  11.5 the delamination size increases 
by three folds and for A >  13.5 a  complete delamination was observed.
5.9 Case F: A Square Plate with Two Arbitrary Delamina­
tions (Uniaxial Load-Control)
This case represents a square plate that is loaded by a  uniform edge load (at 
x  =  £). Initially, there exists two identical arbitrarily shaped delaminations of a 
total area equal to 0.13 (=13% of the total area of the plate). The structure was 
assumed to be non-shear-deformable.
Figure 5.13 shows a sequence of pictures obtained from the numerical simulation
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showing the progression of the delaminations towards each other and then joining to 
form one bigger delamination. Such a case demonstrates the viability of the proposed 
modeling and formulation.
5.10 Case G: A Square Plate with Two Arbitrary Delami­
nations (Uniaxial Displacement-Control)
This case represents a square plate that is loaded by a uniform edge displacement 
(at x  =  £). This case is identical to Case F except for the control parameter.
Similar to  the results obtained in Case F, Figures 5.14 and 5.15 shows a sequence 
of pictures that shows the progression of the delaminations towards each other and 
then joining to form one bigger delamination.
5.11 Case H: A Rectangular (f = 5) Plate with an Edge 
Delamination (Uniaxial Load-Control)
This case represents a rectangular (£ =  5) plate tha t is loaded by a uniform edge 
load (at x  =  £). Initially, there exists a rectangular edge delamination of an area 
equal to 0.45 (=9% of the total area of the plate). The structure was assumed to be 
non-shear-deformable.
Figure 5.16 shows a sequence of pictures obtained from the numerical simulation 
showing the progression of the initially edge (rectangular) delamination. The deco­
hesion starts at the inner edge of the delamination (towards the global plate’s center) 
as well as along the free edge of the global plate (Table 5.2). These delamination 
patterns can be better understood by referring to Figures 5.17 and 5.18 which show 
the distribution of forces in the interphase rods. Unilateral contact plays a significant 
role in this case. Due to the fact that the edge at y = 1 (y — b) edge is free, the 
deformation near that edge is periodic implying that at certain regions the plate is
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compressing the interphase, i.e., contact is present.
5.12 Case I: A Square Thick Plate with Central Circular 
Delamination (Uniaxial Load-Control)
This case represents a square plate that is loaded by a uniform edge load (at 
x  =  |) .  Initially, there exists a central circular delamination of an area equal to 
0.0314 (=3.14% of the total area of the plate). The structure was assumed to be 
shear-deformable. This case is identical to Case B except for allowing for shear de­
formations. Figure 5.19 shows a sequence of pictures obtained from the numerical 
simulation showing the progression of the initially central delamination area at dif­
ferent inplane load level A. Comparing the delamination patterns for this case to 
those of Case B (Figures 5.6 and 5.7) one can observe that in this case the deco­
hesion starts from the edge that is parallel to the loading direction and progresses 
towards the central (initial) delamination. Further, being a more compliant system, 
the onset of delamination in this case occurs at A =  4.0 as opposed to A =  14.9 for 
Case B.
One common feature that can be observed in all of the presented results is the 
creation of “new” and discontinuous delaminations away from the main delamination. 
In other words, not only the initial delaminations increased in size but other separate 
delaminations were created. It can be argued that the reasons for the creation of these 
separate delaminations can be attributed to: 1) numerical accuracies and tolerances 
that control the solver’s convergence criteria, and 2) the number as well as the 
accuracy of the shape functions used to fully describe the plate’s deformations. The 
constitutive parameters for the “interphase rod” and the family of shape functions 
can be adjusted such that spontaneous creation of new delamination does not occur.
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Parameter A B C D E F G H I
Control Load Load Displ. Load Load Load Displ. Load Load
* 5.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 1.0
c 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.1
VxO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
V»o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
a 1000.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
P 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
t 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Aid 1.0 0.0314 0.0314 0.0314 0.27 0.13 0.13 0.45 0.0314
FOSDT No No No No No No No No Yes
Table 5.1: Parameters used for all the cases considered. Note th a t cases B and I differ 
only in shear deformation. Aid is the area of the initial delamination.
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B. C. @ u0 Vo Wo Wo,x Wo,y Ui Vi
Case A
x = 0 c“ f c c
® = f f* f c c
y -  o f f f
y  = l f f f f
Cases B>c, D, F, & G
x = 0 c f c f
x = f f f c f
y = 0 f c f
y =  1 f f c f
CaseE
x = 0 c f c c
x = £ f f c c
y =  0 f c f
y =  l f f f f
Case H
x = 0 c f c f
x = f f f c f
y =  0 f c f
y — i f f f f
Case I
x = 0 c f c f i
X f f c f {
y = 0 f c c f f
y =  1 f f c f f
“c =  constrained 
#f =  free
Table 5.2: Boundary conditions imposed on the rectangular plates for all the cases 
considered. Note that an empty entry implies that the corresponding quan­
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Figure 5.1: A typical force vs. displacement (F  — A) relationship used for this study.
The failure in this constitutive model is defined by A /a,jure as marked.
(LC, 2 . 1 0 0 ,  3472)
(LC, 2 . 3 0 0 ,  4 18 5)
Figure 5.2: Case A: Sequence of pictures obtained from the numerical simulation 
showing the progression of the initially central and square delamination 
at different inplane load level A. The meaning of the label on top of each 
picture is as follows: (LC, x, y) &  (Load-Control, A, number of failed 
rods).
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<LC, 2 . 3 0 ,  7 . 0 9 6 E - 0 3 )
Figure 5.3: Case A: The deformed shape obtained from the numerical simulation 
shows the areas of greatest deformations at A =  2.3. The meaning of the 







20.0 25.05.0 10.0 15.00.0
Figure 5.4: Case A: Postbuckling response curves showing the load A vs. the trans­
verse deflection wo at the three different points A, B and C. Point C is 
the closest to the loaded edge. Note that wq at points A and C remained 




Figure 5.5: Case A: Average plate axial force N xx a t the delamination front vs. the 
applied edge load A. Nxx is normalized by n 2 for convenience. Note that 
up to A «  1.9 the two quantities were identical, implying that the plate 
was carrying all the load. Beyond that, the applied load was strongly 
shared by the interphase layer.
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Figure 5.6: Case B: Sequence of pictures obtained from the  num erical sim ulation
showing the progression of an initially central and circular delam ination
a t different inplane load level A.
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(LC,1 5 . 9 0 0 ,  1292)(LC,1 5 . 7 0 0 ,  1206)
(LC,1 6 . 0 0 0 ,  1371)
(LC,1 7 . 9 0 0 ,  2126)
Figure 5.7: Case B: Sequence of pictures (cont’d) showing the progression of the 
delamination for A >  15.7 leading to «  82% total delamination area at 









Figure 5.8: Case B: A vs. delamination area (Aj).
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Figure 5.9: Case C: Sequence of pictures obtained from the numerical simulation 
showing the progression of an initially central and circular delamination 
at different inplane load level A. The meaning of the label on top of each 
picture is as follows: (DC, x, y) (Displacement-Control, A, number of 
failed rods).
(DC,1 5 . 3 0 0 ,  1042) (DC,1 5 . 4 0 0 ,  1192) (DC,1 5 . 5 0 0 ,  1206)
(DC,1 7 . 6 0 0 ,  2171)
Figure 5.10: Case C: Sequence of pictures (cont’d) showing the progression of the 
delamination for A >  15.0 leading to «  83% total delamination area at 
A =  17.6.
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(LC, 0 . 0 0 0 ,  75) (LC, 8 . 4 0 0 ,  101)
(LC, 8 . 6 0 0 ,  489)
(LC, 8 . 9 0 0 ,  845)
(LC, 8 . 7 0 0 ,  629)
(LC, 9 . 0 0 0 ,  1332)
(LC, 8 . 5 0 0 ,  341)
(LC, 8 . 8 0 0 ,  757)
(LC, 9 . 3 0 0 ,  2368)
Figure 5.11: Case D: Sequence of pictures obtained from the  num erical sim ulation
showing the  progression of an initially central and circular delam ination
a t different inplane load level A.
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(LC, 0 . 0 0 0 ,  720)  (LC,1 0 . 0 0 0 ,  744)
(LC,1 3 . 5 0 0 ,  4637)(LC,1 3 . 0 0 0 ,  4479)
Figure 5.12: Case E: Sequence of pictures obtained from the  numerical sim ulation
showing th e  progression of an edge (rectangular) delam ination a t dif­
ferent inplane load level A.
(LC.16 .200 ,  886) (LC.1 6 . 3 0 0 ,  1002)
(LC.16 .500 ,  1477) (LC,1 6 . 6 0 0 ,  1547)
(LC,1 6 . 4 0 0 ,  1438)
(LC,1 6 . 7 0 0 ,  1783)
Figure 5.13: Case F: Sequence of pictures obtained from the  num erical sim ulation
showing the progression of two arb itrary  shaped delam inations a t dif­
ferent inplane load level A.
(DC,1 5 . 0 0 0 ,  838) (DC,15 .1 0 0 ,  1091)
(DC,1 5 . 3 0 0 ,  1261) (DC,1 5 . 4 0 0 ,  1288)
(DC,1 5 . 2 0 0 ,  1205)
(DC,1 5 . 5 0 0 ,  1288)
Figure 5.14: Case G: Sequence of pictures obtained from the  num erical sim ulation
showing the progression of two arb itrary  shaped delam inations a t dif­
ferent inplane displacem ent level A.
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(DC,1 5 . 6 0 0 ,  1320)
(DC,1 5 . 9 0 0 ,  1456)
(DC,1 6 . 2 0 0 ,  1517)
(DC,1 6 . 5 0 0 ,  1521)
(DC,1 5 . 7 0 0 ,  1362) (DC,1 5 . 8 0 0 ,  1380)
(DC,1 6 . 0 0 0 ,  1480) (DC,1 6 . 1 0 0 ,  1497)
(DC,1 6 . 4 0 0 ,  1521)
(DC,1 6 . 7 0 0 ,  1765)
Figure 5.15: Case G: Sequence of pictures (cont’d) showing the progression of the 
two arbitrary shaped delamination areas.
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(LC, 0 . 0 0 0 ,  1200)
(LC.16.500 ,  1248)
(LC,1 7 . 0 0 0 ,  2071)
(LC,17 .5 0 0 ,  3336)
Figure 5.16: Case H: Sequence of pictures obtained from the  num erical sim ulation
showing the  progression of an edge (rectangular) delam ination a t dif­
ferent inplane load level A.
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(LC, 0 . 0 0 0 ,  1200,  1 .000E+00)
(LC, 5 . 5 0 0 ,  1200,  1 .786E+01)
(LC, 7 . 0 0 0 ,  1200,  2.418E+01)
(LC, 8 . 5 0 0 ,  1200,  3.169E+01)
(LC,1 0 . 5 0 0 ,  1200,  4 . 491E+01)
(LC,1 1 . 5 0 0 ,  1200,  5 .393E+01)
Figure 5.17: Case H: Sequence of pictures obtained from the numerical simulation 
showing the distribution of forces in the interphase elements (rods) at 
different inplane load level A. The meaning of the label on top of the 
picture is as follows: (LC, x, y, z) O- (Load-Control, A, number of failed 
rods, max. force).
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(LC,1 3 . 5 0 0 ,  1200,  8 .311E+01)
(LC,1 4 . 5 0 0 ,  1200,  1 .116E+02)
(LC,1 5 . 5 0 0 ,  1200,  1 . 821E+02)
(LC, 1 6 . 0 0 0 ,  1200,  2 .414E+02)
(LC,1 6 . 5 0 0 ,  1248,  1 .797E+02)
(LC,1 7 . 0 0 0 ,  2071,  1 .548E+02)
Figure 5.18: Case H: Sequence of pictures (cont’d) showing the distribution of forces 
in the interphase elements (rods).
(LC, 8 . 0 0 0 ,  1170)
(LC,1 0 . 0 0 0 ,  1743)
(LC,1 1 . 5 0 0 ,  2456)(LC,1 0 . 5 0 0 ,  2008)
Figure 5.19: Case I: Sequence of pictures obtained from the  num erical sim ulation
showing the  progression of an initially central and circular delam ination
area a t different inplane load level A.
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter presents a brief summary along with the main conclusions of this 
study. To keep this chapter short, all issues pertaining to a  particular subject were 
discussed and explained in detail in the corresponding chapters presented earlier.
This dissertation presented a study on the subject of buckling, postbuckling and 
non-self-similar decohesion of unilaterally constrained delaminations in composites. 
This subject involves many im portant issues that arise in a  variety of different fields 
in mechanics. These issues have been the subject of intense studies and investigations 
for the past 15-20 years and no study thus far has “closed the chapter” on any of 
these issues. The present thesis attem pted to treat these issues as one .. Such an 
attem pt was the main contribution of this dissertation. These issues are:
1. How does one determine the delamination behavior when contact is involved? 
In other words, how would the presence o f a unilateral constraint influence 
the buckling and postbuckling behavior, growth criteria, and the shape o f the 
delamination front?
2. How does one determine the decohesion and growth criteria? In other words, 




3. How does one determine the delamination front contour? In other words, after 
the decohesion criteria have been met, what would the new delamination zone 
look like?
6.1 Buckling of Unilaterally Constrained Plates
The unilateral constraint issue as related to the buckling of rectangular plates 
was investigated in two different contexts. First, buckling of unilaterally constrained 
infinite plates was considered in Chapter II. Different boundary conditions and ma­
terial properties (isotropic and specially orthotropic) were considered and, assuming 
a periodic response, the governing equations were solved exactly and approximately 
depending on the boundary conditions along the infinite direction. This chapter fo­
cused on finding the buckling loads when the buckling mode is constrained to be of 
one sign. The condition of contact at buckling which renders the problem to be of 
the nonlinear eigenvalue type was bypassed by modeling the system as a  plate rest­
ing on a tensionless elastic foundation. By formulating the problem as having two 
distinct regions, a contacted and an uncontacted regions, resulted in a problem of 
the linear eigenvalue type. Due to the constraint on the deformation being one-sided, 
an increase in the buckling load of (i) 22 — 33% for the case of simple supports and 
(ii) 24 — 36% for the case of clamped-free supports, over the unconstrained situation, 
was obtained for such cases.
The second context in which the buckling of unilaterally constrained rectangular 
plates was investigated pertains to finite plates. This was investigated in Chapter 
III where the problem, which is in a  rectangular domain, was formulated and solved 
for different boundary conditions and material properties. The governing equations 
were solved approximately for a wide variety of parameters and general, useful and
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practical results were obtained. As a check on the validity of such results, the buckling 
loads for infinite plates obtained in Chapter II were obtained again as the limiting 
cases when the aspect ratio of the finite plates was taken to be large. The results of 
this chapter demonstrated th a t using nonlinear elastic foundation models to model 
unilateral constraints is viable.
Experimental investigation has further revealed that the buckling mode of the de­
lamination (plate) may involve regions or points of contact with the undelaminated 
portion of the substrate. The effect of this physical constraint was shown to cause the 
response of the plate to  occur in a progressive fashion. The shadow Moire technique 
that was employed was able to clearly show that the mode shape for relatively long 
plates (aspect ratio =  5) was periodic and contained points and/or regions of con­
tact. The results obtained from the theoretical investigation were found to bound the 
experimental values. It is clear that the stiffness of a  postbuckled delaminated plate 
is highly influenced by whether the buckled portion involves points (or regions) of 
contact or not. Thus, in analytical model development, the possibility of the delam­
inated portion contacting the plate cannot be excluded. Instead, the corresponding 
buckling problem must be addressed within this wider setting that incorporates the 
possibility of contact. The resulting boundary value problem solution should then 
deliver the result whether contact occurs or not.
6.2 Decohesion of Delaminations
The main contribution of this work resides in modeling decohesion of delamina­
tions. Chapter IV presented a simplified treatm ent on the subject where the three 
aspects, namely, unilaterally constrained buckling, postbuckling and non-self-similar 
growth are accounted for simultaneously. Replacing the interface by a nonlinear elas­
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tic interphase only the mechanical properties (stiffness, thickness, etc.) was required 
to  fully characterize the decohesion process without resorting to any fracture mechan­
ics concepts. Such a  modeling technique was employed to overcome the limitations 
of fracture mechanics approaches in predicting general delamination growth. Using 
virtual work formulation, the plate-interphase-substrate system was modeled as one, 
resulting in a system of integral equations that was solved using an approximate 
method.
Further, during the formulation no distinction was made between the phenomena 
of buckling (and postbuckling) and non-self-similar growth. In other words, the same 
equations govern the entire behavior from beginning (starting to load/displace the 
structure) to  end (complete delamination and/or loss of stiffness) without specifica­
tion to certain regimes of validity. The entire decohesion process was assumed to  be 
conservative.
The cases presented in Chapter V are few and their choice was based solely on the 
fact that they demonstrate the validity, applicability and generality of the interphase 
model as well as the modeling presented in Chapter IV. Although there is a  large 
number of parameters that can be varied, only few were actually varied. This is 
mainly due to two reasons: 1) The main intention of the study was to  demonstrate 
th a t such a model and formulation are viable, and 2) the number of combinations of 
these parameters needed to carry a comprehensive parametric study is prohibitive. 
The main distinction between the cases investigated was the type of loading (i.e., load 
control vs. displacement control), plate’s aspect ratio and the shape and location of 
the original delamination. One case study investigated the effect of transverse shear 
deformations on the decohesion process.
The results of the case studies demonstrated the generality and simplicity of the
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model as well as the formulation. One im portant thing to note is that these results 
are in qualitative not quantitative agreement with commonly observed experimental 
results as well as engineering intuition. That is because only a limited amount of 
quantitative results exist in the available literature.
6.3 Main Conclusions
To summarize, the main conclusions are:
•  Using nonlinear elastic foundation models to characterize unilateral constraints 
is viable.
•  For unilaterally constrained infinite plates, the increase in the buckling loads 
varied between 22-36%, for the cases studied. For the isotropic simply-supported 
plate, the increase was 33%.
•  For unilaterally constrained finite plates, the increase depends on the aspect 
ratio (£) up to beyond which the buckling load reaches a constant.
•  £* depends on the overall stiffness of the plate. Stiffer plates have smaller £*.
•  Using interphase models to analyze delamination decohesion and growth proved 
to  be viable.
•  The cases investigated demonstrated that delamination growth can take place 
prior to  buckling.
•  Non-self-similar delamination growth patterns were simulated without resort­
ing to  fracture mechanics concepts.
•  The results obtained are highly dependent on the interphase’s constitutive 
properties indicating that realistic and actual interphase constitutive models
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need to be implemented.
•  Unilateral contact can occur at buckling or in the postbuckling regime, as well 
as prior to delamination growth or after delamination growth.
6.4 Recommendations
This study has revealed tha t much work needs to be done in order to accurately 
and correctly model the decohesion process in real materials, especially composites. 
Although there are few issues that were beyond the scope of this work, they are 
nevertheless very im portant to address. Hence, it is recommended that the following 
be considered in future studies:
•  Decohesion due to shear failure, where additional shear failure criteria are 
incorporated into the interphase constitutive law.
•  Influence of certain parameters on the buckling and decohesion processes. Pa­
rameters like, interphase layer thickness and strength, and initial delamination 
size and location, to mention a  few.
•  First-order and higher-order shear deformation effects on delamination deco­
hesion and growth.
• Buckling and postbuckling stability analysis of local delaminations and of the 
global finite medium containing such delaminations.
•  Interaction between the local and the global problem. The local being the 
delamination, and the global being the medium containing the delamination.
•  Experimental characterization of interphases, and experimental validation of 
numerical simulations. Some preliminary work related to this issue can be
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LIMITING VALUES FOR THE BUCKLING 
LOAD AND WAVE LENGTH: RIGIDLY 
CONSTRAINED INFINITE PLATES ( a  = oo)
The two general equations that were derived earlier relating the three unknowns 
A, c and ft are shown again,
and
(1 — c) -j- =  — arctan
b Qi
( Tz . , ,Q eft. T\ . .
—  smh(2/?i— ) +  —  sm(2/)2-r")
2/?i 2p2
eft, \  
b
8i
. /e% eft. cft.1
cosh(2/»i— ) +  cos(2p2— )J






C i l  CSfi 1
cosh(2/9i — ) +  cos(2/?2— )J
. 1 /« c^ \  ^4 • /« cflAsinh(2/>1— ) +  —  sin(2p2— )
(A .l)
(A.2)
 ̂ g! |co sh (2 /? i^ ) +  cos(2/>2^ - ) ]  ^
Here, we show how to extract a simpler solution from these two equations for the 
special case of a plate resting on a rigid foundation by taking the limit as a  —» oo. 
The limiting process will be carried out in several steps rather than in one step. 
Although the final result is the same, this way facilitates better understanding of the 





(  Ti . eft r2 . . eft \
—  3mh(2f t T ) + — S'n(2f t T ) l
1 Ĉ l lg2 cosh(2p1~ )  +  cos(2/)2— )J
//2 — tan arctan
^ ~̂3 1 U ( 0  _L • ( O  Ĉ \A—  ,mh(2^,T ) +  — sm (2H t )
\ 01
. eft, e ft,1
cosh(2pi -g-) +  cos(2/£>2-^-)|
/  J
and rewrite the second general equation as follows:
L i  =  L 2 (A.3)
Recall that
Pi =  ^ 2  { y / a ^ p D ^ j  -  (A -  2??DS) (A.4)
/»2 =  ( | )  y 2  ( V ^ + 7 S )  +  (A -  (A.5)
01 =  ( 0  ^ 2 (A - 2r)Ds) -  \/4(A  -  2riDa)2 -  16/xD22 (A.6)
02 = ( | )  y  2 (A -  2t,D8) +  ^ 4 (A -2 » /D s)2 -16/xI>22 (A.7)
The limiting process starts by calculating the relation between the roots p\ , p2 and 




Pi,2  -► v^2 ( o < )
which implies tha t the two roots, pi and p2 approach each other. Let
!>=
and rewriting L\ and i 2 yields;
Li =
Yp sinh(2p€) +  Yp sin (2pe) 
g2 [cosh(2pe) +  cos(2pe)]
^  sinh(2pe) +  ^  sin(2pe) 




where for large a
T\ —* q\ + 2p2 
T 2 —* e \ — 2p2
^3 —* £2 +  2p2
TA - * e\ -2 p >
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Dividing both sides by 2p yields;
2 p 2 p F
2 p 2 p F
2 p 2 p







and for large values of a , L \ approaches the following limit:
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where we have used the facts that (recall that Q\ and f>2 are independent of a)
„ m £ £ “ 4 M  =  0
a-*oo cosh(2pe)
iimi ^24 = o
«-»<» cosh(2pe)
lim tanh(2pe) =  1
and
lim ~  =  0
a-*x> 2 p
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Performing similar steps on X2 one arrives at the following limit:
L i  —► tan ^  arctan j
The above result can be further simplified by realizing the fact that for large a
arctan (9 - arctan (£)**(«»)' 7TPi ±(2n — 1)—, n =  1 ,2 ,3 , .. .
hence,
X2 —> tan ± — (2n — 1)^
Pi *
Substituting the above two limits of L\ and X2 into (A.3) yields;
p
— =  tan 
f?2
(A.9)
As a  is increased further (i.e., p is increased) the above equation can be futher 
simplified by using the fact tha t
7T
tan(0) =  oo => 9 = ± ( 2 j - l ) ~ ,  j  = 1,2,3,
which yields the following result:
±  ^ (2 n  -  1)£ =  ±(2m -  1)£, to =  1,2,3,
P i  2  2
Pi _  2m — 1
Qi 2n — 1
(A .10)
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Substituting (A.6) and (A.7) into (A. 10) yields;
( f V 2 ^  “  +  -  2,' D*)2 -  , 2m — 1j " ■— 11— i ' =  =  i "t   (A.11)
( i )  v2(Acr -  2riD,) -  V4<A-  -
The goal behind all of the above is to arrive at a closed-form relationship th a t relates 
the buckling load coefficient A„  to the plate’s parameters. This relationship should 
have a  form that is comparable to the previously presented upper bound1 on A (2.70). 
Such a sought-after form is
Acr =  2 2 +  ^ 3 /^ - ^ 2 2 )
where i?i, i?2 and i? 3  are coefficients that need to be determined. To extract these 
coefficients from (A .ll)  one needs to  solve for A^ first. Multiplying and dividing
(A. 11) by yj2 (Ac- — 2r}Da) yields;
1 +  i / l -
"4/77722
f l -
(Acr -  2rjDaf  _  , 2m -  1 
2n — 1"4/72722
(Acr — 2riDa)2
Upon solving for Â . one arrives at the following result:
ACr =  2 (t)Da +  (A. 12)
where
1The form of the upper bound is used due to its more general nature. Recall that the lower
bound’s form is a special case of the upper’s.
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i?x =  1
t?2 =  0
t?3 =  I?
1? =
/2m  — 1 \ 
”  1 2n -  l )
(A.13)
1 + /2m  — 1 \ 2\  2 n f f ) J
The quantity (1 — c )^ ,  which is a measure of the buckling wave length, can be 
solved for using a similar limiting process. Hence, for the case of a plate resting 
(unattached) to a rigid surface the buckling half-wave length is simply given by
(1_ c)£  = | ( 2n ^ l)
b 2 Qi
Substituting for Q\ from (A.6) results in the following relationship:
(A.14)
„  1 (2n — 1) , „
(1 -  c)— =  -  , (^D 22 ) (A.15)
which is independent of Da. It is important to point out that the value of c—approaches
o
02 as a  approaches oo. Recalling the definition of c— 3, one finds that this is consis-
b
tan t with the physical situation where no penetration into the foundation is possible
when the foundation is infinitely rigid.
2 Note that c j  = 0 implies c = 0 not 0  =  0.





Using approximate methods like the Rayleigh-Ritz or Galerkin’s for solving bound­
ary value problems requires, by definition, knowledge of the existing boundary con­
ditions. Further, using Galerkin’s method requires knowledge of the order of the 
differential equation governing the behavior of the system. In order to  implement 
these methods into a  numerical solver it is necessary to assume some kinematically 
admissible functions. In addition to the admissibility requirement, another require­
ment, tha t is also necessary when using Galerkin’s method, is tha t the function(s) 
assumed must be at least differentiable to the same degree as the governing differ­
ential equation(s).
It is well established that in order to solve plate problems one can make use 
of the kinematically admissible fucntions derived from beam analysis (e.g., beam 
eigenmodes). To obtain such beam functions one typically solves the corresponding 
beam vibration (or buckling) problem.
In this appendix we outline the results obtained from the free-vibration analysis 
of beams. Two types of vibrations will be considered, axial and transverse, along 
with the most common types of classical boundary conditions.
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Axial Deformation Functions
The differential equation governing the axial free vibration of a  uniform rod is
n r u n
dx2 p dt* ”  ^ )
where E  is Young’s Modulus, u is the axial deformation, p is the mass density (per
unit volume), t  is time and x  is the spatial coordiante. For a rod that is constrained
at one end (x  =  0) and free at the other (a: =  I) the solution of (B .l) yields the
following characteristic equation:
cos ( . i f )  =  0 (B.2)
where I is the length of the rod and .  is the natural frequency of the system. Solving 
(B.2) for the natural frequencies yields:
" i  =  (2j -  1 ) £ M ,  J - 1 ,2 ,3 , .. .  (B.3)
Having obtained the natural frequencies of the system one can write down the ex­
pression for the function describing the axial deformation of a constrained-free rod 
as
u (x ,t)  = A<f>j(x)e'Wjt (B.4)
where A  is the amplitude, i = y /—I  and
<f>j(x) = sin [(2; -  1 ) |  j ] (B.5)
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are the spatial functions. For the plate problems investigated it was observed that the 
first term  (i.e., <f>i = sin gives Poor results. Hence, it was decided to replace
the first term  ONLY by the corresponding static deformation function, which can be 
obtained by setting p =  0 in the original governing differential equation (B .l). Such 
a function is given below,
f t* )  =  J  (B.6)
Other admissible functions that were also used to describe the axial deformation 
are the simple-free beam transverse vibration modes [98] (to be presented later). 
Such functions are
<f>j(x ) = a [sin ( r i y )  + sinh ( ri j ) ]  + sin ( ri y )  - sinh ( r ; y )  (B-7)
where
_  sin fo ) +  sinh(rJ)
* U/ \ * / \ v /sinh(rj) — sm(rj)
and the eigenvalues rj are
r \ = 0.00000000000000 
r 2 =  3.92660231204791 
r3 =  7.06858274562873 
r 4 =  10.21017612281302 
r 5 =  13.35176877775409
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r6 =  16.49336143134641 
r7 = 19.63495408493620
ri =  (4j  +  1) j
Note th a t for small values of j  (j  <  10) the last general expression is not valid and 
the above numerical values must be used. It is very im portant to point out that the 
value of <l>j, especially at the boundaries, is highly dependent on the accuracy of the 
rj values. It is customary to list only the first few values of rj with few decimals 
(usually <  5 decimals) [98], but as this study revealed1, the decimal accuracy needed 
to obtain valid results cannot be overemphasized. The above partial list of numerical 
values for Tj shows a 14-digit accuracy. For higher values of j  (i.e .,j >  7) the accuracy 
needed exceeded that of the machine’s precision2, hence, such values cannot be used 
with confidence. It is recommended that higher modes should only be used when 
they are essential to the analysis and should be avoided otherwise.
Transverse Deformation Functions
The differential equation governing the transverse free vibration of a uniform 
beam is
E I ^ + m w = °  <R9>
where E  is Young’s Modulus, I  is the cross-sectional moment of interia, w is the 
transverse deformation of the beam ’s center line, m is the mass density (per unit
lrThe author is not aware of any literature that emphasized the importance of the decimal 
accuracy needed when using such functions.
2The calculatios were performed on an Hewlett Packard (HP) Workstation, 9000 Series, Model 
715/50 with a 50MHz PA-RISC 7100 Processor using a FORTRAN program with Double Precision 
accuracy.
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length), t is time and x  is the spatial coordinate. The general solution of (B.9) can 
be given in the following form:
w (x ,t)  = A<j>j(x)e%Ujt, j  =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  (B.10)
where uij are the natural frequencies (eigenvalues). The eigenvalues and the corre­
sponding eigenmodes of (B.9) are given below for different homogeneous boundary 
conditions. For each case the characteristic (frequency) equation will be presented, 
followed by the eigenmodes along with the corresponding eigenvalues. The following 
boundary conditions are considered:
Free-Free
Characteristic equation:
cos(r) cosh(r) =  1
Eigenmodes:
<j>j(x) =  a jsin ( r j +  sinh ( r i y ) ]  +  cos ( rj y )  +  c<>sh ( j ' j ' j j
cos(rj) — cosh(rj) 
sinh(r_,) — sin(rj)
Eigenvalues:
ri =  0.00000000000000 
r2 =  0.00000000000000 
r3 =  4.73004074500006 
r4 =  7.85320462409601 
r5 = 10.99560783800137
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r6 =  14.13716549125746 
r r =  17.27875965739947
T j =  (2j  +  1 ) |
The first two modes correspond to rigid body motion. The first is a rigid body 
translation for which <f)\ can be given as follows:
<j>t =  1.0
The second is a rigid body rotation that can be expressed with respect to the point 
x  =  0 or the center of mass a t x  =  jr . W ith respect to the latter, <j>2 can be given as 
follows:
& = ( l - 2 y )
Simple-Free
Characteristic equation:
tan(r) =  tanh(r)
Eigenmodes:
M x) =  a [sin (riy) + sinh (rJ'y)] + sin (riy) _ sinh ( rj j )





r 2 =  3.92660231204791 
r 3 =  7.06858274562873 
r4 =  10.21017612281302 
r 5 =  13.35176877775409 
r 6 =  16.49336143134641 
r 7 =  19.63495408493620
ri -  (4i  +  1) J
The first mode corresponds to a rigid body motion. In this case this motion is a 
rigid body rotation that can be given as follows:
Sim ple-S im ple
Characteristic equation:








cos(r) cosh(r) =  — 1
Eigenmodes:
<f>j(x) =  a |cos (r j  — cosh ( rj y ) ]  +  sin —
— sin(rj) — sinh(rj)
Eigenvalues:
a =
cosh(rj) +  cos(rj)
rx =  1.87510406871196
r2 =  4.69409113297417 
r3 =  7.85475743823761
r4 =  10.99554073487547
r 5 =  14.13716839104647






Tj =  (2> -  1 ) -
tan(r) =  tanh(r)
(j>j(x) = a ^cos ~  cosh ( r j y ) ]  "*■ s*n ( ri y )  —
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_  sin(rj) — sinh(rj) 
cosh(r,) — cos(rj)
Eigenvalues:
r t  =  3.92660231204791 
r2 =  7.06858274562873 
r3 =  10.21017612281302 
r 4 =  13.35176877775409 
r5 =  16.49336143134641 
r6 =  19.63495408493620 
7*7 =  22.77654673852600
n  =  (4j  + l ) y
Clam ped-Clamped
Characteristic equation:
cos(r) cosh(r) =  1
Eigenmodes:
<j>j(x) =  a ^COS y ^  — cosh +  s *n  ( r J j )  —
cos(rj) — cosh(rj) 
sin(rj) +  sinh(rj)
Eigenvalues:
n  =  4.73004074500006 
r2 =  7.85320462409601
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r3 =  10.99560783800137 
r4 =  14.13716549125746 
r5 =  17.27875965739947 
r6 = 20.42035224562606 
r7 =  23.56194490204045
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